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Abstract

A Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network based on ATM
promises communication at higher rates and with greater flexibility
than current circuit or packet switched networks. However the objective of carrying bursty and variable rate traffic and maintaining both
high utilisations and an acceptable quality of service presents difficult
traffic control issues.
This thesis attempts to deal with these problems in a systematic and
unified fashion. Understanding and predicting the behaviour of statistically multiplexed traffic is identified as a fundamental concern. A state
dependent discrete process (SDDP) is introduced as a means for representing both single sources and aggregated traffic streams. Exact
steady state solution techniques are described for queues and multiplexers fed by such processes. Further analysis yields information
about the temporal behaviour of these queues and their loss characteristics, and leads to several queueing approximation techniques.
Using these solution methods the performance of an ATM multiplexer
is investigated. In particular the effects of source traffic parameters on
attainable utilisation for a given long term loss constraint are evaluated. Performance is also examined in terms of overload duration and
intensity statistics, and in terms of cell delay variation. Peak-to-link
ratio and burstiness are identified as key parameters affecting utilisation and resource allocation. Temporal connection characterisitics such
as burst length are found to have most impact on overload durations.

ii

Drawing on these results the efficacy of preventative control schemes
based upon a traffic contract is examined. The design of peak rate
enforcers and in particular the trade-off between tolerance of cell delay
variation and enforcement accuracy is investigated. The difficulties
associated with estimating and enforcing mean rate are examined, and
identified as a key weakness in a purely preventative control system.
To alleviate these difficulties a range of additional traffic controls are
considered.
The implementation of real time connection admission based on the
zero buffer and virtual bandwidth type methods and the extension of
these methods to environments with cell loss priority are discussed.
The use of virtual paths for resource management and QOS control are
explored. A number of potential resource management strategies are
identified and compared on the basis of ideal performance limits and
implementation complexity. A priority based scheme is found to give
best network utilisation but it would be complex to implement. A three
layered scheme based on policed virtual paths is found to be very
attractive from an implementation point of view. As a result of this
comparison a new hybrid resource management scheme is suggested.
Overall the thesis concludes that a traffic control system based on an
enforceable traffic contract for peak and average rates can offer guaranteed quality of service (long term cell loss probability) assuming
burst scale independence between sources, while obtaining close to
optimal statistical gains. However there are two major difficulties with
such a scheme:
• it is difficult to predict average rate, and
• statistical gains are very limited for traffic with a peak-to-link ratio
greater than 1/1 O.
The first difficulty may be addressed by introducing new traffic controls such as in-call parameter renegotiation, traffic shaping and callpadding, and the second perhaps by intelligent multiplexing which
takes advantage of the fact the some traffic may be scheduled rather
than relying on its statistical nature.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction

1.1 Background
The broadband aspects of integrated services digital networks (BI S D N ) promise aflexible,high speed communications capacity for the
future. A large number of services with a wide range of traffic characteristics and performance requirements will need to be supported. The
C C n T is responsible for standardising B I S D N and has identified
Asynchronous Transfer M o d e ( A T M ) as a suitable target switching
technique for such networks. A T M is essentially a fusion between
packet switching techniques and synchronous time division multiplexing. Information streams are divided intofixedlength, self routing cells
which are directed through the network by fast hardware switches.
Connections m a y be point to point or broadcast, information m a y be
transmitted at any rate, not a multiple of some basic rate, and indeed
the rate m a y vary. At the outset it should be noted however, that
although this work focuses on A T M , m a n y of the conclusions are relevant to other high speed network technologies such as F D D I , D Q D B
and Frame Relay.
In order to carry bursty and variable rate traffic efficiently it will be
necessary to statistically multiplex or schedule traffic, which will lead
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to cell delay and loss. A t the same time network users will require
guaranteed levels of performance. This juxtaposition of requirements,
coupled with the wide range of traffic characteristics and quality of
service constraints, leads to some very difficult resource management
and traffic control problems. This is evidenced by the large number of
A T M related papers which have been presented at conferences and
published in scientific journals in the last two and a half years, whereas
at the outset of the investigation very little literature existed in this
area. A brief browse through dates of the work referenced in thesis
highlights this trend.

1.2 Overview
T h e thesis is divided into eight main chapters, and five appendices. In
order to present material in a step by step manner and to avoid forward
referencing results as m u c h as possible, the structuring of this work is
slightly non-conventional. The table below is provided as a guide mapping the traditional chapter classifications with those used here.
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Chapter 2 describes the traffic control problem in more detail and surveys traffic control techniques proposed in the literature, setting the
scene for this investigation. Later in the thesis, once performance evaluation methods and results have been established, w e return to examine these control techniques more critically.
Chapter 3 reviews modelling approaches which have been used for
A T M performance analysis. It identifies the central role of the multiplexer model, and presents some fundamental theory and generic performance characteristics for the model. These results provide the basis
for a classification and critical review of reported multiplexer analysis
methods.
In Chapter 4 the theoretical framework required for the rest thesis is
described. It introduces a new, general arrival process and notation,
which w e call the State Dependent Discrete Process ( S D D P ) . Using
this notation exact and approximate steady state queueing analyses are
developed, as well as a simple bufferless analysis and a means of
obtaining useful information about the temporal characteristics of multiplexing performance.
In Chapter 5 these analysis methods are used to investigate ATM multiplexing performance with the key goal of identifying which connection traffic parameters are important. The chapter begins with steady
state performance evaluation and determines utilisation limits for a
given long term cell loss constraint as a function of connection parameters. A large fraction of the chapter is then dedicated to characterising
the temporal performance of the multiplexer model and cell scale
issues such as cell delay variation. The results in this chapter provide a
basis for the assessing the suitability of various traffic control schemes
in the remainder of the thesis.
The declaration of connection parameters and the subsequent enforcement of these parameters are a crucial aspect of preventative traffic
control based on a call contract. Chapter 6 investigates issues associated with the prediction and enforcement of peak and average rates.
S o m e further results are presented, with the corresponding theory
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included in Appendices B and C. A number of additional traffic control
techniques are also explored as means to reduce difficulties associated
with the prediction of average rate.
Chapter 7 addresses the interwoven issues of connection admission,
resource allocation, and quality and grade of service control. It applies
the observations and conclusions of previous chapters to classify and
assess approaches suggested in the literature. A s an outcome of this
critical review a n e w hybrid resource management scheme is suggested.
While the subject matter of this thesis spans a wide range of topic,
overall the thesis reflects a thorough and systematic investigation of the
main issues surrounding the performance and control of A T M statistical multiplexing systems. However, Chapters 6 and 7 do introduce
some speculative material using heuristic arguments based on the work
in earlier chapters. S o m e of these ideas are identified as fruitful areas
for further research in Chapter 8. The Conclusion also summarises the
major findings of thesis and on the basis of these results makes a
number of recommendations.

1.3 Contributions
This section lists the main original contributions made in relation to
this thesis, giving the section where the point isfirstdiscussed and references relevant published work.
1.

Introduction of a new, general class of discrete arrival process,
the State Dependent Discrete Process ( S D D P ) which is suitable
for representing A T M sources, and aggregations of such sources.
See Section 4.2 and [Hughes 90d, 91c, 91h, 92a].

2.

Development of a steady state queueing solution for an A T M
multiplexer fed by a S D D P . See Section 4.3 and [Hughes 90d,
91c, 91h, 92a].

3.

Derivation of expressions describing the temporal characteristics
(e.g. overload duration statistics) of an A T M multiplexer fed by
an S D D P . See Section 4.6 and [Hughes 91h, 92a].

Introduction

4.
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Development of an approximation technique to reduce state
space requirements when solving an S D D P multiplexer problem,
and a further extension of the approximation to yield a two state
Markov Modulated Poisson Process ( M M P P ) description. See
Section 4.7 and [Hughes 91h, 92a].

5.

Derivation of expressions for zero-buffer approximation of overload and cell loss probabilities for an A T M multiplexer fed by a
S D D P . See Section 4.5 and [Hughes 91h, 92a].

6.

Development of a library of M A T L A B functions to implement
the S D D P techniques. See Appendix E.

7.

Identification of the cell and burst scale components of multiplexer performance characteristics when fed by variable rate
sources. See Section 3.4 and [Hughes 91b, 91f, 91h], This effect
has also been identified by others [Norros 91, Kroner 91b, Roberts 91],

8.

Detailed performance analysis of an A T M multiplexer using the
zero buffer approximation looking at effects of source peak-tolink ratio, source burstiness, mixing different traffic types and
source bit rate pdf, and in particular the identification along with
others [Woodruff 90, Suzuki 90, Murase 91] of peak-to-link rate
as a very significant parameter. See Section 5.2 and [Hughes 91a,
91c, 9If, 91 h, 92a, 92b] and [Hughes 90d] where peak-to-link
ratio was called the "burst intensity".

9.

Investigation of temporal characteristics of multiplexer loss demonstrating the proportionality between source modulation time
scale and multiplexer overload duration. For a wide range of
source parameters and a fixed long term Q O S (10

cell loss

probability) the fraction of cells lost during overload is demonstrated to be in the region of 1/100, with negligible cell loss during underloads. See Section 5.3 and [Hughes 91h, 92a, 92b].
10.

Overload periods for traffic with a mixture of times scales are
calculated. A n approximation based on using the weighted geometric mean of the burst lengths is found to give conservative
(longer than actual) estimates of the overload period. See
Section 5.3 and [Hughes 92a].
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Development of a model (again based on the S D D P ) to investigate cell jitter. Results demonstrate the cell and burst scale components of cell jitter, and the dependence of C D V on buffer
sizing, cell spacing and more surprisingly the modulation timescale of background traffic. See Section 5.4 and [Hughes 92a,
Anido 92]

12.

Investigation of the choice of parameters for peak policing mechanisms for single connections and also for separating paths (see
Section 7.5.3). Early work described in [Hughes 90a, 90b, 91d]
studied the leaky bucket mechanism and identified a m a x i m u m
in the Type II error performance ([Hughes 90a] is reproduced in
Appendix D ) . Later a worst case analysis was used to determined
this m a x i m u m as a function of the virtual peak parameters, independent of source traffic and policing algorithm. The results of
this work are described in Section 6.3. The worst case analysis
uses a multiplexer fed by block periodic sources. The unique
analysis of this system is described in Appendix B and [Hughes
91e].

13.

Derivation of an expression for the distribution of the average
measured over an interval of an exponential-on exponential-off
source to demonstrate the trade-off between over-declaring average rate and extending the averaging period. O n this basis the
prediction, as opposed to the enforcement, of average rate is
identified as a major concern. See Section 6.4, Appendix C and
[Hughes 92c, 92d].

14.

Identification of m i n i m u m rate as a potentially useful parameter,
the invention of a new enforcement mechanism for a minimum,
m a x i m u m and average rates. See Section 6.5.6, Section 7.2.3 and
[Hughes 90c, 91a, 91g, 92d].

15.

Invention of a n e w traffic control technique called connection
padding to permit enforcement of connections with averaging
periods close to the call holding time. See Section 6.5.5 and
[Hughes 92c, 92d].

16.

A n assessment of the implementation details for bufferless based
call admission, and in particular the development of a new
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approach based on convolution, and the extension of this method
for use in networks with priority. See Section 7.2, Section 7.4
and [Hughes 9If, 92c].
17.

Classification of resource management schemes based on uniform transfer m o d e networks, networks with priority control and
policed virtual paths, and identification offiveperformance limits for these classifications. Based on an investigation of these
performance limits, proposed resource management schemes are
compared in terms of bandwidth efficiency and implementation
complexity. See Chapter 7, particularly Section 7.6 and [Hughes
91f, 92b, 92d].

18.

Invention of a new hybrid resource management technique based
on peak limiting virtual path capacity using a tagging and space
priority mechanism internal to the switch. See Section 7.7 and
[Hughes 92d].

19.

Integrating all these individual contributions together with others
work resulting in a broad assessment of A T M traffic control strategy from the point of view of both usage parameter control, connection admission control and resource management.

1.4 Publications
1. D.A. Hughes, H.S. Bradlow, "Congestion control in an ATM network", 4th Australian Teletraffic Research Seminar, Bond University, Queensland, December 1989.
2.

D.A. Hughes, G. Anido, H.S. Bradlow, "Characterising leaky
bucket performance for small bucket depths", Aust. Fast Packet
Switching Workshop, Melbourne, pp. 136-144, July 1990.

3.

D.A. Hughes, G. Anido, H.S. Bradlow, "Performance of the
leaky bucket policing mechanism for small bucket depths", Electronics Letters, Vol. 26, No. 16, pp. 1305-1307, August 1990.

4.

D.A. Hughes, G. Anido, "Usage parameter control parameters
and algorithm", accepted as C C n T Study Group XVIII Contribution, Source: Australia, presented in Matsuyama, Japan,
November 1990.
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D.A. Hughes, G. Anido, H.S. Bradlow, "Queueing analysis of
multiplexed bursty traffic with application to A T M switch performance", 5th Australian Teletraffic Research Seminar, Melbourne, December 1990.

6.

D.A. Hughes, G. Anido, H.S. Bradlow, "Queueing analysis of
multiplexed bursty traffic with application to A T M switch performance", ITC Specialist Seminar, Cracow, pp. 92-103, April
1991.

7.

D.A. Hughes, H.S. Bradlow, G. Anido, "Congestion control in an
A T M network", 13th ITC Copenhagen, in Teletraffic and Datatraffic in a period of change, Elsevier, pp. 835-840, June 1991.

8.

D.A. Hughes, G. Anido, H.S. Bradlow, "Worst case analysis of
the leaky bucket policing and spacing mechanisms", Australian
Broadband Switching and Services Symposium'91, Sydney, pp.
82-91, July 1991.

9.

D.A. Hughes, "A traffic control strategy for BISDN", Proceedings of IREECON'91, Sydney, pp. 65-68, September 1991.

10.

D.A. Hughes, H.S. Bradlow, G. Anido, "Analysing A T M multiplexing performance", 6th Australian Teletraffic Research Seminar, Wollongong, pp. 148-157, November 1991.

11.

G. Anido, D.A. Hughes, "Impact of C D V on U P C / N P C requirements and on choice of U P C / N P C mechanisms", accepted as
C C I T T Study Group XVIJI Contribution, Source: Australia, presented in Melbourne, Australia, December 1991.

12.

D.A. Hughes, H.S. Bradlow, G. Anido, "Traffic control strategy
for BISDN", Networks 92, Kobe, pp. 141-146, M a y 92.

13.

G. Anido, D.A. Hughes, "Effect of cell loss and buffer depth on
C D V limits", accepted as C C I T T Study Group XVTTI Contribution, Source: Australia, presented in Geneva, June 1992.

14.

D.A. Hughes, H.S. Bradlow, G. Anido, "On average rate prediction and enforcement in BISDN", Australian Broadband Switching Symposium and Services Symposium'92, Melbourne, July
1992.
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15.

9

D.A. Hughes, H.S. Bradlow, G Anido, "Peak rate enforcement
in B I S D N : A worst case analysis", accepted by Aust. Teletraffic
Research Journal, to appear late 92.

1.5 Recent Submissions
16.

D.A. Hughes, H.S. Bradlow, G. Anido, "On average rate prediction and enforcement in BISDN", submitted to Aust. Teletraffic
Research Journal.

17.

D.A. Hughes, G. Anido, H.S. Bradlow, "Analysing A T M statistical multiplexing performance using a state dependent discrete
process", submitted to Annals of Operations Research.
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Chapter 2:
A T M Traffic Control

2.1

Introduction

This chapter is intended not as a critical review, but rather to describe
the traffic control problem and suggested control techniques in order to
provide context for the work that follows. In latter half of the thesis
m a n y of the traffic control techniques described here are revisited and
evaluated with the benefit of performance analysis methods and results
developed in the intervening chapters.
T h e traffic control problem in A T M networks stems from the following
joint requirements: (i) to carry a mix of m a n y different traffic types,
including bursty, variable and continuous bit rate traffic, (ii) to obtain a
high utilisation of resources, and (iii) to meet acceptable performance
or quality of service ( Q O S ) levels for each traffic type.

2.1.1 Multiplexing Gain
A simple BISDN based on allocating each connection resources
according to its peak requirements could guarantee very low loss and
very low delay and delay variation, but such an approach would result
in poor network utilisation for bursty or variable rate traffic. Although
peak allocation is a target solution for early networks, ideally the net-
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work should exploit such variations in rate by statistically multiplexing
or possibly scheduling (intelligently multiplexing) traffic. However to
obtain such multiplexing gain there must inevitably be periods of overload during which there will be either cell delay or cell loss (or both).
Traffic control is required to maintain an acceptable quality of service
for all connections.

2.1.2 Quality of Service (QOS) Requirements
The situation is complicated since different users and services may
have different quality of service requirements. Real-time services such
as speech and video are sensitive to delay, both the m e a n delay through
the network, which w h e n large tends to hinder h u m a n communications, and more particularly delay variance or jitter. The amount of cell
delay variation determines the amount of buffering (and hence further
delay) required for synchronisation at the receiver. O n the other hand
s o m e data traffic m a y tolerate longer delays and greater delay variation
than real-time traffic.
In order to place bounds on delay performance w e will see later that it
is necessary to limit the amount of buffering in the A T M switches.
H o w e v e r because this buffering is limited, overload of a switch for
even relatively short periods of time will result in cell loss due to buffer
overflow. Although the bit error probability on a optical link will be
very low (of order 10"

) cell loss m a y also arise due to transmission

bit errors.

Different services will also tolerate different loss characteristics. Voice
traffic can tolerate relatively high cell loss probabilities (up to 1 % ) ,
while video traffic m a y require a far lower cell loss probability. S o m e
services will tolerate a random cell loss distribution like that generated
by transmission noise. Others, such as data transfer with a retransmission protocol, m a y perform better with long error free periods punctuated by short lossy periods. This second type of loss behaviour is more
typical of loss due to switch overloads (this is shown in Section 5.3).

A T M Traffic Control
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2.1.3 Traffic Control Methods
As mentioned in the introduction, ATM can be seen a fusion between
synchronous time division multiplexing and packet switching [Kulser
84, Turner 86]. It is therefore not surprising that it has been necessary
to develop n e w traffic control methods which draw on both circuit and
packet switching techniques. Controls based on one or the other would
be insufficient [Jain 90].
Initially a strong emphasis was placed on preventative control techniques, and particularly the traffic contract which is described in the
following section. Later it became clear that additional reactive controls would be complementary, and even necessary for efficient utilisation of network resources. These additional techniques are described in
Section 2.3.

2.2 The Traffic Contract
Current CCITT recommendations [CCITT 90, 91] describe a traffic
control scheme based on a traffic contract between the user and the network provider. With such a scheme there are two main traffic control
functions:
• Connection Admission Control ( C A C ) , and
• Usage Parameter Control (UPC).
When requesting a connection the user declares a set of traffic parameters which describe the connection traffic statistics and a required
Q O S 1 . Based on this information and other factors such as network
load, C A C determines whether to admit or block a call. Calls should
only accepted if the quality of service ( Q O S ) requirements of the new
and existing calls can be upheld.
In order to protect the network and its users, UPC is required to monitor the traffic on each connection to ensure compliance with the traffic
contract. This is necessary because network resources are shared and a
1. Alternatively the user m a y specify a connection or service type from which a set of traffic
parameters and required Q O S is derived by the network or service provider.
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malicious or unintentional violation by one particular user could result
in unacceptable Q O S degradation for others. W h e n the connection
parameters are exceeded U P C m a y discard cells immediately, tag cells
for selective discard in the event of congestion within the network, or if
necessary disconnect an offending call. U P C is also responsible for
checking the validity of the virtual channel and path identifiers in the
cell headers (VCI and V P I fields).

The choice of traffic parameters is a central issue addressed in t
sis and has been the subject of m u c h recent research activity [for
instance Woodruff 90, Murase 91, Rasmussen 91]. There are a number
of factors to be considered in the choice of parameters. Most importantly the chosen parameters should have an identifiable and predictable effect on multiplexer performance in terms of utilisation and Q O S ,
and be of practical use in a C A C algorithm. From the customers point
of view the parameters must be predictable or at least controllable for a
traffic contract to be an acceptable proposition. Furthermore in a preventative system, where connection admission decisions are m a d e only
on the basis of declared parameters, it would be unwise to select unenforceable parameters. In other words, a suitable U P C algorithm must
be found for any suggested parameters. It m a y be feasible to have reactive connection admission, based not just on declared parameters, but
also on network measurements [Boyer 90], in which case this last
requirement might be less important. The C C I T T is considering various definitions of peak and average rate, burstiness and burst length
[CCITT 91].

While UPC and CAC may be functionally distinct it is clear that th
design of both is closely tied to the choice of connection parameters.
For this reason the current workfirstassesses the impact of various
parameters on multiplexer performance, and then addresses the estimation, enforcement and connection admission issues associated with the
most significant of these parameters. M a n y C A C [Verbiest 88, Joos 89
Appleton 90, Esaki 90, Suzuki 90, Rasmussen 91, M a s e 91, Dutkiewicz 91, Murase 91, Bernejo-Saez 91] and U P C [Denissen 90, Rathgeb
90,91, Hughes 90c, Butto 91, Dittman 91] algorithms have been proposed and investigated in recent literature. Further discussion of U P C
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USAGE PARAMETER CONTROL (UPC)
PRIORITY CONTROL

FIGURE 2.1

A T M traffic control functions classified by timescale.

and CAC proposals is postponed until Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 respectively, where the results in the intervening chapters can be applied with
hindsight.

2.3 Other Traffic Controls
In addition to these two basic functions, a number of other traffic control mechanisms have been suggested. These can be conveniently classified according to the timescale on which they act as depicted in
Figure 2.1 (adapted from [Gilbert 91]).
Over very long time scales, traffic control is a function of the switching
and transmission capacity installed, and network planning or dimensioning is the usually term applied at this level. While the prediction of
future service profiles lies outside of the scope of this thesis, m a n y of
the results presented herein could be employed in the dimensioning of
networks, once likely customer demands and usage patterns are established. In this thesis, one of the main objectives is to maximise utilisation given equipment capacities, but equally the kind of analyses
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developed in the current work can be used to determine the equipment
requirements, given expected traffic loads.
Tariffs can also be set to bias customer behaviour and thus control
fic over long timescales. T h e question of charging policy is beginning
to receive attention [Mackay 91].

Resource management is required over the timescale of hours and days
to maintain efficient utilisation of available resources and to satisfy
various performance requirements of services supported by the network. A major function is to allocate link capacities effectively
amongst the various services, and between various routes. At this level
the probability of call blocking, sometimes referred to as grade of service ( G O S ) , can be controlled by load balancing. Virtual paths which
consist of bundled virtual connections have been identified [Kanada
87, Addie 87,88, Burgin 88,91, Sato 90, Dutkiewicz 90] as an ideal
tool for resource management, especially if a capacity (in terms of a
bandwidth or a number of connections of particular type for instance)
is associated with a path. This approach is investigated in detail in
Section 7.5.

Connection admission control operates on a scale related to the call
holding time. O n e of the more significant difficulties in an open-loop
traffic control system using only C A C and U P C is accurately estimating connection parameters at call establishment. Section 6.4 deals with
these issues in detail and introduces a technique called call padding to
address this difficulty. T o improve responsiveness to changing conditions, in-call parameter renegotiation has been proposed [Doshi 90a].
To provide even more rapid control several variations of fast reservation protocols which operate akin to connection admission, but on the
level of bursts have been proposed [Ohnishi 88, Boyer 90]. The connection is setup and routed at call establishment, but the allocation of
capacity occurs on a burst by burst basis. The characteristic timescale
of these controls is related to the burst length statistics and the propagation delay (since a protocol is involved).
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Packet switched networks traditionally rely on node-to-node flow control to cope with overloads. To control packet loss the switches must be
able to buffer at least the amount of information carried during a round
trip time. For very high speed networks like A T M these buffers would
have to be of order megabits deep, even forfinkswith relatively short
propagation delays. For delay sensitive traffic the delays, and more
importantly the delay variance introduced by such buffering and flow
control protocols would be unacceptable. A s such node-to-node flow
control is unlikely to be included as a traffic control technique in the
A T M transport but for certain data applications it could be provided as
a network service.

In the event of congestion at a node it has been suggested that forwa
and/or backward notification be given [Doshi 90b, Eckberg 91]. These
node-to-end controls are termed together as explicit congestion notification (ECN). The effectiveness of this type of control will depend on
user cooperation during congestion and the reaction time will be limited by the network propagation delays.

Usage parameter control acts on a cell level, although as Section 6.4
will show, the timescale for reaction m a y in fact be a lot longer w h e n
enforcing long term statistics such as average rate. Traffic shaping has
been proposed for use in conjunction with U P C [Aumann 89]. A
shaper is essentially an enforcement algorithm which rather than discarding or tagging cells, buffers them or rate controls the source, thus
shaping the trafficflow.These devices could be placed within the network terminal equipment, or within the network.

At the lowest level traffic control is dependent on the switch fabric
design. O n e important traffic control method which operates at this
level is priority queueing. O n e bit has been allocated in the cell header
to indicate cell loss priority (CLP). This could provide a means for
offering two distinct Q O S , or for implementing selective discard of
cells tagged by U P C [Eckberg 89, Lucantoni 90, Makrucki 90, Niu 91].
Multiple Q O S can also be provided on a per virtual path basis [Anido
89, Dutkiewicz 90, Hughes 90a] by enforcing the bandwidth allocated
to each path. Section 7.5.3 explains this technique and shows h o w it
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can be related to fairness queueing. Cell loss priority and virtual path
separation are compared as means of Q O S provisioning in Section 7.6.

2.4 Conclusions
The objective of ATM traffic control is to ensure the QOS levels
required by the m a n y broadband services are met while maximising
utilisation by multiplexing traffic.
The CCITT recommendations describe a traffic scheme based on a
connection traffic contract. In this regard there are several important
questions which, at least in part, the current work seeks to resolve:
• W h a t connection parameters should be standardised?
• W h a t is a suitable basis for a connection admission algorithm?
• H o w can connection usage be effectively controlled?
A number of additional traffic control mechanisms have also been proposed. Each of these controls is likely to be useful for at least a niche of
the offered services. This thesis primarily deals with the choice of connection parameters and the U P C and C A C controls. A s the forward references indicate, it also looks at a number of the other mechanisms
discussed here, and in particular at controls for alleviating the difficulties associated with call parameter prediction, and means of providing
multiple Q O S within the one network.
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Chapter 3:
Survey of B-ISDN
Modelling Techniques

3.1

Introduction

To evaluate the efficacy of proposed traffic controls, to determine suitable traffic descriptors for the connection contract and to compare C A C
and U P C algorithms w e require means of modelling the source traffic
and switching mechanisms.
This chapter reviews current modelling approaches, starting in the next
section with source traffic classification. Section 3.3 explains the fundamental importance of the A T M multiplexer model. In Section 3.4
some generic characteristics of this model are described. These results
provide a platform for a critical analysis of methods which have been
used in the literature to evaluate multiplexer performance. Section 3.5
covers bufferless analysis methods, which can offer quick, conservative approximations and m a y be useful in the context of connection
admission. Section 3.6 categorises more accurate queueing models
based on matrix analytic, aggregation andfluidflowtechniques.
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FIGURE 3.1

Call, burst and cell timescales.

3.2 Source Traffic Classification
T h e literature contains m a n y traffic models for specific services, for
instance: packetised voice [Sriram 86]; variable rate video [Maglaris
88]; L A N traffic [Jain 86]. However the B I S D N is intended to carry
traffic with a very wide range of traffic characteristics, and indeed
future services which have not been invented yet. For this reason more
general traffic representations are appropriate for evaluating B I S D N
performance.

[Filipiak 88] and [Hui 88] introduced the useful concept of source tr
fic timescales, where a connection is described at the call, burst and
cell levels as depicted in Figure 3.1. For an on-off type source as in
Figure 3.1 the definition of burst scale is straightforward since the
bursts are easily identified. For a continuous bit rate ( C B O ) source
there is obviously no burst scale. However for general variable rate
sources the definition is more ambiguous.

[Norros 91] distinguishes between three kinds of variable rate source
• on-off sources,
• continuously variable, and
• step wise variable sources.
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Variable bit rate sources.

as in Figure 3.2 and identifies the cell scale with behaviour on the time
scale of the period of the cell interarrival time, and burst scale behaviour with the rate averaged over a period longer than the cell interarrival time. T h e author also uses this definition, and as Section 3.4 will
show, different types of congestion can also be identified at these
scales. In fact this description of traffic by timescale has been adopted
almost universally. A n additional layer between the burst and call levels is sometimes proposed (e.g. the frame layer in [Aagesen 91]).
At the cell level it is most likely that cells will be transmitted with periodic spacing from the terminal equipment (of course the period m a y be
modulated by the burst scale process). For this reason a deterministic
process is often employed at the cell level. A s the cells travel from
source to destination this deterministic spacing m a y change due to
queuing jitter and a binomial or Poisson cell scale process m a y be
more appropriate. In the worst case cells could become clumped into
consecutive slots in which case a block model (such as the one introduced in Section 6.3 and analysed in Appendix B ) can be used.
However, although the cell scale issues are important and are
addressed later in this thesis, it will soon become clear that the most
difficult traffic control issues concern the burst level. Important charac-
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A typical route through a BISDN network and it's relationship to the multiplexer model

teristics of the burst level process are its rate probability distribution
and the characteristic period over which the cell scale is modulated.
For an on-off source, this period is related to the m e a n on time. For a
stepwise variable source it is related to the m e a n time between steps.
For a continuously variable source this characteristic period is related
to rate at which the cell generation rate changes.

More will be said about source modelling shortly, but first it is nec
sary to introduce the multiplexer model, and shift emphasis from looking at a single source to considering superpositions of m a n y sources.

3.3 The Multiplexer Model
Figure 3.3 shows a typical route through a BISDN network. At the
edges of the network L A N s , M A N s and A T M concentrators / distributors are used to connect users to the core of the A T M network where a
typical call m a y pass through several switching stages. T o analyse such
a network as a whole is of course impractical. A n attractive and popular approach [Woodruff 90, Rasmussen 91] is to reduce the network
into decoupled multiplexer models where a number of sources feed a
deterministically served queue. Clearly this model is appropriate for
the concentration stages on the edges of the network. It can however be
applied far more generally. At each switch the connection of interest is
multiplexed with traffic from other inputs travelling to the same output.
It follows that the model can also be applied to each output port of each
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switching node. It is c o m m o n to assume the switch has output buffering in which case the multiplexer model applies directly. Alternative
switch designs with a combination of input, internal and output or
shared buffering can also be adequately modelled using this approach
[Hluchyj 87, 88, Karol 89].
Besides using a simplified model of the switching hardware there are
two further tacit assumptions m a d e w h e n using a multiplexer model.

Firstly each stage of switching or concentration also causes some jit
due to queueing delays. Ideally a call should have the same traffic
descriptors at the entrance and exits to the network. In practice this is
not so due to loss and jitter introduced by each stage of switching and
concentration (represented by zigzags in Figure 3.3). Because the buffers are small, the jitter can have very little effect on long term parameters such as average rate. Cell scale parameters, however, and in
particular peak rate, will be susceptible to this jitter. Fortunately in an
A T M network this jitter can be limited by keeping switch buffers
small. T h e relationship between traffic statistics, buffer sizing and cell
jitter is addressed in Section 5.4, and the trade-off between stringent
enforcement of peak rate and tolerance of network induced cell jitter is
investigated in detail in Section 6.3.
Secondly it is common to assume independence between sources. This
m a y not be the case. It is important to note that the sources in the multiplexer model are not the switch input ports. Several sources m a y be
coming through the same physical input port. If this is the case, the cell
level contentions between these sources have been arbitrated upstream,
in effect smoothing the traffic making independence a conservative
assumption [Woodruff 89, Murase.91]. However this is not always the
case over longer timescales where correlation in call or burst activity
could possibly arise. This could arise due to external stimulii, such as
radio or T V phone in competitions; multimedia customers each generating two or more correlated calls; or possibly due to malicious behaviour. T h e correlation between call arrivals will not affect Q O S of
accepted connections, although it m a y interfere with G O S (call blocking probability. However, correlation at the burst level is a major con-
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cern. A n y preventative scheme based on declared parameters must
assume at least some degree of independence between calls in order to
obtain any statistical gain. In fact for most multiplexer models independence between sources is required for mathematical tractability
Independence at the burst level is most likely. This is fortunate because
it is not practical to enforce independence between sources. However
the small possibility of correlation does provide an argument for
including within the B - I S D N some kind of feedback congestion control mechanism, such as E C N or C A C based upon network measurements.

Cell loss experienced by a B-ISDN connection can be divided into sev
eral components:
1. discard by the U P C mechanism;
2. discard or misdirection due to transmission bit errors in the header;
3. cell loss due to switch buffer overflows.

The first component is a function of the source characteristics for
gle traffic stream, the enforcement algorithm and any cell jitter introduced between the network termination and the enforcer. This
component m a y be split into cells which have been discarded correctly,
and those which have been discarded mistakenly. Chapter 6 deals with
this component in detail.

Due to the allocation of 20% of the header capacity to error correc
and the relatively low noise optical transmission links, the level of discard or misrouting due to bit errors can be designed to be negligible,
and is not considered further in this thesis.

To predict and control the third component poses a great challenge a
is this focus of most of the thesis. It is a complicated function of the
traffic characteristics of all connections with which the channel of
interest shares link and switch resources. B y decoupling the problem
and considering the problem a node at a time this loss component can
be well approximated by the s u m of the losses for each node on the
channels path. These nodal losses can be predicted by the multiplexer
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model, and as such the behaviour of the multiplexer underpins B I S D N
traffic control.

3.4 Some Generic Results
It has been widely observed [Norros 91, Krdner 91b, Rasmussen 91,
Roberts 91, Hughes 91a,91f,91h] that the relationship between buffering and cell loss probability for a multiplexer model fed by variable
rate sources will also have burst and cell scale components. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.4 which plots the relationship for a multiplexer
fed by on-off sources. In the top figure the number of sources (the
offered load) is varied, and in the lower figure the burst time scale is
varied. T h e results were obtained using an exact solution technique
described in Chapter 4.
For very short buffers the cell scale effects are dominant. The cell
losses on this scale are due to the asynchronous nature of cell arrivals,
which is a fundamental characteristic of the A T M switching technique.
Fortunately loss due to these cell scale contentions can be m a d e negligible by correctly dimensioning switch buffers (this will be clarified
further).
For longer buffers the tail due to the burst scale effects is dominant.
The burst scale effects are due to longer term overloads during which
the queue builds up rapidly. Overload periods are defined as the times
during which the aggregate arrival rate, ignoring cell scale fluctuations
exceeds the outgoing link capacity. Clearly an underload period is just
the opposite. Figure 3.5 shows the overload regions (shaded) both in
terms of a sample realisation in time, and the steady state rate probability distribution function. T h e probability of overload is given by the
shaded area in the pdf plot of Figure 3.5b. During these overload periods the buffer willfilland a lossy period will ensue until the arrival rate
falls below the multiplexer capacity. A s Figure 3.4a indicates, increasing the load will increase the probability of this burst congestion. The
period for which congestion lasts is dependent on the burst scale characteristics. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4b where the burst length is
varied from 100 slots to 10000 slots (and the silence period is corre-
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Relationship between amount of switch buffering and loss characteristics. In
(a) the load is varied by changing the number of sources N. In (b) the burst
time scale is varied by changing the burst length L in slots (the silence periods are adjusted correspondingly to keep the load constant). For all cases
each source has exponentially distributed on and off periods. During the on
times cells are transmitted in each slot with a probability of 1/20 (that is the
cell scale is Bernoulli). T h e m e a n off times are nine times the length ofthe on
times (the burstiness is 10).
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Defining overload (shaded) and underload. M=mean, C = link capacity.

spondingly increased to keep the load constant). For traffic with a very
long bursts, once an overload period has been entered, it is likely to
continue for a significant time. In this case an enormous amount of
additional buffering is required to avoid overflow. Conversely for traffic with very short bursts the overload m a y be short lived (in fact the
buffer m a y not even saturate) and there will be m a n y more transitions
from underload to overload resulting in a tail with a greater slope, in
which case additional buffering m a y reduce the probability of cell loss
due to buffer overflow.
The simulation results in Figure 3.6 illustrate the wide applicability of
these observations .
In Figure 3.6a the loss relationship is plotted for three similar superpositions of on-off sources. In each case the only difference is the cell
scale distribution of the individual sources in each superposition. For
the leftmost line the cell scale process is deterministic. That is during
an on period cells are transmitted periodically (every 2 0 slots). For the
middle line a Bernoulli cell scale process is employed with a cell generated in each slot of the on period with probability 1/20. T h e rightmost line is for a block periodic source which during the o n period
transmits 3 successive cells every 60 slots. This periodic block type

1. Although not detailed in this thesis the author has also developed an object oriented multiplexer simulation program in C + + which was used to generate these characteristics, and to verify m a n y other analyses during the course of the investigation.
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Loss probability as a function of buffer size for superpositions of (a) 80 on-off
sources comparing results for three different cell scale distributions: binomial,
block periodic and deterministic with a burst intensity (or peak-to-link ratio) of
1/20 and in (b) 18 stepwise variable sources with Gaussian rate profiles
(mean 0.05, st.dev. 0.02) with deterministic times between steps of L slots.
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model is used in Section 6.3 to model the worst case output of a peak
rate enforcer.

These results show that changing the cell scale process has little imp
on the slope of the tail. In fact because the cell and burst scales are
effectively independent a very good approximation to exact queueing
results can be obtained by combining the results of a cell scale and
burst scale model. In [Norros 91] this is achieved by s u m m i n g the conditional queue distributions for the system in underload and overload
weighted by the probabilities of underload and overload respectively.
In [Hughes 91a] the cell and burst scale loss probability distribution
functions are convolved together based on the assertion that the cell
and burst scale behaviour are independent.

To illustrate that this separation of scales is not confined to on-off
els, Figure 3.6b plots simulation results for a step-wise variable source
with a Gaussian rate distribution function. Here the timescale is not
determined by burst and silence lengths (which do not exist) but rather
by the time between steps (L slots), as labelled in the figure.

It is clear from these observations that significant improvement in lo
performance will result by dimensioning switch buffers large enough
to m a k e loss due to cell scale contention negligible. T h e results in this
thesis and in the literature [Norros 91, Roberts 91] suggest about 100
cells of buffering will be more than adequate to cope with cell scale
contention.

The question then arises as to whether it is worthwhile providing addi
tional buffering for burst scale congestion. For traffic with long burst
scales such asfiletransfer, where there m a y be megabytes of information in a burst, megabytes of buffering would be required on each fine
of each switch to significantly impact on the loss performance. Such
large buffers would have a detrimental effect upon the delay performance of the system, particularly on cell delay variation. However traffic
with shorter bursts m a y benefit from a some additional buffering and
this issue is pursued further in Section 5.2.6, and in Section 5.4 the
impact of buffer sizing on cell delay variation is investigated.
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Regardless of h o w m u c h additional buffering is provided (unless sufficient buffering is provided to buffer a round trip delay and node-tonode flow control is employed) the loss and delay due to the burst scale
component will be the most significant Q O S indicators. A s such the
principle aim of connection admission control is to ensure the probability of burst scale congestion is kept within Q O S constraints. Consequently m a n y C A C algorithms are based on estimating the probability
of cell loss due to burst scale congestion and rejecting connections
which push the probability of loss above an acceptable threshold.
While simulations can provide helpful insight as to which traffic
parameters are significant and are useful for testing ideas, they do not
give rise to practical procedures for call admission or traffic control.
Furthermore they are limited in a fundamental sense w h e n rare events
such as cell loss are of interest. In order to observe sufficient occurrences of such rare events to gather reliable statistics it is necessary to
simulate for often unfeasibly long periods of time. Although techniques such as those of [Frater 91] can reduce the simulation time
required in certain specialised cases (which can be solved analytically
anyway), these cannot be readily applied to the multiplexer model.
Consequently the research community has devoted m u c h effort toward
developing analytic models for multiplexed traffic. In the following
two sections w e give a brief review of developments in this area.

3.5 Bufferless Analysis of Multiplexers
Bufferless analysis of the multiplexer model is based on a simple
assumption: there is no buffering for burst scale congestion. This
amounts to assuming cells will be lost whenever there is any burst
scale overload. O f course this is a conservative assumption since in
practise the switch buffers will cope with short periods of burst scale
overload (in addition to cell scale contentions). In effect information
about the temporal characteristics of the sources is thrown away and
the worst case is assumed. For on-off sources this means w e assume
the bursts are very long, and for variable rate sources it means w e
assume the rate changes very slowly. In Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.6
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losses predicted using a bufferless analysis were plotted using a dashed
linestyle. Figure 3.4b and Figure 3.6b in particular show h o w the
approximation becomes more accurate as the characteristic period
(burst length and time between steps respectively) of the sources
increases.
The probability of burst congestion P is given by the probability of
the rate exceeding the link capacity C,
oo

PQ=

f P (aggregate rate = x)dx

(EQ3.1)

C
which corresponds to the shaded area in Figure 3.5b. The actual cell
loss rate is given by expectation of the loss rate function, which is a
ramp with gradient of one starting at C , (x-C) U(x - C). This must
be normalised by the average arrival rate \i to yield the probability of
cell loss P}, as experienced by the users.
oo

Pl = - f (x - C) P(aggregate rate = x)dx

<EQ 3.2)

C
Assuming independence between the sources the aggregate bit rate distribution for the link is given by the convolution of the individual rate
probability distribution functions for all the calls on the link. The various flavours of bufferless approximation generally differ in the means
used to perform this convolution, which can sometimes be dramatically simplified.
Using Gaussian envelopes the convolution reduces to a summation.
The link pdf is normal with m e a n |i given by the s u m of the connection
means and variance a by the s u m of the connection variances.
The probability of congestion is then given by
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One of the early applications of bufferless analysis was in the design of
TASI multiplexers (Time Assigned Speech Interpolation). In this application sources (voice calls) are modelled as Bernoulli processes, with
an on probability of p corresponding to the activity fraction ofthe conversation (typically 0.35 [Brady 65]). Assuming the sources are identical and independent the distribution of the total number of active calls
is binomial. For a multiplexer with an outgoing link capacity of Nc
unmultiplexed calls, the probability of overload (the freeze out fraction) is
N

P

f \

N N-i i
p
L^ \i)q

"= I

(EQ 3.5)

i = INJ

when fed by N such sources link. [Wienstein 78] noted that the probability of congestion in fact overestimates the probability cell loss in a
zero buffered system. His results showed that probability of cell loss is

1=

This observation is just a special case of Equation 3.2. This type of
approximation has been used extensively in the literature [Suzuki 90,
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Rasmussen 91, Murase 91, Uose 91] and is sometimes referred to as
the binomial multiserver or zero buffer approximation. T h e relative
simplicity of these techniques m a k e them an attractive basis for connection admission procedures. Section 7.2 investigates implementation
issues associated with such an approach.

3.6 Queueing Analysis of Multiplexers
While bufferless approximations are simple they cannot account for
temporal or cell scale characteristics of multiplexer performance. For
this reason it is important to consider queueing analysis of multiplexers, or equivalently the description of superpositions of sources. Ideally
w e would like to k n o w the loss and delay characteristics w h e n a
number of sources with whatever different statistical descriptions are
multiplexed together in a finite buffer system. In this most general
form the multiplexer model is intractable because the are no guaranteed renewal points in the superposition arrival stream. However for
certain traffic models it is possible to obtain precise numerical solutions to this problem. For instance if the sources are Poisson then the
superposition stream is also Poisson with an intensity equal to the s u m
of the component intensities. In this case evaluation of the loss probability amounts to the solution of a straightforward M/D/l/K queuing
problem [Gross 74]. Although a simple source traffic model such as the
Poisson arrival distribution might provide a useful cell scale model, it
can not accurately represent the behaviour of customer equipment,
which as the previous section has suggested is likely to exhibit cell and
burst scale variation.
Again much of the early work in this area was motivated by the performance of voice multiplexers during the late 1970s and 1980s. T h e
section starts by briefly reviewing techniques employed for the queueing analysis of voice multiplexer systems, and then describes in more
detail recent work which has extended these approaches.
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Voice Multiplexer Models
A number of techniques were developed for approximating the queueing behaviour for a multiplexer fed by voice sources with silence
removal using Brady's talkspurt model. [Sriram 86] characterised the
aggregate arrival process with a two m o m e n t general independent
arrival process. Delay characteristics were obtained use a generic
G/G/l queueing solution. [Heffes 86] represented the superposition
arrival process with a two state M M P P (Markov Modulated Poisson
Process) and then applied [Neuts 81,89] matrix analytic methods to
solve the M M P P / D / 1 queue for delay statistics. [Anick 82] introduced
a fluid flow approximation, which essentially ignored the cell scale
behaviour but successfully captured the burst scale behaviour. [Daigle
86] compares the uniform arrival and service ( U A S ) model of [Anick
82] with a Continuous Time Markov chain and a Semi-Markov process
model, both of which employ Neuts' techniques for solution. From this
comparison the latter technique appeared to capture the burst scale
characteristics of the multiplexer most accurately, although at significantly greater computational expense than the uniform arrival and
service model, which was almost as accurate. M o r e recently [Ide 88]
also analysed a multiplexer fed by a superposition of homogeneous
interrupted Poisson processes using a transform approach.

Since this time these techniques have been applied and extended to
investigate the performance of A T M multiplexers. Finding a single
model to accurately describe all traffic types is extremely difficult. A
general N-state phase type representation has been proposed by [Ramas w a m i 88]. While tractable for a single source queueing problem the
practical usefulness of this complex model w h e n analysing superpositions of sources is with current understanding, limited. Consequently
the m a n y variations of the simple two state modulated source have
been widely favoured, differing mostly in the details of the cell, burst
and silence distributions. While these on-off type sources m a y be
appropriate for data traffic, they seem less justifiable for variable rate
sources which has led to several models based on Gaussian rate distributions.
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Exact Markovian Matrix Analytic Multiplexer Models

During the past two decades Neuts has popularised a matrix analytic
approach to queueing theory. In essence the theory for G/M/l [Neuts
81] and M/G/l [Neuts 89] type queues has been extended by replacing
the Poisson process with a far more general type of process (sometimes
called the Neuts process, the Versatile Markovian Point Process, or the
(Batch) Markovian Arrival Process).
If such an arrival process is employed the queue can be analysed by
identifying an embedded Markov chain at instants of departures of
cells from the system. With these techniques, the queue is often fed by
cell arrivals whose rate is dependent upon a second process often
called the phase process. W h e n used in application to multiplexer
problems with homogeneous on-off sources, the phase state can
describe the number of sources which are in the on state. Because the
dimensionalities of the problems are large it is convenient to represent
most relationships in matrix notation, hence the "matrix analytic"
approach.
Until recently most work in this area has been concerned with continuous time, infinite queue models. Because loss is a significant Q O S
measure and due to the slotted nature of A T M 1 there has been recent
interest in finite buffer and discrete time representations. [Briem 91]
uses a discrete M A P ( D M A P ) notation developed [Blondia 89] and
uses a variation on Neuts techniques to solve the D M A P / G / 1 queue.
The author has independently developed a similar state dependent discrete process ( S D D P ) [Hughes 90d,91c,91h]. While this process is
slightly less general than that of Briem and Blondia, it leads to a simpler A T M multiplexer solution for steady state behaviour with a finite
buffer. Furthermore this notation, which is introduced in the following
chapter leads to two n e w approximation techniques, some exact temporal and transient characteristics, and lends itself to simple bufferless
analysis. [Le Boudec 91] describes the analysis of a A T M multiplexer
with priority and employs the M B H algorithm to take advantage of the

1. although arguably the discreteness of A T M is only of relevance at the cell scale
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special structure of the block M/G/l/K matrix formulation. This technique is also employed by the author and the algorithm is described in
Appendix A.
The major disadvantage of these techniques is the huge dimensionality
required to represent problems of interest. For this reason the approach
is practically limited to considering systems for which the state space is
manageable, such as superpositions of homogeneous on-off sources.
Even yet, obtaining solutions is computationally intensive and far too
time consuming for real time application in B I S D N networks. Nevertheless these models provide a means of obtaining exact results against
which other approximate methods can be compared.

3.6.3 Aggregation Methods
In an attempt to reduce the dimensionality of the problem while still
making use of the m u c h of the matrix analytic theory a number of
aggregation methods have been developed. The essential ideatiesin
representing the superposition of the arriving traffic with a m u c h simpler two state Markov Modulated Poisson Process ( M M P P ) . After the
M M P P parameters have been matched to the superposition process a
two state M M P P / D / 1 / K queueing problem is solved to obtain the loss.
Early work in this field was performed by [Heffes 86] who as already
mention considered the delay performance of voice packet multiplexers. The differences between the various aggregation methods lies primarily in the method used to m a p the superposition into a four M M P P
parameter description. Earlier mappings [Heffes 79, 86, Rossiter 87]
generally matched such that delay characteristics (and in particular the
m e a n and variance) are well approximated for infinite queues. Recent
investigations [Baiocchi 91, Nagarajan 91] have shown that these mappings do not capture the burst scale behaviour and underestimate the
probability of cell loss in systems with finite buffering. N e w matching
techniques have been developed by both groups.
These methods are faster than their full Markovian counterparts since
the dimensionality of the two state M M P P / D / 1 / K queue is just twice
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the queue size. However the accuracy of this technique depends on the
matching technique used, and for the newer, accurate techniques, the
computational effort required for parameter matching can exceed that
required to solve the M M P P / D / 1 / K queue [Nagarajan 91]. The application of aggregation techniques to connection admission control and a
comparison of some of the matching techniques is given by [Dutkiewicz 90].

3.6.4 Fluid Flow Models
Based on the early work performed by [Anick 82], this third group of
techniques models the input and output of the multiplexer as a fluid
flow and can be applied to accurately model the burst scale behaviour
of a multiplexer. [Bensaou 90] describes a fluid approximation for a
superposition of on-off sources with general burst and silence distributions which is linear in complexity. [Simonian 91] analyses a fluid
queue with sources suitable for representing continuously variable rate
traffic such as variable rate video. [Elwalid 91] links work with fluid
models to the matrix-geometric theory of Neuts and introduces a n e w
spectral expansion technique. [Norros 91] combines fluid approximation of the burst component with a cell scale component.

3.6.5 Cell Scale Models
S o m e work has concentrated on developing cell scale models of multiplexer behaviour. If, as this thesis concludes, w e do not provide buffering for bursts, it is solely the cell scale model which determines the
appropriate switch buffer dimensions. Most analyses of switch architectures employ memoryless cell scale traffic models (Poisson or Bernoulli arrival process) [Hui 88, Hluchyj 88, K i m 90]. Similarly m a n y
of the multiplexer models based on matrix analytic techniques effectively incorporate a memoryless cell scale arrival process [Ide 88, L e
Boudec 91, Hughes 90a,91c,91h].
In practise it is more likely that traffic will have fundamentally deterministic cell scale , with equipment transmitting periodically spaced
1. This clearly applies to C B O traffic, but is also a reasonable assumption for on-off type traffic, where it is most likely cells will be periodically spaced during the on period.
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cells. O f course as the traffic travels through the network it m a y
become jittered and less deterministic. Nevertheless it is likely that the
cell scale statistics of traffic in the B I S D N will be close to deterministic
even at the exits of the network if cell delay variation is tightly
bounded. S o m e concern w a s raised by [Ramaswami 89] w h o pointed
out that m a n y analyses, such as those based on the M M P P did not capture the effects of periodic traffic, or equivalently negative short term
correlation. In particular it w a s pointed out that the probability of successive cell loss w a s significantly greater in a system with a deterministic cell scale.
Since this time there has been significant interest in the analysis of ZD/
D/l queues. Early work on this problem was performed by [Eckberg
79] and [Gravey 84] and m a n y others more recently. Significantly [Virtamo 90] and [Roberts 91] have also analysed the case where the traffic
m a y have different spacings, and [Hubner 90] analyses the case for a
finite buffer. T h e author has investigated the deterministic multiplexer
model in discrete time, and extended these results to look at systems
with batch arrivals and periodic blocks of back-to-back arrivals
[Hughes 91e]. T h e analysis is included in Appendix B and significance
of this extension is explained in Section 6.3.

3.7 Conclusions
There are m a n y difficulties in attempting to analyse an entire B I S D N
network as a whole. It is more effective to break the system d o w n into
smaller, ideally decoupled problems. Significant simplification is
achieved by modelling each output of each switching node with a
deterministically served multiplexer. T h e multiplexer model in essence
captures the most difficult element of B I S D N traffic control. Because
of the fundamental importance of this model, w e like m a n y other
researchers have devoted a large proportion of our effort towards
understanding the behaviour of such multiplexers under a wide variety
of conditions.
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Although accurate traffic descriptions are not available for B I S D N
services, from the point of view of modelling it is likely that they will
fall into one of several broad categories
• continuous bit rate ( C B O )
• on-off
• stepwise variable
• continuously variable

With the exception of the CBO traffic which is just a cell scale proc
the other three variable rate sources m a y be characterised by a short
term cell scale modulated by longer term burst scale process. W h e n
such sources are statistically multiplexed the delay and loss performance also possess cell and burst scale components.
Early work on multiplexer models was performed in the context of
packet voice multiplexers. With the rapid standardisation of B I S D N
the has been a surge in effort directed at analysing these models. The
chapter has reviewed this earlier work and the more recent extensions
which have been loosely grouped into methods based on:
• bufferless analysis;
• exact matrix analytic techniques;
• approximating the aggregation with a two state M M P P ;
• fluid flow solutions;
• cell scale models(£D/D/l queues).
Because each approach has its advantages, in the following chapter we
introduce a n e w process suitable for representing an individual source,
or a superposition of sources, and develop exact matrix analytic results,
two n e w aggregation methods and find expressions for the bufferless
performance of a multiplexer fed by such a process. Using just one
notation, this approach allows us to draw from the advantages of each
of thefirstthree categories. T o investigate cell scale behaviour more
thoroughly the current work also employs a ED/D/l/K queueing analysis with extensions to allow block periodic arrivals (see Appendix B ) .
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Chapter 4:
Analysis of the
Multiplexer Model

4.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to develop the main body of theory
required for remainder of thesis. The previous chapter has emphasised
the importance of the multiplexer model and introduced a number of
techniques and traffic models which have been applied in recent literature. Rather than employing a multitude of traffic models and corresponding queueing solutions, the approach taken is here to use a single
process which is versatile enough to describe most imaginable sources,
and equally well able to accurately represent the superposition of m a n y
sources. It was also decided to concentrate on discrete, slotted models
for sources to most accurately represent the fixed length cells and slotted transmission of A T M .
Section 4.2 introduces a new, general process which we will call the
state dependent discrete process ( S D D P ) . The subsequent sections of
the chapter are then dedicated to developing methods for analysing the
behaviour of a deterministically servedfinitequeue fed by such a process.
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Section 4.3 describes an exact solution for the steady state queue and
loss distributions. This general solution is applied more specifically in
Section 4.4 to solve for the loss and queue distributions of a multiplexer fed by the superposition of two state Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process ( M M B P ) sources (which are accurately represented by a
single S D D P ) . Unfortunately, exact solutions such as these are computationally intensive. Using a consistent notation and approach bufferless results are derived in Section 4.5. The partitioning of states used
for the bufferless analysis then leads in Section 4.6 to means for investigating temporal behaviour of the multiplexer. Section 4.7 describes
two n e w approximation techniques which allow more rapid solution
for steady queue distribution and loss statistics.

4.2 A State Dependent Discrete Process (SDDP)
In this section w e describe an arrival process which can be used to represent a wide range of physical processes. In fact almost any process
can be represented, although at the price of an increase in state space.
The SDDP is a stochastic process with N states, xQ to xN _

1

which

form an irreducible Markov chain. It can be fully parameterised by two
matrices. Thefirstis a state transition matrix A which describes the
slot to slot evolution of the process such that
Ar = P {x(k+ l)=j \x(k) = i } (EQ4.1)
where x(k) is the state of the process in slot k. These states are
referred to as phase states. Cells are generated in each slot according to
a general discrete distribution for each state. This information can be
contained in a matrix B defined by
Btj = P { a(k) = j\ x(k) = i}, j = 0, 1, ..., M (EQ 4.2)
where a (k) is the number of arrivals in slot k. Note that A is an N by
N matrix and B will be N by (M + 1) where M
number of arrivals in any slot in any state.

is the m a x i m u m
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This process is similar to, but not equivalent to the discrete Markovian
arrival process ( D M A P ) described by [Briem 91] and earlier by
[Blondia 89]. The main difference is that the D M A P associates arrivals
with state transitions, whereas the S D D P associates an arrival distribution with each state. W e believe the S D D P process and notation, which
w e have developed independently, is simpler and more appropriate for
use in the current work. Though perhaps less general the D M A P , it
allows us to easily obtain m a n y useful results, as this chapter and
indeed the rest of the thesis will show.
To clarify our definition of the SDDP consider two examples.

4.2.1 Example 1: Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process
The state transition diagram for a two state Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process ( M M B P ) is shown in Figure 4.1. A two state Markov
chain modulates the intensity of a cell generating Bernoulli Process. It
is a discrete analog to the M M P P (Markov Modulated Poisson Process). A transition between states m a y occur at each time slot boundary,
with probability r Q for transitions from state 0 to 1, and r1 for 1 to 0.

1
-•-*STATE 0

FIGURE 4.1

->-*-

STATE 1

STATE 0

-•-*-

STATE 1

State transition diagram and typical arrival stream for a two state Markov
Modulated Bernoulli Process.
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The distribution of time in each state is geometric with average durations of 1 / V Q and 1/Vj respectively. In each slot a cell is generated
with probability XQ w h e n the process is in state 0 and with probability
X. w h e n the process is in state 1.
In this case

r

A =

0

,

r

0
1-r,

(EQ 4.3)

and
1

B =

~ xo k0
1 - A. A,.

(EQ 4.4)

This source model is used as a prototypical on-off type source throughout this thesis (with A-„ set to zero).

4.2.2 Example 2: A Batched Deterministic Model
The second example is a process which produces batches of arrivals
containing 1, 2 or 3 cells with probabilities p ^ p2 and p 3 . Each batch
is deterministically separated by four slots. A suitable state transition
diagram for such a process is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

•
STATE

FIGURE 4.2

I I 1
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

m

State transition diagram and a typical realisation for a process with deterministically spaced batches.
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In this case

0 1000
00 100
A = 000 1 0
0000 1
10000

(EQ 4.5)

and since arrivals only occur in state 0,

0 PiPi
10 0
B = 10 0
10 0
10 0

Pz

0
0
0
0

(EQ 4.6)

Later in Section 6.3 w e investigate the worst case behaviour of peak
rate enforcers and a batched deterministic model plays an important
role. This example also serves to illustrate the major disadvantage of
the S D D P based approach, namely that the number of slots spent in
each state must be geometrically distributed. For short deterministic
durations, this limitation m a y be overcome by using counting states, as
in this example. A more general solution is to employ two or more
S D D P states as serial or parallel stages to obtain discrete equivalents of
the Erlangian and hyper-exponential distributions. Since these S D D P
states correspond to just one physical state, the arrival distributions
(rows of the matrix B) corresponding to these states are made identical.

4.3 Solution Method for a SDDP/D/1/K Queue
Here w e consider a queueing system with K waiting places, fed by an
S D D P , and serving one cell per slot. This service model will be useful
later for representing A T M multiplexers and switches.
The state of the queueing system can be completely described by the
couple {x(k),q(k)} where x(k) is state ofthe S D D P , the so-called phase
state, and q(k) is the number of customers in the queue in time slot k.
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The number of cells in the queue at slot k + 1 is given by
q(k+ 1) = min [max [q(k) - 1,0] + a(k)JC]

(EQ4.7)

assuming that a cell arriving at an empty buffer cannot be serviced
before the beginning of the next slot. Recall a(k) is the number of
arrivals in slot k. Define a two dimensional state matrix such that
n{k).. = P { * ( * ) - / . x(*)-;}
y

(EQ4.8)

and Tt as a row vector containing the appended rows of the state matrix
(i.e TC,.,. , .. - TC. .). The transition matrix Q which describes the
l
(M+y)
'J
_
slot by slot evolution of the system (i.e. n(k + 1 ) = n(k)Q) is of familiar M/G/l/K form
TC

CQ CJ C2

C

^0 1 2

C

K-2

C

K-l

lH-KCi

K~2 CK-\

0 c 0cl

C

K-1 C X-2 £i-JC-lCi

Q = 0 0 cn

C

£I-A:-2C<

0 0 0

C

AT-4 C K-3

(EQ4.9)

0 Cl £j-2C'

o

0 0 0

c 0 £?_,.<:,_

Note however that the C • are N by N matrices, not scalars, which
describe the changes in the phase state given j arrivals and can be
obtained from the A and the /th column of the B matrices
c

Adiag(Bep

0

,

j£M

(EQ4.10)

j>M

where e is a column vector of zeros, with a one in position i and
diagCX) is a square matrix with elements of the vector X on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere.
Having formed Q the steady state distribution for the two dimensional
state representation can obtained by solving
TC

= nQ

(EQ4.11)

using one of a number of techniques discussed shortly. It n o w remains
to solve for the steady state buffer occupancy and the probability of
cell loss. The former is straight-forward,
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N-l

P { / cells in buffer} = V TC..
;-0 U

(EQ4.12)

There are several different ways w e could define cell loss, but in line
with c o m m o n convention w e will define long term cell loss probability
by the fraction of cells arriving to the multiplexer which are lost To
find this quantity w e define another matrix,
Dtj = P {a(k) mjf q(k) =» /} - nB

(EQ4.13)

which describes the joint probability of; arrivals and a queue lengt
i. For each couple [i,j] the number of cells which would be lost for a
finite buffer size K is given by,
m a x [ 0 , y - (J5T-/+1)],
Li

J~

{

l£i£K,

max[0, ; - * ] ,

/ - 0,

0£j£M
OZjZM

(E 4 14)

° "

and finally the probability of cell loss is the expectation of the number
of cells lost in each slot, divided by the mean number of cells transmitted in each slot as given by the utilisation p.
M K
P {cell loss} - p" Y V L{p^
j-Oy^O
1

(EQ4.15)

A n expression for p is derived shortly (Equation 4.24).

The analysis of this system while exact does require the solution of
N(K+1)

square system TC » K Q . This general problem can be

solved by regular L U decomposition for small systems or by various
iterative techniques. A n efficient solution method which takes full
advantage of the block Hessenburg structure of matrices such as these
has been developed [Le Boudec 91]. This so-called M B H algorithm is
described in Appendix A . W e also show h o w in application to the solution of Equation 4.11, the algorithm can operate in such a w a y that it is
not necessary to form the large matrix Q.

4.4 Exact Analysis of Homogeneous M M B P Multiplexer
In this section the analysis of the previous sections is applied to give a
method forfindingthe exact queueing solutions for an A T M multi-
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plexer fed by N

independent two state M M B P

sources (recall

Section 4.2.1). The state of the sources is encapsulated in the phase
state of a S D D P . B y restricting the analysis to consider identically
characterised sources it is possible to realise a reduction in the phase
state space required to exactly represent the source activity, from 2
d o w n to N + 1 states.

Specifically the phase state x(k) can represent the number of sources i
state 1 during slot k. T h e number of sources in state 1 during slot k + 1
is given by,
X(k+l) = ^11+^01 (EQ4.16)

where n^ is the number of sources in state 1 during slot k, which
remain in state 1, and « 0 1 is the number of sources in state 0 during
slot k which switch to state 1 in slot £ + 1 . n ^ and n Q 1 will be binomially distributed since each is the s u m of independent Bernoulli trials,
with probabilities of success of (1 - r^) and r Q respectively,

P{nn =;]*(*) =i} = \j)(r1)l-i(l-rl)j, OZjli

P{n01=j\x(k)=i}

= {"j fJ(l-r0)iV-'--'(roy>

OZjZN-i
(EQ 4.17)

and the ith row of the A matrix is given by the convolution of these
two distributions. The number of arrivals generated in slot k,
a(k) = <2Q + aj (EQ4.18)

where al is the number of arrivals generated by the sources in state /.
The /th row of the B matrix has been defined as the distribution of
total number of arrivals given x(k) = /.It is found from the convolution of the binomial arrival distributions for both of the sources states,

P{a0=j.x(k)=i} = \^Ji)(l-^N~i~j(^J, O^j^N-i
P{al=j\x(k)=i] = (jJ(l-X1),'"-/(A.1);', OS/Si
(EQ4.19)
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The A and B matrices fully define the S D D P process. The steady state
queue and loss distributions can be obtained using the methods outlined in Section 4.3 and Appendix A. Obtaining these numerical solutions can however take a substantial amount of computer time. For
instance it took approximately a day to calculate all the points (approximately 450) to plot the curves in Figure 3.4, using Sun Sparcstation 2.
T h e following sections describe some techniques for obtaining faster,
but approximate solutions to the queueing problems which w e have
solved exactly. Because the techniques are less numerically intensive
they allow investigation of larger problems (more sources and longer
buffers) over a wider range of parameters.

4.5 Bufferless Analysis
Here we derive the probability of overload and the approximate probability of cell loss for a multiplexer fed by a S D D P , assuming no burst
scale buffering. The approach is to partition the states of the S D D P into
overload and underload states (recall our definition of overload and
underload discussed in Section 3.4). In fact this partitioning proves so
useful, it is also employed in the several sections which follow.
The steady state distribution of the phase state can be found by solving
X = XA (EQ4.20)

A vector containing the mean arrival rate in each state is given by
g = Bh (EQ4.21)

where h is a column vector containing the values 0 1 2 ...M The
states m a y be partitioned into overload and underload states depending
upon whether the corresponding element of g is greater than the multia n d * = x, x„ . In the current
u o
work the S D D P parameters are always normalised
with respect to

plexer capacity, such that, g =

capacity C , such that the multiplexer serves one cell per slot. In this
case g contains all elements of g which are greater than one. In order
to perform this partitioning it m a y be necessary to permute the number-
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ing of states such that states within the two partitions are consecutive.
Then the probability of overload is given by the s u m of x , or in matrix
notation,
P { overload } = xQe <EQ 4.22)
Where e is a column vector of ones. The probability of cell loss can
also be determined,
P {cell loss } =» p~ xQ (gQ - e) (EQ 4.23)
where the p is the multiplexer utilisation and is given by
P =» Xg (EQ4.24)
and where (gQ - e) is a vector containing the overflow rates for the
overload states.

4.6 Overload Duration Statistics
This section continues our overload-underload analysis to yield exact
information about the frequency and distribution of times of overload
periods, and the severity of such overloads.
Using the state partitioning described in the previous section the matrix
A can be partitioned into four submatrices,
A

uu Auo

(EQ 4.25)

A

ou Aoo

where Auu

describes behaviour while in the system is in underload,

Auo describes transitions from the underload to the overload state and
so on. Although the matrix A describes an ergodic Markov chain, if w e
are interested in the behaviour of just a subset of those states, for
instance the overload states, w e can interpret these states as the transient set of an absorbing Markov chain. This permits us to apply a
wealth of theory applicable to absorbing Markov chains (see Chapter 3
of [ K e m e m y 76] for instance).
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The fundamental matrix for the overload states (now a transient set) is
given by
NQ = (I-AOQ)~ (EQ4.26)

where / is an identity matrix of the same size as Aoo. The ijth element of NQ is the m e a n number of time slots the process remains in
state /, given that the process started in state j. The time spent in mean
time spent in any of the overload states is given by the row-wise s u m
X = Ne (EQ4.27)
o

o

x

'

The probability of an overload period starting in state j is given b
j th element of ft where
nQ = XuAuo (EQ4.28)

and z = z/ (ze) (i.e. the original vector normalised such that the su
is one). In this case xu is the steady state distribution of the phase process, given that it is in underload. The matrix Auo maps this steady state
underload distribution to the probabilities of an overload starting in
each overload state. This must be normalised again to condition for the
fact that w e are considering cases where the overload actually occurs.
The m e a n overload period in time slots is then given by
LL = TZX (EQ4.29)
n

o

o o

Using the results of [Kememy 76, Chapter 3] it can be verified that t
variance of the same is given by
2 2
a
o

= ft (2iV - / ) T - (ft -I )
ov
o
' o
0 o

(EQ4.30)

A parallel development, exchanging the o and u subscripts will yield
the m e a n and variance of the underload times.

These exact results are used in the following chapter to investigate
likely lengths and severity of overloads in an A T M network. These
measures can also be used to derive methods which allow approximate
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solution for multiplexer queue distribution and cell loss in less time
and requiring less m e m o r y than the full model. This appUcation is the
topic of the following section.

4.7 State Aggregation
A S D D P which exactly describes a superposition of sources can
require a prohibitive amount of state space. In the general case each of
the S states of each source must be tracked, and the state space is the
product of the individual source state requirements, and hence
increases exponentially with the number of sources. In some situations,
such as w h e n the sources are identical the state space can be reduced
(recall Section 4.4). In order to solve more general problems in reasonable time it is necessary to resort to approximations. O n e such approximation is to condense states in the phase process. This can be achieved
by partitioning states into groups. Based on the analysis of the previous
sub-sections grouping the overload states into one state and underload
states into another would seem a promising partitioning, and indeed
gives very good results. The number of phase states is reduced from
Z> d o w n to 2 and the corresponding queue solution requires only 2K
states rather than

dK.

The foundations for this aggregation of states has been laid in the previous section. Obviously the probability of transitions from the underload to the overload state and back are just the reciprocal of the m e a n
durations in underload and overload respectively and so the phase transition n e w matrix is given by

1-1/Lt

1/LL

A' =

(EQ4.31)

1/LL
n
o

1 — 1/LL
^o

The n e w arrival generation matrix B' can be obtained by partitioning
the original B
B
B =

"
o

B

(EQ4.32)
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and then taking the column-wise sum of each part
B'u = eBu and B'Q = eBQ (EQ4.33)
Both B'u and B'Q are row vectors with M + 1 elements, and finally

B' =

(EQ 4.34)

The matrices A' and B' describe a n e w two state S D D P arrival process
which approximates the actual arrival stream. In practise B' m a y be
quite wide in order to exactly represent the distribution of arrivals
within each slot.

With one further step it is possible to trade a little accuracy for a
pler representation with four scalar parameters. The approach is to represent the superposition of sources by a single continuous time two
state M M P P (Markov Modulated Poisson Process). A M M P P / D / 1 / K
queueing model is then solved for a steady state distribution and/or
loss probability. A n M M P P based aggregation has been suggested by
m a n y authors [Heffes 86, Dutkiewisc 90, Nagarajan 91 and Baiocchi
91] and has been described in Section 3.6.3. The differences in
approach lie in the means used to match the four M M P P parameters
{rvr2, X., X2). [Baiocchi 91] points out that m a n y earlier matching
techniques fail to accurately capture the full effects of burst scale
behaviour, and looks at matching for a superposition of identical on/off
sources, using one state to match overload behaviour and the other to
represent underload behaviour and obtaining very promising results.
The framework presented in this chapter can be used to generalise this
matching by letting the rate of change between states
r{ = 1/LL T and r2 = 1/Ll^ (EQ4.35)
where T is a scalar equal to the time required to serve one slot. The
arrival rates in each state should represent the average arrival in the
underload and overload states respectively, so
X = B\hT and X{ = B'JiT (EQ4.36)
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where h is a column vector containing the values jo 1 2 ... M •

4.8 Conclusions
This chapter has introduced the state dependent discrete process
( S D D P ) with a concise notation suitable for representing A T M sources.
Exact and approximate techniques have been developed for determining loss and delay distributions for finite buffered multiplexers fed by
such processes. In addition to such steady state characteristics the partitioning of state space and consequent application of absorbing
Markov chain theory has lead to important results describing the temporal behaviour of the multiplexers.
As the following chapters will illustrate the techniques presented in
this chapter provide a powerful set of tools for the analysis of the
B I S D N . A library of M A T L A B functions has been developed to generate and manipulate S D D P arrival processes using this notation, and to
implement the algorithms for determining exact and approximate
queueing solutions, temporal and cell scale statistics (see Appendix E).
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Chapter 5:
A T M Multiplexing
Performance

5.1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the most important findings
concerning A T M multiplexing performance, and in particular those
aspects which are independent of the traffic control strategy employed.
Using the analysis methods presented in the previous chapter as a basis
this chapter seeks to answer such questions as:
• W h i c h traffic parameters are important?
• C a n Q O S be guaranteed while achieving statistical gain?
• H o w will cell losses be distributed?
• H o w m u c h cell jitter will A T M switches introduce?
The results are divided into three sections. Section 5.2 describes the
long term, steady state performance, primarily in terms of m a x i m u m
achievable utilisations for given average cell loss probabilities.
Section 5.3 discusses the temporal behaviour focusing on the duration
of overload and underload periods and their effect on the distribution
of cell losses. Section 5.4 details the cell scale issues such as cell jitter,
delay performance and probabilities of successive cell losses.
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W h e r e possible trends have been plotted across very wide parameter
ranges. In cases where such compact representations of our studies
were not possible, typical results have been included to demonstrate
the important aspects our overall observations. Unless otherwise noted
the results in this chapter were obtained using on-off type sources.
During the on state cells are transmitted at a rate P, which can be normalised with respect to the line rate C to give the peak to link ratio a.
The burstiness |3 is defined as the ratio of the peak rate to average rate,
P/A which the reciprocal ofthe activity fraction. The on periods have
an average duration of L slots and during these on periods the cell
scale activity is Bernoulli (recall Section 4.2.1).
It was chosen to concentrate on the on-off source for two main reasons.
• T h e rate probability distribution for on-off sources has maximal variance for a given peak and average rate. Assuming peak and average
rate are used for traffic descriptors, the on-off source constitutes a
worst case [Rasmussen 91] and as such would provide a good basis
for connection admission and resource management.
• Superpositions of on-off sources are relatively amenable to analysis,
and particularly so using the techniques described in the previous
chapter.
A very thorough investigation of multiplexing performance based on
on-off type sources, is complemented by some work with variable rate
sources. These additional studies indicate that the main conclusions
drawn from our results using on-off sources also apply to more general
variable rate sources (see Section 5.2.5).

5.2 Steady State Behaviour
This section examines the steady state performance of the A T M multiplexer, and in particular the trade-off between Q O S (in terms of long
term cell loss probability) and efficient use of network resources. T h e
effects of source traffic parameters (such as source burstiness, peak to
link ratio, and burst length) on the m a x i m u m utilisation and m a x i m u m
statistical gain which can be obtained for a given Q O S constraint are
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investigated. M a x i m u m statistical gain is defined as the ratio of the utilisation obtained to the utilisation for a simple peak rate allocation system. T h e first few subsections assume long burst length traffic and
employ the zero buffer approximation. T h e final subsection investigates the effect of burst length on the steady state performance.

5.2.1 Effect of Peak-to-Link Ratio
Figure 5.1 shows the relationship between the peak to link ratio cc and
the m a x i m u m utilisation and statistical gain that can be achieved for a
representative range of burstinesses and two levels of guaranteed loss
performance. T h e sawtooth nature of the curves arises from the constraint that the number of accepted calls must be a whole number. This
effect is most prominent w h e n only a small number calls m a y be
accepted and the difference in utilisation as a result of accepting or
blocking a single call is very significant. For large a, that is w h e n the
peak rate is very close to the link rate, very few calls can be accepted
and hence there is little opportunity for statistical multiplexing. This is
reflected in the very poor statistical gains available in this region and
the prominence of the sawtooth characteristic. However once a falls
below a threshold (at about 0.1 for a loss probability of 10

and about

0.3 for 10 ) there is a steady increase in the gain and utilisation for
decreasing a. Furthermore w h e n a is less than 1/1000 near ideal operation is possible with utilisation near one and statistical gains
approaching the burstiness p. These observations have also been m a d e
by others, including [Suzuki 90] and [Murase 91].
The very significant effect of a on multiplexing performance has the
following implications with regard to B I S D N traffic control and
dimensioning.
• It is extremely important to control a, preferably by enforcing a
declared peak rate.
• Users should be encouraged to keep peak rates to less than 1/10,
preferably less than 1/100, of the network's link capacities to allow
statistical multiplexing of the sources.
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gain.
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• A s link capacities increase, the a for services will effectively drop
and greater statistical gains will be possible. Partitioning link capacity will increase the effective a (see Section 7.5.1).
• Statistical multiplexing is an inappropriate technique for services
with a > 0.1. T o avoid peak rate allocation of resources for such
services "intelligent multiplexing" techniques should be investigated (see Section 6.5.3).

5.2.2 Effect of Burstiness
Figure 5.2 shows the effect of burstiness on the maximum utilisation
and statistical gain for a range of peak to link ratios under two quality
of service constraints. Looking at the utilisation curves in Figure 5.2a
w e see that as P increases to about 3 there is a sharp drop in the achievable utilisation as traffic changes in character from continuous to
bursty. However, once "bursty" (say (3 > 3 ) further increases in (3 have
little impact on the m a x i m u m achievable utilisation. Both figures
reflect the significant effect of a, and indicate that traffic with a combination of both high a and high P will be the most difficult traffic to
carry efficiently. O n the other hand, very bursty traffic can be carried
very efficiently, provided a < 0.001.
Figure 5.2b shows very clearly that statistical gain is proportional to
burstiness. T h e proportionality constant is dependent on the loss criterion and a, greater for loss tolerant services and small a. T h e reciprocal of statistical gain corresponds to the fraction of the connection's
peak bandwidth requirement which must effectively be allocated to the
connection. In the limit as a —> 0 statistical gain approaches the burstiness, which corresponds to the ideal limit where each connection is
allocated resources based on its average rate. O n the basis of the strong
relationship between burstiness and the allocation of resources, the
inclusion of a burstiness, or equivalently (when combined with a peak
rate parameter) an average rate parameter, as a descriptor in the traffic
contract is highly desirable.
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5.2.3 Effect of the Q O S Requirement
For a network providing a single Q O S there is a clear trade-off
between the guaranteed Q O S and the network efficiency. This is d e m onstrated in Figure 5.3 which shows the m a x i m u m utilisation which
can be achieved as a function of the long term loss probability for a
variety of source traffic characteristics. T h e difference in utilisation for
low and high loss probabilities is greatest for services which are difficult to multiplex - namely those with both high peak to link ratio and
high burstiness. O n the other hand, w h e n a is small the additional
gains available by reducing Q O S is very limited. This is a fairly obvious, since if a utilisation of 9 0 % is obtained with loss probability constraint of 10

then dropping the Q O S can at most give only a further

1 0 % link utilisation. For difficult-to-multiplex traffic the improvement
in link utilisation can be of order of 5 0 % of the link capacity, or an
increase in utilisation of several hundred percent in relative terms. T h e
plot also indicates that most advantage is obtained in regions of high
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FIGURE 5.3
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The trade-off between Q O S constraint (a long term loss probability) and the
m a x i m u m utilisation.
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loss, say above about 10" . Below this point, and particularly below
10"

the curves are veryflat.This characteristic points to potential

gains which could be afforded by offering two Q O S , nominally at loss
—9
—3
probabilities of about 10 and 10 . Schemes for implementing multiple Q O S are described and compared in Chapter 7.

5.2.4 Effect of Mixing Traffic Types
The results so far presented in this chapter have been for homogeneous
mixes of traffic. In this section the effect of heterogeneous traffic mixes
of traffic on steady state performance is described. Figure 5.4a shows a
typical admission boundary for a mix of two traffic types. Combinations of calls under the curve can be accepted, and those above the
curve must be rejected based on a Q O S constraint, in this case a loss
probability of IO"9. The significant characteristic of all such admission
characteristics is the concavity of the admission region. It always lies
below (or at best on) the region predicted using a linear mixing model,
but is always above (or equal to) predictions based on a worst case
model which assumes no advantage from mixing the two traffic types
(that is it assumes separation between the traffic types).
In the case of a mixture of N traffic types, the admission region is no
longer defined by an area under a curve, rather by a N-dimensional
volume under a A^-dimensional concave surface. Although this observation has been m a d e by m a n y groups [Dziong 89, Appleton 90, Dutkiewicz 91, Murase 91] with m a n y different traffic models, no simple
means has been found for determining the degree of concavity of the
admission characteristic for a given general mixture of traffic (even for
simple bufferless parameterisations).
The near planar nature of the admission surface leads to a family of
connection admission algorithms classified as "virtual bandwidth techniques" [Dziong 89, Appleton 90, Griffiths 90, M a s e 91]. T h e implementation of these techniques is discussed in Section 7.3. T h e most
popular virtual bandwidth technique is based on the linear approximation which assumes a planar admission surface which spans the axis
intercepts (refer to Figure 5.4a). D u e to the concave nature of the
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admission boundaries, this is not a conservative approach and can
result in significantly optimistic Q O S estimates. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5a two call types were admitted assuming a planar admission region such that the Q O S was estimated to be 10~ 9 . The
actual loss probability was calculated and is plotted as function of the
fraction of type one calls . Four characteristics are plotted, corresponding to the four pairs of call types documented in the caption of
Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5b the same procedure was repeated but for a
target Q O S of IO" 3 .

a
a

0.1

0.01

0.001

TABLE 5.1

P
1
2
5
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1
2
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1
2
5
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Effect of assuming linear admission bounds on Q O S .
The results show that in some cases the estimated error can be optimistic by orders of magnitude, yet in case (c) the approximation is quite
acceptable. The fractional traffic mix for which the m a x i m u m error
occurs also shifts with traffic characteristics and Q O S constraint.

Of course it is difficult to draw conclusions from just four pairs of tr
fic mixes. In order to search for generalisations w e repeated this exper-

1. The steps in Figure 5.5 are a caused because the number of accepted calls of each type m
be a whole number. It is especially evident when call with large peak-to-link ratios are
involved since the number of accepted calls is small, and a difference of one call is significant.
This is the same effect which introduced the sawtooth characteristic in Figure 5.1.
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given for four pairs of traffic mixes:
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iment for m a n y more traffic mixes. Table 5.1 summarises some of the
results obtained. Here calls were accepted such that the estimated loss
_Q

was less than or equal to 10 . The table entries recorded the negative
base ten log of the m a x i m u m actual loss probability (cf. the maxim u m of the curves in Figure 5.5). If the approximation was acceptable,
these figures should be about 9. Where calls were allocated capacity
according to their peak requirements, the loss probability was zero, as
indicated by °° entries.
Several comments can be made with regard to the table:
• Worst case concavity arises w h e n one of the traffic types is C B O
(P = 1) since no advantage can be obtained by mixing it with anything else. In effect the "link" bandwidth remaining to multiplex the
other traffic class is reduced as the amount of C B O traffic increases.
This is reflected by very bad worst case results (of about 3 or 4) for
mixtures where one of the traffic types is C B O .
• A n apparent exception to the previous point occurs w h e n C B O is
mixed with traffic with a very high a. This exception occurs simply
because this high a traffic must be peak rate allocated anyway. In
essence w e are mixing C B O with what is effectively C B O , and so of
course the two traffic types mix well.
• Traffic with the same peak rates mix together well (provided neither
is C B O ) . The results for traffic with a of 0.01 and 0.001 have worst
case results of between 8.7 and 9.0. Interestingly curve (c) in
Figure 5.5 also corresponds to traffic with identical a.
• There are often other surprising exceptions, such as the results in the
table where one of the mixtures has (a = 0.1,P = 5). Looking at
the surrounding entries the perfect 9.0s are unexpected. The quick
explanation here is that this traffic type has been allocated peak
capacity (a is high), but in fact uses only 2 0 % of this (1/p = 0.2).
The remaining 8 0 % can fortuitously befilledwith the other traffic
type. The neighbouring entries are higher, because on the one hand
for (a = 0.1, p = 2) the only 5 0 % (1/p = 0.5) of the capacity

1. The maximum was computed numerically from a course grid of points. In fact the true maximums could be slightly higher (lower in terms of negative logs).
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allocated to this type is unused (which still gives some advantage compare with a = 0.1, p = 1). O n the other hand for ( a = 0.1,
P = 10) the traffic has become sufficiently bursty that some statistical gain is possible and bandwidth has not been allocated based on
peak requirements.
Overall we can conclude that although it is well known that connection
admission boundaries are concave, there does not appear to be a simple, foolproof, means of predicting which combinations of traffic will
lead to nearly linear admission bounds. Using the linear approximation
can lead to very optimistic Q O S estimates, particularly w h e n the Q O S
constraints concerned are very stringent e.g. comparing Figure 5.5a
(IO" 9 ) with Figure 5.5b (IO" 3 ).

5.2.5 Effect of Rate Probability Distribution
This section parallels the results of Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 using a
source with a Gaussian rather than an on-off rate distribution. Such
sources are completely defined by a m e a n m and a variance v. A practical difficulty with a Gaussian representation of a rate distribution
arises due to thefiniteprobabilities of negative and infinite rates.
Strictly the peak rate of a true Gaussian is infinity, but of course this
cannot be the case. For practical reasons, and in order to draw comparison with on-off type pdfs it is necessary to define some equivalent
"peak rate" of a Gaussian source. A n attractive choice is
P = m + hjv = m(l + hc) (EQ5.1)
where c = v/m is the coefficient of variation and h is a quantile of
the Gaussian distribution chosen such that the probability of a true
Gaussian source exceeding this rate is small. A value of 1 % which corresponds to h = 2.32 is used in this section, although any choice in the
range 10" 1 to 10

gave very similar results to those that follow.

It is now straightforward to define an equivalent of peak-to-link ratio
and burstiness.
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~ = -^(l+hc)

(EQ5.2)

P
6 = - = 1 + he

(EQ 5.3)

A
It is interesting to note that when peak rate is defined this way burstiness P is directly proportional to the coefficient of variation c.
Figure 5.6 plots maximum utilisation and gain for Gaussian sources as
a function of the "peak" to link ratio. The plots were generated based
on the bufferless analysis of Equation 3.4, used in the context of call
admission as described later in Section 7.2.1. Comparing the plots
which with the corresponding curves for on-off sources (cf.
Figure 5.1) it is clear that the general observations m a d e for on-off
sources carry directly over to Gaussian sources. Again as a
approaches 0, the m a x i m u m utilisation and gain approach their ideal
limits, and as a approaches one the statistical gain becomes negligible.
The plots of maximum utilisation and gain as a function burstiness in
Figure 5.7 also exhibit the same characteristics as the corresponding
curves for on-off sources (cf. Figure 5.2). They illustrate the close tie
between the burstiness of an on-off source and the C O V of rate for a
variable rate source. Overall the results of this section reinforce the
observation that traffic with high peak rates relative to the link rate,
whether that rate is a real fixed peak or a virtual varying peak, will be
very difficult to carry efficiently.

5.2.6 Effect of Burst Length
This section investigates the effect of burst length on steady state performance. The results so far have been calculated using the zero buffer
approximation which by its very nature cannot take account ofthe temporal characteristics of the source arrival rate modulation and so can
not achieve optimal utilisation. This is illustrated in Figure 5.8 which
shows the effect of burst length and buffering on m a x i m u m achievable
utilisation for a superposition of on-off sources with exponential bursts
and silences. The expected loss probability w a s calculated using the
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exact technique described in Section 4.4, with as m a n y calls as possi—9

ble accepted, up to the point where the Q O S constraint of 10 loss
was met. Theflatdashed line denotes the zero buffer approximation. In
these two cases, as with m a n y others, the zero buffer approximation is
quite acceptable for traffic for bursts with a m e a n number of cells
greater than the buffer size. However for shorter bursts in some cases
significant improvement over the bufferless approximations can be
obtained by using the burst length information. A s the burst length
approaches one the traffic becomes more and more like a simple nonmodulated cell scale process. It must be noted that large improvements
in performance such as these illustrated here can only be obtained
w h e n the traffic sources are already difficult to multiplex. Clearly if a
is small the zero buffer approximation will already be obtaining a utilisation approaching 1 0 0 % and so there is very limited potential for any
improvement in utilisation by using temporal information such as the
burst length.
For very much larger buffer sizes the cell delay variation will be
become significant. This will be illustrated shortly in Section 5.4.1. For
this reason w e have Hmited our investigation here to considering buffers of less than one hundred cells. If this trade-off was not so critical ,
and the buffer size was increased to several thousands or tens of thousands of cells, the use of temporal characteristics would become more
attractive. In this regard a useful rule of thumb has been discovered by
[Fuhrmann 91]. It states that if the burst length and silence lengths are
increased by a factor k, the buffering must be increased by a similar
factor k in order to maintain a given loss constraint. Conversely if
buffering is increased by a factor k, the m a x i m u m timescale for which
consideration of the temporal characteristics is advantageous (in the
sense of giving say a greater than 1 0 % utilisation improvement over
bufferless methods will also increase by roughly a factor of k.
However, because the loss probability is so sensitive to burst length
and burst length distribution [Bensaou 90, Woodruff 90], unless w e
1. For instance as link transmission rates increase the delay associated with a single cell
respondingly reduced and the amount of output buffering can be increased while meeting the
same C D V requirements.
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assume the worst case (i.e. use bufferless based admission) it will be
essential to enforce the temporal characteristics, in addition to peak
and average rates. Section 6.4 will show there are some significant difficulties associated with such as approach. Consequently w e believe
that for the majority of cases, a bufferless based admission criterion
will be most suitable. This view is argued further in later sections.

5.3 Temporal Behaviour
Q O S requirements are often expressed in terms of long term cell loss *•
probabilities and subsequently it is often assumed that the cell losses
will be uniformly spread intime.In fact, it is far more likely that losses
will be clumped into short bursts which occur during multiplexer overload, separated by long intervals of near perfect operation during
underloads. T o quantify this behaviour this section employs the techniques developed in Section 4.6. A relationship is found between the
time scales ofthe modulation ofthe source cell generation rates and the
timescales of overload periods.

5.3.1 Homogeneous Traffic
Here we investigate the temporal performance of an ATM multiplexer
fed by identical sources. In each case a fully loaded system is investigated, with the m a x i m u m number of calls which can be admitted for a
given long term loss constraint determined using bufferless methods.
For homogeneous traffic we found a proportionality between the burst
length (or more generally the modulation timescale) and the m e a n
length of overload and underload periods. T h e gradient of one in the
log-log plot in Figure 5.10 indicates the proportionality exists over a
huge range of parameter space, for a wide range of different superpositions of homogeneous on-off sources. The figure also indicates that the
standard deviation of the overload and underload periods are proportional to the source traffic burst length. These linear relationships were
observed for all homogeneous traffic superpositions investigated. Only
w h e n the burst length is small with respect to the buffer size was the
relationship found to be inaccurate.
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Figure 5.10 plots the proportionality constant K which relates the m e a n
burst length of the source traffic to the m e a n overload period,
n

0

K = —

(EQ5.4)

L
as a function of the peak-to-link ratio and the burstiness of the source
traffic, for two loss constraints (10~ 3 and 10~ 9 ). This factor K corresponds to the vertical displacement of m e a n overload period curves in
Figure 5.9. Figure 5.10a shows a clear relationship between the peakto-link ratio and K . A s a first approximation K = a, particularly for
high peak-to-link ratios. T h e loss constraint also has a clear impact on
the proportionality constant, particularly as the peak-to-link ratio drops
towards 0. Figure 5.10b has little effect on K , except as (3 shifts from 1
(continuous bit rate) to about 3, where its character becomes "bursty".
Further increases in burstiness beyond this have very little effect on K .
This corresponds to our observations in Section 5.2.2. Note that the
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—9

line for a = 0.1 with 10 loss constraint is flat because little multiplexing gain is achieved over peak rate allocation due to the high peakto-link rate and stringent loss requirement. Hence there is no change in
character from " C B O " to "bursty" evidenced in the plot
Figure 5.11 shows the influence ofthe connection parameters (peak-tolink ratio and burstiness) on the standard deviation of the overload
times a

with respect to the m e a n overload time u. (i.e. the coefficient

of variation a /[i ). It should be pointed out that these results are for
sources with exponential on exponential off periods . T h e results show
that the peak-to-link ratio has a far more significant effect on the variability of the overload period than either the burstiness or the loss constraint. For low peak-to-link ratios the C O V is close to one, suggesting
exponentially distributed overload and underload periods. A s the peakto-link ratio decreases below the point at which statistical multiplexing
begins, the variability increases. This observation suggests an improvement to the aggregation method of Section 4.7 which modelled overload and underload with single memoryless states. To more accurately
model the distribution, which Figure 5.11 clearly indicates is not
always exponential, it would appear attractive to investigate using multiple stages for the overload and underload states, to match thefirsttwo
moments of the overload and underload durations.
Referring back to Figure 5.9, so far we have considered the vertical
displacements of the m e a n overload lines in log space (i.e. the proportionality constants K in linear space). W e n o w address the proportionality constant for the m e a n underload period. To do this w e introduce a
n e w measure, the "overload intensity" y which is defined as the fraction of cells lost during overload. Ignoring cell loss due to optical
transmission errors, during the underload periods there will be effectively no cell loss so the equality

Pt~y

( +K
VK K)

(EQ 5.5)

1. T h e proportionality between burst length and overload period was verified by simulation for
other burst and silence distributions, but data for the variance of the overload period was not
collected.
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will hold, where Pl is the steady state loss and p

and p

are the m e a n

underload and overload times respectively. Provided the burst length is
large with respect to the buffer size, the loss fraction during overload is
independent of p, and p. , but as Figure 5.12 shows it is again influenced by a and to a m u c h lesser extent p\ T h e noise in Figure 5.12a is
due to the constraint that the number of accepted calls is a whole
number, compounded by the influence this has on our definition of the
overload period. There is nevertheless a clear trend of increasing overload loss fraction as a approaches one. Note that the loss fraction is of
—1
—2
order 10 to 10 and roughly proportional to a. In the cases here
the steady state loss w a s 10 , and so by Equation 5.5 these loss fractions correspond to ratios of the m e a n overload to m e a n underload time
of about 1 0 " 8 t o 10~ 7 .

5.3.2 Heterogeneous Traffic
Figure 5.13 illustrates the effect of mixing traffic with short and long
bursts. T h e most significant point to note is the convexity of the curves
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The effect of mixing two traffic types, one with short bursts, the other with
long bursts on overload and underload periods. In this plot the short and long
burst traffic have burst lengths of 100 and 100000 slots respectively, (a, p) =
(0.05,10) for both traffic types. The Q O S is maintained at 10"9.
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in this typical example. A linear relationship would indicate that the
overload period for a mixture of traffic is proportional to the weighted
geometric m e a n of the m e a n burst lengths. T h e actual convex characteristic indicates that overload duration predictions m a d e based on the
geometric m e a n will be conservative (in the sense that the actual periods will be shorter than predicted).
It is not until a very large proportion (in this case more than 90%) of
the traffic has long bursts that a knee is reached and there is a significant impact on overload lengths. Note that in this region the standard
deviation is significantly greater than the m e a n and hence the high variability of the duration of overloads. Although Figure 5.13 is just one
example, w e found this characteristic was c o m m o n to all of the m a n y
parameter sets w e investigated, including cases where the peak-to-link
ratios and burstinesses of the sources were different.
This property is likely to be convenient, unlike the concavity caused by
heterogeneity in the case of steady state characteristics discussed in
Section 5.2.4 (which poses a major obstacle to simple virtual bandwidth based call admission). T h e concavity observed for overload
times implies that even if some traffic has very long bursts, overload
periods will not be correspondingly long, provided there is a small
fraction (roughly 1 0 % ) of short burst traffic.

5.3.3 Practical Interpretation
The impact of the observations made in this section should not be overlooked. In Table 5.2 m e a n overload and underload periods are tabu—9
lated assuming a steady state loss constraint of 10 ' and a typical
_2
proportionality constant K = 10 , and overload intensity of
y = 10
during overloads and negligible loss otherwise. Although
the relationship is very simple, the m e a n time between overloads are
surprisingly large w h e n expressed in familiar terms, especially since
they relate to a network operating at full capacity. Accounting for daily
variation in demand, the m e a n underload times would be even longer.
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TABLE

5.2

Mean
Burst Length

Mean
Overload Time

Mean
Underload Time

1ms

0.01 ms

100 seconds

10ms

0.1 ms

16.7 minutes

100ms

1ms

167 minutes

1s
10s

10ms

27.8 hours

100ms

11.5 days

100s

1s

115 days

Overload and underload times corresponding to a long term loss of 10

It should be noted that these results apply to a single multiplexer, and
not to a particular connection. In practise, the m e a n time between
errors (cell loss) experienced by a typical connection will also depend
on the number of switching nodes used by the connection, type of calls
carried, and the cell overflow strategy. These dependencies can be clarified as follows.
• For a connection through TV independent switching stages the m e a n
time between errors would be reduced by a factor of N. In practise,
adjacent (in a topological sense) nodes are likely to carry m u c h of
the same trunk traffic, and so this independence assumption is likely
to be conservative.
• T h e number and type of calls carried will also affect the m e a n time
between errors as seen by a connection. Even during overload only
1 in 10 or 100 cells will be lost. If a few large calls are carried, they
are all highly likely to experience a cell loss, whereas if there are
m a n y small connections, it is likely m a n y of them will see no service interruption. T h e exact distribution of loss a m o n g calls during
overloads will also depend on the switch hardware and its cell overflow strategy.
• It is difficult to predict what the likely m e a n overload, and hence
m e a n time between errors will be in a real world implementation
since it will depend largely on the traffic mix. Figure 5.13 has indicated that for traffic with a mixture of burst lengths and modulation
time constants the overload periods are significantly less than the
geometric mean. This would tend to suggest that provided a signifi-
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cant (say 2 0 % ) fraction of the traffic has short temporal characteristics, the top half of Table 5.2 will best reflect the operation of a
typical A T M installation.

5.4 Cell Scale Behaviour
In this section w e use the multiplexer model to investigate the generic
aspects of cell scale behaviour in A T M switches. It is at this level that
the particular switch architecture will have most influence, and where
the decoupled multiplexer model is least appropriate, but nevertheless
s o m e very interesting results are obtained regarding cell jitter and the
probability of a particular connection seeing consecutive cell losses.
Figure 5.14 shows the basic model used for analysis in this section. W e
examine the multiplexer queues seen by two tagged cells arrivals, separated by S slots. T h e background traffic is characterised using a
S D D P described by the matrices A and B as introduced in Section 4.2.
Using these two matrices w e can form the slot to slot transition matrix
Q, such that
x (k + 1) = x (k) Q (EQ 5.6)
and then applying this result S times,
X(k+S) = x(k)QS (EQ5.7)

! st cell

2nd cell

SDDP<

•
^

S slot spacing

FIGURE 5.14

The model used to determine the jitter and loss relationship between two successive cells travelling through a multiplexer with background traffic.
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This results allows us to determine the state distribution as seen by the
second arrival, given a state distribution as seen by the first arrival.
Furthermore for very large spacings (as S —> °°) x (k) Qr —> x .
5.4.1 Cell Jitter
Cell delay is a common measure of performance in packet switching
systems. In A T M networks delay can be constrained by the sizing the
switch buffers such that delay is only of significance at the cell level1.
Because the cells are fixed length, that is services times are deterministic, the delay distribution is equivalent to the queue length distribution.
It has been demonstrated already that such characteristics have a cell
and burst scale component. Interpreting Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 in
terms of delay performance, there is a large probability of a short delay
(up to about ten cell times) due to cell scale contention, and a m u c h
smaller probability (of the same order as the loss probability) of a
delay of anything up to a buffer full of cells due to burst scale congestion.
A useful measure of delay performance at the cell level is delay jitter.
In terms of the two cell model analysed in this section, jitter is defined
to be the change in spacing of the two cells after they have passed
through the multiplexer. A positive jitter value indicates an increased
distance between the cells, zero indicates the spacing was unchanged
and a negative value corresponds to cells coming closer together.
Using Equation 5.6 the state distribution as seen by the second cell
conditional on any given state as seen by cell one can be calculated. B y
collecting the K + 1 distributions with initial states corresponding to
the queue being of length /, and weighting them according to the probability cell one finds the queue in that state, the jitter can be determined
as an expectation. If cell one is any arbitrary cell these weighting probabilities will be the steady state probabilities.
Figure 5.15 shows probability distributions for jitter determined using
this technique, for two sets of background traffic modelled using a
1. Cell delay can also be introduced in the customers premise network, but this is not of concern in this section.
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Jitter distributions for successive cells with spacings (from inside outwards) of
{1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000} and with results for °° spacing
dashed, feeding a multiplexer buffer with 50 waiting places. Background traffic w a s admitted until the Q O S (loss probability) reached 10~ 4 The m e a n
length of multiplexer overloads were 10000 and 100 slots in (a) and (b)
respectively.
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aggregate two state S D D P (recall Section 4.7). In Figure 5.15a the
background traffic has predominantly long bursts and the m e a n overload duration p is 10000 slots. In Figure 5.15b the background traffic
has short bursts and p

is 100 slots. In both cases the long term loss

probability constraint w a s maintained at 10~ . It is clear that for cell
jitter there are also cell and burst scale components. Cell scale induced
jitter is very likely, but is limited to about ± 1 0 slots. Burst scale jitter is
less likely but can range from +K

d o w n to —K (or -S if that is

smaller) slots. For closely spaced cells the burst scale effects are minimal since the queue is unlikely to undergo burst scale transitions
(switches between underload and overload for instance) between the
two arrivals. A s the cells are more widely spaced they approach the
case for infinite spacing (dashed) where there is no correlation between
the states seen by the two cells and the probability of large burst scale
induced jitter is of the same order of magnitude as that of overload or
long term cell loss. Figure 5.15b illustrates that as the length of overloads decreases, the probability of large jitters, even in the infinite case,
becomes less. This is a natural consequence of the buffer being less
likely to be full or nearly full (recall the slopes of the curves in
Figure 3.4).

In order to study the effects of parameters like the timescale, cell spa
ing and the amount of buffering in closer detail it is helpful to s u m m a rise the change in the jitter distributions with one or two scalar
parameters. Obvious candidates are the m e a n and standard deviation of
the jitter distribution. The m e a n of the jitter distribution is very close to
zero. T h e only reason it is not zero is because some cells are lost - these
cells are discussed in the following subsection. T h e standard deviation
gives a measure of the spread, however as Figure 5.16 shows it is only
very effective w h e n the Q O S is reasonably low - say less than 10" .
For high qualities of service the jitter distributions follow the same pattern (as in Figure 5.15), but because the probability density in the tails
is so low there is Utile influence on the second moment. T h e results
which follow all correspond to a system with a Q O S of 10"

so the

results reliably reflect what is happening to the distribution tails.
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It is also important to distinguish between absolute and relative jitter
measurement. Figure 5.17a plots the standard deviation ofthe absolute
jitter in slots, as a function of the cell spacing. This absolute jitter
increases with cell spacing, but relative to the spacing itself, it becomes
m u c h less significant. This is illustrated by Figure 5.17b which plots
the standard deviation of the jitter divided by the initial slot spacing.
W h i c h measure is of most interest depends upon the application. In the
design of elastic buffers for resynchronisation of real time data it is the
absolute jitter in slots (or better in seconds) which is most important.
For the design of peak rate enforcers (see Section 6.3) it is the relative
jitter which is critical. Figure 5.17 also indicates the effect of increasing buffer size. A s the buffer becomes larger the tails of the distribution
extend further and hence the probability of larger jitters increases. This
effect is most pronounced w h e n the overload periods of the background traffic are long, and the burst component of the delay characteristics are correspondingly flat.
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Using standard deviation as a measure of jitter is most effective when the
Q O S (long term loss probability) is high. For this plot the buffer size is 50, and
the m e a n overload time is 1000 slots.
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Figure 5.18 illustrates more clearly h o w the temporal characteristics at
the burst scale will effect cell scale jitter. It clearly confirms that the
greater the cell spacing, the greater the jitter w e can expect, but more
interestingly it shows that the degree of jitter will peak w h e n the cell
spacing is of the same order as the period of multiplexer overload. This
can be explained as follows. W h e n the cell spacing is m u c h greater
than the m e a n overload period (the left of the graph) there is no relationship between the queue states seen by successive cells. W h e n the
cell spacing is less than the average overload period it is most likely
that both cells will arrive during an overload, or both cells will arrive
during an underload. In between these two regions the over/under load
state is very likely to change between cell arrivals. That is if the first
cell arrives during overload seeing a large queue, the second cell is
likely to arrive during underload and see a m u c h shorter, causing the
intercell spacing to reduce. In the case of a transition from underload to
overload between arrivals, the cell spacing will increase.
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The effect of the burst time scale on cell jitter. The cell spacings S are as indicated and the buffer size is 50.
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By assuming successive stages are independent, jitter across N stages
can be determined by an N-fold convolution of the jitter distributions
at each node. Using this assumption Figure 5.19 shows the effect of
several stages of multiplexing. The cell scale contention induces slight
jitter increases with each stage, and more probability mass is shifted to
the tails, resulting in a higher likelihood of larger jitters. T h e worst case
jitter becomes ±NK, although the probability of this occurring is
extremely small. In practise the independence assumption is probably a
conservative one, since m u c h of the traffic travelling through the first
node, is likely to continue on through the second. M a n y of the contentions between traffic on c o m m o n paths such as these will be resolved at
the first node.
Based upon these results in [Anido 92] we propose approximating the
multistage jitter characteristic with the simple approximation depicted
in Figure 5.20. T h e probability of a small jitter (up to ± 2 0 ) is relatively
significant. T h e probability of a larger jitter of K slots (one buffer size)
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Simplified jitter characteristic.
is given approximately by the loss probability P[. T h e probability of a
jitter of ±nK (n buffer sizes) is approximately Pf. These powers of the
loss probability are extremely small. O n this basis in [Anido 92] w e
recommend that the accumulation of burst scale jitter through successive stages is neglected. T h e m a x i m u m burst scale jitter is in essence
determined by the largest buffer on the route concerned, and the probability of the jitter occurring can be fairly well estimated by the loss
probability. Cell scale jitter does accumulate through stages, but is
unlikely to accumulate to the extent that is exceeds the single stage
burst scale jitter. A s such it seems most sensible to measure cell delay
variation in terms of a m a x i m u m jitter between successive cells measure in units of time. This m a x i m u m jitter would in turn define, along
with the link capacity, the m a x i m u m allowable switch buffer size.

5.4.2 Conditional Cell Loss
The model formulated in this section also gives us a means of finding
the probability of successive cell losses. A s has already been pointed
out the m e a n of cell jitter is not quite zero since there is a small probability that although the first cell was accepted, the second cell will be
lost. H o w e v e r in terms of successive cell loss, the probability of the
second cell being lost, conditional on thefirstcell being lost is probably the most interesting quantity. Figure 5.21 plots this conditional loss
probability as a function of cell spacing and m e a n overload time. W h e n
the spacing between two cells is very small, there is a very significant
probability that if the first is lost both will be lost. A s the cell spacing
increases this probability tends to zero. T h e rate at which this occurs is
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Conditional loss probability as a function of (a) cell spacing S and (b) m e a n
overload time u o .
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related to the length of overload periods as indicated in Figure 5.21b.
W h e n the m e a n overload period is m u c h shorter than the cell spacing
the condition probability will be very low, since the state of the queue
is very likely to change between cell arrivals. However w h e n the overload period is far greater than the cell spacing the conditional loss
probability will approach a limit which is close to the m e a n overload
intensity y which w a s seen earlier in this chapter to be of order 1/10 to
1/100 for a wide range of traffic conditions.

5.5 Conclusions
This chapter has summarised the results of a thorough investigation of
connection parameters on A T M multiplexing performance, in terms of
steady state characteristics, temporal or burst scale behaviour and in
terms of cell scale jitter. W h e r e possible trends have been plotted
across very wide parameter ranges. In cases where such compact representations of our studies were not possible, typical results have been
included to demonstrate the important aspects our overall observations.
W e n o w summarise the most important results.
• Peak-to-link ratio a is a critical parameter. A b o v e a certain threshold (about 1/10 for a 10

loss probability) it is not possible to

achieve any statistical multiplexing gain and such calls will need to
be deterministically allocated capacity equal to their peak rate. A s
a becomes smaller the m a x i m u m utilisation (for a given Q O S constraint) increases until the peak rate is less than 1/1000 of the link
rate, at which point so m a n y calls can be accepted that a utilisation
of greater than 9 0 % can be obtained regardless of other call parameters. T h e strong dependence on peak-to-link ratio demands that peak
rate is a call parameter, and that it is carefully enforced.
• T h e amount of statistical gain which can be achieved is proportional
to burstiness fi with a proportionality constant related to a and the
Q O S constraint. O n c e traffic has a burstiness of greater than two,
there is no significant change in m a x i m u m utilisation with increased
burstiness. Since burstiness has a direct impact on the statistical
gain, and hence the amount of capacity which should be allocated to
the call, it is highly desirable to include burstiness, or equivalently
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average rate (since peak/average will give the burstiness) as a call
parameter. Average rate is probably a preferable parameter to burstiness since is can be applied more generally (to non on-off sources
for instance).
• With just these two parameters close to optimal statistical gain can
be obtained. S o m e additional gain can be had if burst length is taken
into account. In particular if cells in bursts are short with respect to
buffer size. This improvement however is only substantial if traffic
is already difficult to multiplex, for instance if a is greater than 0.1.
• Burst length w a s found to have a more important impact on the distribution of lossy periods. It has been established that cell loss will
c o m e in bursts with overload intensity y (very roughly equal to a ) ,
separated by m u c h longer periods of almost no probability
_q

( « 10 ) of cell loss. T h e duration of these overload periods is
related to the temporal characteristics of the traffic, and for on-off
traffic is proportional to the burst length with the constant K (also
roughly equal to a ) .
• T h e steady state results for mixed traffic types confirmed the concavity of call admission bounds. This implies that traffic mixes best
with traffic of similar characteristics to itself, where similar is a
loose term which currently resists more careful definition.
• Temporal analyses for mixes of traffic with different burst lengths
uncovered an interesting trend in overload durations. T h e relationship is convex. This is beneficial in the sense that actual overload
durations will be shorter than what one would predict using a
weighted geometric mean.
• Section 5.2.3 has investigated the relationship between Q O S offered
and utilisation achieved. T h e results suggest that there is little
increase in efficiency in dropping the loss probability from 10

to

I O - 6 say, but if a poor Q O S (say loss of 10" ) can be tolerated, a
significant efficiency increase can be derived. This suggests that it
m a y be worthwhile to provide a two quaUties of services.
• T h e cell scale behaviour such as jitter, delay and conditional cell
loss have been found to have cell and burst scale induced components. T h e probability of a small amount of jitter (say less than ± 1 0
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cells) is very significant, but the probability of larger displacements
(of up to ±K the buffer size per switching stage) is very small and of
a similar order of magnitude to the cell loss.
• T h e effect of cell spacing, buffer size and the timescale of background traffic have been investigated. If cells are close relative to
the modulation timescale of the background traffic, successive cells
are most likely to see the same congestion level. Hence they experience little jitter, but if thefirstcell is lost, there is a significant conditional probability of the second cell being lost also. If cells on a
connection are spaced far part with respect to the overload timescale
the queue states seen by each cell is basically independent. This
results in moderate amounts of jitter and a very low probability of
successive cell loss. T h e most interesting effects occur w h e n spacing is similar to timescale in which case very large jitters can occur,
and the greater the size of the buffer, the worse this jitter becomes.
T h e results also illustrated that while closely spaced cells experience less absolute jitter than largely spaced cells, the jitter relative
to the spacing is far worse for closely spaced cells (high peak rates).
• Overall the results suggest C D V should be standardised in terms of
a m a x i m u m jitter specified as an absolute time. T h e probability of
accumulation of burst scale jitter through successive stages is negligible. This implies that given a m a x i m u m C D V , switch buffers can
be dimensioned such that a cell jitter equal to the number of buffer
slots divided by the link rate is less than the standardised m a x i m u m .
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Chapter 6:
Parameter Prediction,
Shaping and Enforcement

6.1

Introduction

Usage Parameter Control (UPC) is required to protect the broadband
network from malicious or unintentional misbehaviour of individual
virtual channels (or paths). This function is an essential part of a preventative traffic control strategy, since violation of a traffic contract by
one party can affect the Q O S of all connections with which they share
resources. W h e n a breach of the traffic contract is detected, the current
C C I T T recommendations suggest one ofthe following actions is taken:
1. discard offending cells
2. tag offending cells as low priority
3. disconnect the call
The previous chapter has examined multiplexing performance. The
significant effects of peak and average rate, and to a lesser extent the
temporal behaviour of source traffic, has been established. In this chapter the feasibility of predicting, controlling and enforcing these parameters is investigated. T h e structure of this chapter is described shortly.
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6.1.1

UPC Performance Measures
The C C I T T has identified two requirements with regard to the performance of U P C mechanisms. Firstly they suggest the response to
non-compliant traffic should be as fast as possible, and secondly that
the device accurately enforces (polices) the parameters concerned. The
accuracy can be described in terms of Figure 6.1. Ideally U P C should
always take action w h e n a parameter is violated, but be completely
transparent to compliant traffic. Unless the traffic parameters are
defined in terms of the operation of a particular U P C algorithm (which
would require standardisation [Hughes 90c] and seems unlikely) two
types of enforcement errors will arise.
Type I errors occur when an action is taken on compliant traffic. Such
errors will need to be included in the edge-to-edge performance of the
network. For instance if a cell loss probability of 10" is promised for
the network, the probability of a cell discard due to a Type I error must
be less than 10~ 9 . Cell jitter introduced prior to U P C by the customer
premises network or the network providers concentration stages introduces a complicating factor. Clearly the customer should not be penalised for parameter violations due to such cell delay variation. To
address this issue m a x i m u m bounds must be placed on jitter both
within the network and between the customers termination and the
U P C equipment.

Type II Error

P(Action)
1

Compliant Traffic

Type I Error

FIGURE 6.1

Errors introduced by parameter enforcement.

Non-Compliant Traffic

Traffic Parameter Value
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The prototypical peak and average rate U P C investigated here.

Type II errors occur when non-compliant traffic is not detected. Such
errors will affect the Q O S within the network, and as such must be
taken into account by connection admission control. Ideally C A C
should operate not o n the declared traffic parameters, but rather on a
description of the worst case traffic which can pass the U P C .

6.1.2 Outline
Section 6.2 describes some commonly proposed enforcement mechanisms which can be employed to police peak or average rate. Worst
case output sequences are identified. Later multiplexers fed by these
worst case sequences are analysed to establish bounds for the impact of
Type II errors on network performance.
The following two sections investigate the performance of a proto-typical usage parameter controller, consisting of a peak rate enforcer, followed by an "average" rate enforcer, as depicted in Figure 6.2.
Section 6.3 investigates the issues associated with the peak rate
enforcer. A policed multiplexer model is introduced to quantify the
impact of Type II errors, and the trade-off with Type I errors is investigated. Although this analysis is performed in the context of peak rate
allocation, these results also apply directly to systems which statistically multiplex traffic, and in fact determine the cell scale performance
characteristics.
Section 6.4 addresses the burst scale issues, and in particular the challenges associated with predicting and enforcing average rates. In practise the average rate must be measured over a given interval, and for
some services the measure rate m a y vary dramatically. A n underesti-
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mate will result in the likelihood of U P C action, an overestimate will
result in unused network capacity and perhaps higher call charges. This
makes prediction of average rate a very significant issue, and m u c h of
Section 6.4 is devoted to this issue. Chapter 2 described m a n y traffic
controls which can be used in addition to C A C and U P C . In
Section 6.5 w e investigate the usefulness of some these mechanisms,
and propose two n e w control techniques, to alleviate some of the difficulties associated with average rate prediction.

6.2 Enforcement Mechanisms
Usage parameter controllers will be required for every V C so the policing algorithm must be simple and economic to implement in high
speed hardware. M a n y mechanisms have been proposed as suitable
means to limit the rate of a connection [Rathgeb 90, 91, Butto 91, Dittm a n 91, Boyer 90]. In this section the sliding window and leaky bucket
algorithms, and two respective variants the jumping window and cell
spacer are described, and the worst case output sequence for each is
identified. B y worst case w e m e a n that of all possible sequences passing the policer, this particular sequence causes the greatest probability
of cell loss due to buffer overflow when multiplexed. These worst case
sequences are employed later to assess the impact of Type n errors on
network performance. This approach differs from existing work which
concentrates on implementation issues, the response time and Type I
error performance for given source characteristics [Butto 91, Rathgeb
90,91].
The analyses in this section applies to mechanisms employed either as
peak or average rate enforcers. W e will use the following notation. The
rate to be policed is denoted R, and the m i n i m u m interarrival time
between cells arriving at the policer is denoted S. In terms of a peak
rate enforcer, R would equal the peak rate P, and the m i n i m u m inter
cell arrival time would be the slot time t, that is the reciprocal of the
link rate C . W h e n average rate enforcement is considered, R is the
average rate A, and assuming peak rate enforcement is performed prior
to average rate enforcement, S is equal to the reciprocal of the peak
rate 1/P.
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Worst case sequences after policing with (a) sliding window, (b) jumping window, (c) leaky bucket, (d) a cell spacer

6.2.1 Sliding and Jumping Window Mechanisms
A sliding window mechanism limits the number of cells within a fixed
period of time T seconds to a m a x i m u m of M cells, chosen such that
M/T

= R. The worst case sequence which can pass the policer con-

sists of periodic repetitions of blocks of M consecutive cells spaced at
intervals S, separated by silences of
T - ((M-l)S + t) seconds (EQ 6.1)
as in Figure 6.3(a). The sliding window is relatively complex to implement because it requires a shift register of length T/t. The jumping
window is an alternative mechanism which instead of checking every
interval on a slot by slot basis, checks intervals T/t slots apart. The
hardware implementation of a jumping window is less costly since it
uses a resetable counter rather than a shift register. In this case the
worst case sequence is defined by blocks of 2M
spacing, separated by silences of

cells with m i n i m u m
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S = 2T-

((2M -l)S+t)

seconds

(EQ 6.2)

as in Figure 6.3(b). It must be noted that in practise this situation is
unlikely to occur and it would be particularly difficult for the user to
purposely distribute the burst exactly across two measurement periods.
Consequently the "practical worst case" performance of the jumping
window is likely to approach that of the sliding window.
Note that these two sequences are indeed the worst case output
sequences since they have m a x i m u m peak rate with all the cells concentrated in one burst. B y spacing the cells in the burst further apart
(that is by increasing S) the burst length can be increased, but at the
same time the peak-to-link ratio and burstiness are reduced. Chapter 5
has clearly demonstrated that peak-to-link ratio and burstiness have far
greater impact on multiplexer performance (in terms of cell loss probability) than burst length.

6.2.2 Leaky Bucket and Cell Spacer
The leaky bucket is of similar hardware complexity to the jumping
window and is essentially just an up-down counter and comparator. In
operation each arriving cell (water drops in the fluid analogy) increments the counter (fills the bucket). At the same time the counter is
periodically decremented at a rate R (the bucket is leaking at a constant
rate). Cells which arrive w h e n the counter is at its m a x i m u m value D
must be discarded (the bucket overflows). The counter cannot be decremented below zero (an empty bucket will not leak). In this w a y the
leaky bucket limits the cell arrival rate to R over atimescalerelated to
the bucket depth D.
Besides hardware simplicity the leaky bucket has a second major
advantage.The loss characteristics of a leaky bucket correspond to
those of a relatively simple queueing system, consisting of a queue
with D waiting places serviced at a deterministic rate R. The only difference between a leaky bucket policer and a regular G/D/l/D queue
concerns the output stream. The cells passing through a policer are not
delayed. Recently an alternative traffic control mechanism k n o w n as a
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cell spacer or spacer controller has been proposed [Boyer 90]. This
device corresponds directly to a G/D/l/D model, and as analysis in the
following section will show, it has some significant advantages over
the conventional policer. Given a description for the customers arrival
process, the probability of cell loss due to policing for both devices can
be found by solving theG/D/1/D queueing model, and in the case of
the spacer the solution also describes the delay distribution. The cell
spacer involves a more complex hardware implementation with buffering for D cells.
It can readily be verified (by identifying a geometric sum) that the
leaky bucket will pass sequences of up to

successive cells if the bucket initially starts empty. To fully empty the
bucket the silence periods must be D/R

seconds long. T o set D in

terms of a m a x i m u m number of consecutive cells, rearrange for

D = M(l-RS) (EQ6.4)
and in the many cases when the policed rate is much less than the maxi m u m arrival rate, that is RS « 1, D —» M.

In the case of the spacer, cells will always be separated at intervals of
least \/R (possibly with some slot framing jitter) independent of the
setting of D. The worst possible spaced traffic stream is just a continuous

series of deterministically

spaced

cells, as depicted in

Figure 6.3(d). With this exception, all the worst case sequence for the
other mechanisms consists of a periodic repetition of blocks of cells
transmitted a rate R separated by silences.
In the following section these results are applied in the design of peak
rate policing functions, and later the feasibility of using such mechanisms for average rate Umiting is investigated.
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6.3 Cell Level Control
In initial BISDN implementation it is likely that a peak rate allocation
scheme will be used, and statistical allocation of resources standardised at a later date. This makes peak rate parameter control of immediate importance. Even in an A T M network where statistical gain is
achieved it will still be necessary to police the peak rate of calls
because, as Section 5.2.1 showed, the ratio of peak rate to link rate has
a very strong influence on multiplexing performance. A s such the
C C I T T has recommended the peak rate be a mandatory parameter for
any connection.

6.3.1 Defining Peak Rate
Peak rate has been defined as the reciprocal of the minimum cell interarrival time [ C C I T T 91]. However in practise it would not be sensible
to police peak rate so strictly. The customer premises network and concentration stages will introduce cell jitter between the users access
point and the location of the usage parameter controller. In order to
avoid discarding cells which were correctly spaced at the network termination (Type I errors) it is necessary to police virtual peak rate. Virtual peak rate can be defined in terms of a m a x i m u m number of M cell
arrivals, within a fixed period, T [CCITT 91].
For most services the estimation of peak rate is not a difficult issue.
Often it will be limited by the terminal equipment itself, and in any
case is amenable to traffic shaping. The optimal setting of M is a more
significant issue. Too small M will result in low tolerance to cell jitter,
resulting in Type I errors. However larger M

will allow longer

sequences of cells in consecutive slots to pass U P C undetected, and
these Type II errors can potentially affect the Q O S experienced by all
users.

6.3.2 Policed Multiplexer Model
To investigate this trade-off between Type I and Type It errors a
policed multiplexer model [Hughes 90a,90b,91d,91e] has been
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employed (see Figure 6.4). In this model the cell loss experienced by a
source can be divided into two components:
• discard by the source policing mechanism, and
• cell loss due to buffer overflow.

The first component is a function of the source characteristics, jitter
introduced between the source and U P C , and the U P C algorithm and
parameters for a single traffic stream. This component represents Type
I errors plus legitimate discards and has been the focus of m a n y studies
[Rathgeb 90,91, Butto 91, Dittmann 91]. The second component is a
complicated function of the source characteristics, U P C algorithm and
parameters of all sources sharing the multiplexer buffer. W h e n overflow occurs the cells are dropped arbitrarily (assuming no malicious
correlations) and the loss probability is shared among all the multiplexed sources. In [Hughes 90a,90b,91c] the relationship between this
second component of loss and the source statistics is investigated for
leaky bucket policing mechanisms. It was found to have a definite
m a x i m u m . Appendix D contains a paper describing these results. Later
a method for determining the m a x i m u m was developed [Hughes 91e].
The m a x i m u m value of this probability of cell loss due to overflow can

SOURCE 1

SOURCE 2

UPC

UPC

DETERMINISTICALLY
SERVED MULTIPLEXER
WITH K WAITING PLACES

M
SOURCE N

If

FIGURE 6.4

Policed multiplexer model.

COMBINE SOURCE AND UPC
INTO A WORST CASE MODEL
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be determined as a function of the virtual peak parameters M and T,
independent of the U P C algorithm and offered traffic load and statistics. It is this quantity which determines the quality of service that the
network provider can guarantee. In essence it describes the worst case
interference between users, and measures the m a x i m u m impact of
Type II errors.
This approach differs from most recently published work on policing
where the focus is on the first component of cell loss. [Rathgeb 90,91]
and [Butto 91] model just a single source and U P C to determine h o w
effectively particular algorithms can enforce a rate with a m i n i m u m of
Type I errors. These studies indicate that given an M value any one of
a number of mechanisms could perform more than adequately as a
peak policer in respect of Type I errors. Here w e examine explicitly the
effect of the choice of M on Type II errors and hence on Q O S within
the network.
Consider a multiplexer with sources accepted according to a peak rate
allocation system where the s u m of the peak rates is less than the link
rate. Provided there is sufficient buffering at the switch to cope with
cell scale contentions, there should be an infinitesimally small probability of cell loss. However if the actual sources are not truly peak rate
limited (i.e. M > 1), then analysis will show this is no longer necessarily the case, due to Type II errors. Section 6.2 showed that for a wide
variety of mechanisms the worst case output will consist of blocks of
M consecutively filled slots, separated by silence periods of T/t - M
slots. Appendix B describes the analysis of a slotted queueing system,
fed by with N identical, independent sources, each producing this
worst case sequence. The approach used is to first analyse a corresponding batch arrival system exactly, and then by deconvolution
obtain approximate results for the block arrival system. Representative
results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6.5 comparing the computed curves with simulation results. The accuracy of the approximation has been found to be very good for all but very short queue
lengths, where the survivor function used in the approximation does
not give an accurate indication of the loss probability.
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Loss probability for a multiplexer system with block arrivals as a function of
buffer size. In each case there are 10 sources and 1 0 0 % loading. The block
size M is varied from 1 (leftmost curves) to 7 (rightmost curves).

Although the model employed here is based upon peak rate allocation
it is emphasised that these results apply directly to statistically multiplexed A T M systems. T h e model accurately describes the cell scale
component of the multiplexer behaviour. In fact the cell scale component of one of the curves back in Figure 3.6a is given by the block periodic model developed here in this section and in Appendix B. T h e
burst scale behaviour which arises due to the statistical allocation of
resources is ignored in this model because it does not have relevance to
the choice of peak rate U P C parameters.

6.3.3 Results
An investigation of the model's behaviour across a wide range of
parameters showed that the block size M has a significant effect on
queueing performance. T o summarise the results of our study w e
present three sets of results here showing the effects of:
• buffer size;
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Worst case probability of loss as a function of M and size of multiplexer buffer.
The load is fixed at 0.8 and there are 50 sources.

• number of sources;
• load (sum of policed rates as a fraction of the out-going link rate).
As we vary one parameter we maintain the others constant at a "typical" value. For buffer size this is 50 cells, for number of sources this is
50 sources, and for loading this is 8 0 % . Although the choice of these
values has an effect on the numerical results, they do not substantially
affect our conclusions.
Figure 6.6 shows that for effective virtual peak policing M must be
kept very small in order to guarantee acceptable worst case Q O S . Specifically, for a worst case loss probability of 1 0 ~ 9 it suggests M should
be limited to about 2, 5 or 10 for buffer sizes of 50, 100 and 200
respectively. This rough proportionality between M and buffer requirements w a s found to be very general. It indicates that to compensate for
slack U P C (i.e. large M) w e must correspondingly increase buffer
sizes. If for instance if M = 10, switch buffers would need to be
dimensioned 10 times larger than what would be predicted using the
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FIGURE 6.7

Worst case probability of loss as a function of M and number of sources being
multiplexed. The load is fixed at 0.8, and the buffer size is 50 cells.

deterministic multiplexer models of [Eckberg 79, Gravey 84, Virtamo
90 and Roberts 91a].
In Figure 6.7 the number of sources is varied while the buffer size and
loading are kept constant. The results indicate that for small numbers
of sources the block size need not be so small. This is a particularly
important observation in relation to virtual path policing which is discussed later in Section 7.5.3. In relation to virtual channels however, it
is safe to assume the number of sources is most likely to be large. From
thefigureit can be seen that the performance is tending towards a limit
as the number of sources increases, and that the "typical" figure of 50
sources used in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8 is fairly representative.
Figure 6.8 shows the effect of multiplexer loading (expressed as a fraction of the outgoing link capacity). A s would be expected, w h e n the
load drops, the m a x i m u m block size allowed for a given worst case
loss performance increases. Note also that the "typical" load of 0.8
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used in the previous two figures, is characteristic of heavy loads (say
from 0.5 to 1.0).
Because all network users are unlikely to try and exploit the network
by sending the worst case sequence of cells, some network providers
m a y not choose to dimension for a worst case scenario. The load
curves in Figure 6.8 suggest that even if the assumed fraction of worst
case sources is small (say 0.3) the block size M

will still have an

important influence on performance. A more accurate, but more computationally intensive evaluation of non-worst case scenarios could be
performed using the general batch model described in Appendix B.
The probability of cell loss in a system with various block sizes, each
occurring with an assigned probability could be determined.
Given the trend toward small switch buffers of about 100 cells, it
seems likely that M will need to be limited to the single digits. If this
does not provide enough jitter tolerance, cell spacers are a very attractive proposition. F r o m the point of view of worst case behaviour, the
effective M is just one, since cells will be evenly spaced according to
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the strict definition of peak rate. F r o m the point of view of jitter tolerance the effective M is roughly the spacer depth (the exact M is given
by Equation 6.3). Instead of a trade-off between jitter tolerance and
loss, there is n o w a trade-off between jitter tolerance and delay. The
exact delay distribution can be found by solving the G/D/l/M queueing model described in Section 6.2. The upper delay bound is given by
M. W h e n the peak rate to be policed is large, deep buffers will not
introduce significant delays in comparison to the delays in the switch
buffers. However as the policed rate drops, the delay penalty becomes
more severe. (Consider for instance packetised voice, with 6 m s
between cells - a spacer of depth 10 would have a worst case delay of
60ms, which is significant.) Fortunately Section 5.4.1 showed that the
relative effects of cell jitter are most significant for closely spaced
cells, which corresponds to connections with high peak rates. It is in
this case that spacers with M of about 10 are needed, and because of
the high policed rate the spacer induced delay will be minimal. For
calls with lower peak rates the probability of cell clumping is very
m u c h lower and hence M does not need to be so large, and in order to
minimise delay should be of about 3. These properties combined m a k e
the spacer an ideal peak rate enforcer.
The optimal M can be decided once CCITT recommendations on delay
jitter have beenfinalised.If spacers are not employed switch buffering
must be increased by a factor of approximately M over that predicted
using a LD/D/1 model in order to eliminate the worst case effects of
Type II errors.

6.4 Burst Level Control
In this section issues concerned with controlling the average rate and
temporal characteristics of a source are investigated. It is often pointed
out that it is very difficult [Cost224 90] and sometimes said to be
impossible to police average rate. This section begins by showing that
m u c h of this difficulty is not due to the inadequacy of policing algorithms, but rather it is associated with the basic definition of average
rate and the difficulty in predicting it.
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6.4.1

Defining Average Rate

There many possible interpretations of the term average rate:
1. T h e actual average rate of a particular call, which is not k n o w n until
call completion, where it can be determined by dividing the total
amount of information transmitted by the call duration. In terms of
preventative control this measure is of limited use since little can be
done after the fact.
2. T h e long term average for all calls of this particular type (e.g. voice
or video) or statistical description. This particular measure is most
useful in determining the gains w e can expect w h e n mixing a large
number of independent calls, but m a y have little relevance to a particular call.
3. A pseudo or virtual average rate is defined by a certain number of
cell arrivals M within a period of time T. In terms of policing this is
the most useful definition. To determine a suitable M and T for a
given source can be a difficult problem.
As an example consider an on-off source generating cells as depicted
in Figure 6.9, with m e a n bursts and silences durations of b and s
respectively. During the bursts cells are generated at a rate P. The long
term average arrival rate is given by

A = P^ (EQ6.5)
t

where / = b + s is the average cycle time. In practise however, the
average rate must be measured over a finite time T. The important
question is h o w long must T be for the measure average to get close to
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the long term average. In particular if A (T) is a random variable
describing the average rate measured over a period T what is the probability

P{A(T)>A} (EQ6.6)
where A is an pseudo average which could be declared. A and T could
be chosen such that this probability would be very small. Even more to
the point w e are interested in the fraction of cells which are deemed to
be in excess of the declared average, that is the probability of Type I
errors as a function of A and T. This is given by the expectation
oo

Ua-A)
A

oo

P{a^A(T) <a + da}da = ( (a - A) P(a)da (EQ6.7)
A

where P(a) is the probability density of A (T). Clearly the choice of A
and T will depend on the burst and silence distributions. In the most
favourable case where both burst and silence lengths are deterministic,
the choice of A = A and T = t will suffice, and the probability of a
Type I error is zero. However the more variable the burst and silence
distributions become, the longer the period over which averaging must
occur, and the higher the estimate A must be.

6.4.2 Results for an Exponential-On Exponential-Off Source
Appendix C presents an analysis solving Equation 6.7 for a source
with independent, exponential burst and silence distributions. Here w e
present some results obtained using this analysis to illustrate the difficulties associated with average rate prediction.
As Figure 6.10 shows, the time T required for averaging and degree to
which A must overestimated for acceptable performance are surprising. In order not to sacrifice significant gains by grossly overestimating

1. The term Type I error is used loosely here. If w e assume the declared average is specified as
the long term average, these are indeed Type I errors. If the declared average in terms the two
virtual average parameters, these are not Type I errors as such, but are discards due to enforcement which the user must account for when declaring the call characteristics.
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FIGURE 6.10

Relationship between the averaging time and the amount by which the
declared average must be overestimated for various probabilities of accidental cell discard. The figures apply for exponential on - exponential off sources
with a burstiness of (a) 3 and (b) 30.
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Relationship between normalised averaging time and the fraction of potential
gain (P) lost due to overestimation of the average.

A, the average must be measured over roughly 100 to 1000 times the
cycle length. A s a practical example consider a voice connection using
the Brady talkspurt model [Brady 65] the cycle time r« Is and the
burstiness f3»3 (actually b = 3 5 2 m s and s = 6 5 0 m s ) , corresponding to the plot in Figure 6.10(a). For a 10"3 discard probability there are
a continuum of options. For example to average over 10s, 100s or
1000s, the average rate must be overestimated by factors of 9 0 % , 2 5 %
and 6 % respectively. This clearly demonstrates the significant trade-off
between response time and the amount by which the average must be
over-declared. This trade-off gets worse w h e n requirements demand
lower Type I discard probabilities.
The connection admission algorithm must operate using the declared
average, which m a y be well in excess of the actual average, as has been
illustrated. Figure 6.11 plots the fraction of possible gain (p) which is
lost due to overestimation of the average. It indicates that in relative
terms the problem becomes less important as bustiness increases.
Assuming exponential bursts and silence distributions it will be neces-
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sary to average over periods of about 100 or even 1000 times the cycle
time for reasonable efficiency. In practise, most traffic is unlikely to
exhibit exponential on and exponential off characteristics. Heuristically, based on the results for the limiting case of deterministic on and
off periods where no average rate overestimation is required (recall
A = A and T = i) and the results for exponential on and off periods
presented here, one would expect the over estimation problem to be
less severe for traffic with less variable burst and silence distributions,
and conversely more severe for traffic with very variable burst and
silence distributions. Extention of the analysis in Appendix C to allow
more general distributions would permit these assertions to be verified.
Unfortunately, given the complexity of the problem for the simple
exponential case, this m a y be very difficult.

6.4.3 On Worst Case Average Enforced Traffic
A conservative connection admission algorithm must decide whether
or not to accept a call based upon the worst case characteristics for a
given set of parameters. Here w e work on the assumption that these
will be a peak rate P, and a virtual average A measured over a period
T.
Ignoring Type II errors at this stage, the worst case sequence for this
set of parameters, identified by [Rasmussen 91], consists of bursts of
length L = TA/P

at the peak rate, deterministically spaced by

silences of T-L,

as depicted by the darkly shaded bursts in

Figure 6.12. If the peak rate is lowered the burst length can be
extended, as indicated by the lightly shaded region in Figure 6.12. It is
important to note that this in fact results in traffic which is easier to
multiplex since it n o w has a lower peak rate and lower burstiness.
(Recall that Chapter 5 has demonstrated that peak-to-link ratio and
burstiness have a far greater impact on multiplexing gain than burst
length unless the burst size approaches one which is clearly a pathological case).
Burst length is sometimes suggested as a call parameter. However
since the definition of virtual average rate implicitly incorporates the
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Relationship between worst case average rate enforced signal and burst
length.

effects of timescale (in the parameter T) a burst length parameter is
superfluous. For this reason the estimation and enforcement of burst
length is not discussed further.
It is however worthwhile considering whether or not to utilise the
information carried by the parameter T. The analysis of the previous
section has suggested that in m a n y cases the averaging time T will
need to be very long, perhaps in the order of minutes. This corresponds
to worst case traffic with extremely long burst lengths and the multiplexing gain will approach that predicted by the zero buffer approximation. Only w h e n the temporal characteristics of traffic are very short
term and tightly defined will the worst case burst length be short
enough to give any significant gain over that predicted by the zero
buffer approximation. This suggests a possible trade-off between the
overestimation of A and T. However since the average rate has a far
greater effect on multiplexing gain than burst length, it will almost
always prove optimal to overestimate T by a m u c h larger factor. Under
these circumstances simple bufferless approximations are likely to
obtain very close to optimal gain (given the worst case constraints).
This view is further reinforced when we consider the effect of Type II
errors. In practise the average rate enforcement mechanism m a y not be
able to precisely enforce our definition of virtual average (the leaky
bucket algorithm is a case in point). Nevertheless as Section 6.2 illus-
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trated, the worst case behaviour will still consist of bursts at the peak
rate separated by silences1, but the exact length of the worst case bursts
and silences will depend on the policing algorithm, and the method
used to m a p call parameters to policer parameters. This m a y result in
Type II errors, which unless w e are careful m a y affect network performance. If a bufferless connection admission scheme is employed
the effects of these Type n errors can be eliminated by performing the
parameter mapping in such a w a y that the long term activity fraction is
correct (i.e. policed average = declared average) with the slack due to
the parameter mapping absorbed in the temporal characteristics. In this
case, the ratio of the worst case burst and silences, which is what the
C A C algorithm is based on will be correct, and although Type II errors
m a y result in increased worst case burst lengths (due to the mapping
slack), C A C is effectively assuming infinite bursts and therefore network Q O S is i m m u n e to these Type II errors.

6.5 Additional Controls
While simple open loop preventative traffic control based on UPC and
C A C m a y work for some services, there m a y be m a n y services for
which this approach will either be inefficient or for which Q O S control
will be ineffective. This section discusses a number of possible remedies to this very important and fundamental difficulty of average rate
prediction.

6.5.1 Traffic Shaping
The first and most obvious solution is to put the problem in the customers court. If the user is charged on the basis of what is declared rather
than what is used, gross overestimation of traffic parameters will not
cost the network provider and will encourage users to shape their traf-

1. This does not apply to the spacer mechanism, which in any case is not appropriate for average rate enforcement. Although technically feasible, a connection with cells spaced to at its
average rate, has in effect a peak rate equal to its average and therefore does not require statistical allocation of capacity. Such connections are better treated as C B O , with any spacing performed by the peak rate enforcer.
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Front end of a BISDN connection with U P C actions noted.

fie such that it is more predictable. Underestimation is not attractive
since enforcers will discard excess cells.
To improve the predictability of traffic, the functionality of the UPC
mechanism can be duplicated in the terminal equipment as shown in
Figure 6.13. At this point parameters can be measured and violations
avoided by appropriate buffering and feedback actions [ A u m a n n 89].
This approach is particularly suitable for services which can operate at
various quality levels, such as video codecs. In this case w h e n the
measured average approaches the declared average the codec quality
can be dropped, reducing the rate of cell generation. Once the measured rate falls below a threshold, the quality can be increased again.
Shaping can also be applied to delay insensitive data services. When
the load on a connection is lighter than expected all information can be
transmitted at peak rate. If due to increased loading a breach ofthe traffic contract appears imminent the rate of transmission can be throttled.
H o w e v e r this behaviour could in certain circumstances (such as a prolonged overload) lead to a backlog of traffic, which could not be
cleared any faster than at the declared average (which for a typical data

1. "Duplicated" is used in a loose sense here. For instance the algorithm used in a peak rate
shaper m a y differ slightly from the U P C algorithm in order to account for C D V introduced
between the shaper and U P C .
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connection might be a fraction of the declared peak rate), resulting in
severe delays.

6.5.2 Parameter Renegotiation
In-call parameter renegotiation [Doshi 90a] would provide an effective
means of avoiding these difficulties. In the case of the data service
described above, a m u c h higher average rate could be negotiated to
clear the unexpected surge of traffic, or using a control system negotiated before the backlog even formed. If the demand returns to lower
levels the rate can be negotiated downwards. Similarly in the case of a
video connection if the coding gain for the transmitted material was
m u c h poorer than expected, further capacity could be requested rather
than transmitting at lower quality. O f course if the network is
extremely busy the request for more resources m a y be refused. While
this m a y seem unjust or inconvenient, it is in precisely these circumstances (i.e. a period of heavy network utilisation) that these preventative measures are needed. A n y other scheme would have to take
similar measures or sacrifice Q O S . During these periods m a n y requests
for n e w connections would also be blocked. This does raise the issue of
whether renegotiations for more capacity should be accepted in preference to n e w connections in periods of high demand. Renegotiations for
less capacity can always be accepted. Another consideration is the
number and frequency of renegotiations which should be permitted.
Each renegotiation will involve additional signalling traffic, as well as
calculations and reallocation of capacity within the switches, but will
involve less resources than a call set-up since the route is already established. To avoid excessive load a m i n i m u m time between renegotiations could be enforced, or alternatively a charging could be weighted
so as to discourage too frequent renegotiations. Combined with traffic
shaping this kind of facility could provide a simple w a y around the
obstacle of parameter estimation.

6.5.3 Fast Bandwidth Reservation
Taken to an extreme, parameter renegotiation could be performed for
every burst of traffic [Ohnishi 88, Boyer 90]. B y using just a peak rate
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parameter and performing simple peak rate allocation admission decisions can be m a d e very quickly. Although peak rate allocation is being
used at the burst level significant multiplexing gains are possible at the
call level. Further gain can be obtained if the user can be delayed, or if
the peak rate is negotiable. These additional gains are essentially the
result of intelligently multiplexing, rather than statistically multiplexing traffic.
Several intelligent multiplexing schemes have been proposed. There
are two basic variations:
• Bandwidth is requested, allocated, then the burst sent.
• Bandwidth allocated as burst travels though network.
While the second method avoids the delay associated with a bidirectional burst admission protocol, it is inferior to the second method from
several points of view:
• If the capacity is unavailable at a node halfway through the network
the capacity taken at earlier nodes is in effect wasted.
• Because it is not possible to delay the burst the m a x i m u m utilisation
for a given Q O S constraint is restricted to the same levels as for statistical multiplexing. Essentially this method is just statistical multiplexing with whole bursts discarded during periods of congestion,
rather than random cell losses spread across m a n y connections. In
this respect the utilisation limits indicated back in Figure 5.1 also
apply to immediate access type fast reservation protocols.
Both methods also involve a connection admission phase during which
routing is performed. At this stage the connection could be blocked if
the expected burst blocking probability or burst delay statistics accepting call based would become unacceptable. These estimates would
have to be m a d e based on a declared set of parameters, just as for
standard preventative call admission. T h e difference, and the possibility of better network utilisation, lies in the fact that the users can
accommodate a different Q O S criterion (i.e. delayed bursts). In order
to guarantee delay statistics it will be necessary for the network provider to enforce these parameters. Since operation is on a longer times-
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cale enforcement actions could include refusing burst admission, call
disconnection or penal charging. The most likely services to benefit
from such admission procedures are data applications which require
high peak rates. Fast burst reservation offers a possible means of carrying such traffic more efficiently. However further study is required to
establish the increase in efficiency, and h o w sensitive the performance
is to parameter estimates and whether the increased network complexity required is worthwhile.
6.5.4 Cell Tagging
A further method of coping with the difficulty of parameter estimation
is to consider alternative enforcement actions rather than discarding
excess cells. The most familiar of these proposals is to tag rather than
discard cells [Eckberg 89, Lucantoni 90, Makrucki 90]. A tagged cell
is accepted into the network but is discarded preferentially in the event
of congestion. Since these tagged cells would not be dropped most of
the time (assuming congestion is relatively infrequent), the effect of
Type I errors is reduced.
—9
A s an example, if the user needs a 10 loss probability and the loss
rate for tagged cells is for example 10" the average rate can be
—3
—9
declared with a Type I error probability of 10 instead of 10 , since
only one in million Type I errors will actually result in a discard.
Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 indicate the savings which can ensue.
A difficulty with this technique is placing bounds on the loss performance for the tagged traffic. To guarantee the Q O S for low priority cells
it is necessary to place limits on the number and rate of generated of
low priority cells. O n e feasible solution is to include two sets of call
parameters, one for high Q O S cells, and one for low Q O S cells, the latter of which includes the tagged cells. However as Section 7.4 will
show, this doubling of the number of parameters leads to increased
admission complexity, and means there are n o w twice as m a n y parameters to predict. It is not clear that this increase in complexity is outweighed by the benefit of the reduced impact of Type I errors.
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6.5.5 Call Padding
It is a c o m m o n l y held misconception that enforcement action must be
very rapid. T h e results of this chapter indicate that for average rate this
is just not going to be possible in the majority of cases. Fortunately this
does not matter. Chapter 5 has shown that the main effect of longer
averaging timescales is to increase the worst case overload and underload periods. Their ratio and hence the long term cell loss probability
remain unchanged (recall Table 5.2). Furthermore since it is highly
unlikely all users will generate worst case traffic, there will be a large
mixture of traffic with m a n y differenttimescales.Based on Figure 5.13
it would be expected that the overload statistics traffic would be dominated by traffic with shortertimescales.These findings indicate that
there is no fundamental problem with accepting calls with very long
averaging times (say minutes) and correspondingly long enforcement
reaction times.
However once average times become significant with respect to call
holding times a difficulty does arise. A typical situation is illustrated in
Figure 6.14. Here a user has declared an average rate one third of the
peak rate, to be averaged over a period T. Clearly if the user disconnects at t = 4 7 / 3 no average rate violation will be detected by the
enforcer although the actual average rate of the call will in fact be
1 5 0 % higher than declared. In an even more dramatic case, the user
could disconnect at / = T/3, without any violation detected by the
U P C with an actual average equal to the peak rate (in this case a 3 0 0 %
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excess). A very cunning user could initiate at n e w call every T/3 minutes effectively maintaining an arbitrary length call at the peak rate,
while declaring and paying tariffs for a call with a m u c h lower activity
fraction. If no measures are taken to prevent this type of behaviour any
preventative control scheme based on using an average rate parameter
is open to exploitation which could result in degraded Q O S for all
users.
One possibility is to introduce tariffs to penalise such behaviour. In
order to avoid penal charges the user would not disconnect until the
actual call average is correct (at t = 2T in the first example). This
however seems a strange request to m a k e of the user. Furthermore
feedback through tariffs will have a very long time constant.
We propose that it may better to include a call padding ability within
the connection admission function which in effect holds the capacity
associated with connections with averages which terminate in excess
of their average. With this scheme the user could disconnect at
t = AT/3,

but connection admission would not reallocate the call

capacity until t = 2T. It should be m a d e clear that the call padding
does not prevent the user from initiating another call immediately after
disconnection (this would be call-gapping). Instead it maintains (and
charges for) the resource allocation book-entry for the "reserved"
capacity after the disconnection to ensure that the actual average of the
call is correct. Combined with a zero buffer based connection admission control, this technique can conservatively maintains a guaranteed

QOS.
With relatively little increase in complexity call padding avoids the difficulties associated with averaging periods which approach call holding
times. In the extreme averaging periods of greater than the m e a n call
holding time could be permitted, allowing far more accurate prediction
of the average rate and hence more optimal use of network resources.

6.5.6 Alternative Rate PDF Envelopes
Not all services will have on-off rate profiles. In order to exploit this,
and at the same time partly reduce the difficulties associated with aver-
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age rate prediction, enforcers for other profiles have been suggested.
[Denissen 90] proposes a Gabarit mechanism which can be used to
police an arbitrary step wise arrival rate distribution. However this
device has a complex implementation and as Section 7.2.4 will show,
C A C for general envelopes is also complex. In this section w e describe
an alternative device proposed in [Hughes 90c, 91a, 91 g] which has a
simple implementation and also leads to relatively simple C A C
(described later in Section 7.2.3).
The key idea behind this proposal is to declare a fixed and variable
component for each connection, as shown pictorially in Figure 6.15.
The fixed component can be viewed as a guaranteed base-load which
will always be passed by the enforcer, even when the average rate is
exceeded.
With this scheme calls would be parameterised by three rates:
• short term m a x i m u m rate R(max) measured over a period of M
times the expected m i n i m u m interarrival time);
• short term m i n i m u m rate R(min) measured over a period of M
times the expected m a x i m u m interarrival time);
• virtual average rate R(av) measured over a declared period T.
The choice of M used to determine the measurement period for the
term short term rates must be m a d e considering the trade-off between
Type I and Type II errors discussed in Section 6.3 in the context of
peak rate enforcement.
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The operation of the enforcement algorithm is described concisely in
terms of a flowchart in Figure 6.16. Cell arrivals fall into three categories:
• those deemed in excess of the short term m a x i m u m rate R(max)
which are always discarded;
• those deemed to be below the short term m i n i m u m rate R(min)
which are always passed;
• the remainder of the cells which m a y be discarded (or possibly
tagged) in order to enforce the long term average constraint.
Figure 6.17 shows a hardware implementation based upon three leaky
bucket type mechanisms. Bucket 1 enforces the short term arrival,
dropping cells which exceed R(max). It corresponds directly to the
peak rate enforcer in the two stage U P C assumed throughout most of
this chapter. Bucket 2 generates an overflow signal when the short term
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Cell
I no

no <y \.
_ < Short Term Rate\
^ \ . > R(min) y/

I
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Discard (or tag)
Cell

f
Accept Cell

FIGURE
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Suggested usage control algorithm.
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arrival exceeds the lower bound R(min). Note it does not drop cells,
instead it essentially subtracts R(min) from the arrival rate of the peak
policed traffic /?'. T h e overflow signal from bucket 2 represents the
variable component of the arrivals, which was indicated by the shaded
region in Figure 6.15. Bucket 3 monitors the virtual average rate of the
variable component of the connection over a timescale T, ensuring that
it does not exceed R(av) -R(min).

Note that no credit is given for

transmitting at a rate less than the declared minimum. That is, bucket
three never empties at a rate faster than R(av) - R(min), even if the
arrival rate is less than R(min). This discourages users from overdeclaring the m i n i m u m rate and allows us to treat the base-load and
variable loads independently. Section 7.2.3 will describe a simple C A C
for such a system based on allocating the base-load capacity deterministically, and the variable component statistically.

Clearly this min-max type rate distribution envelope is a superset of th
simple on-off envelope assumed throughout most of this chapter. For
on-off type traffic this alternative technique offers no advantages and
characterisation of the variable component (determination of R(av)
and T) involves the same trade-off discussed in Section 6.4. However
for traffic which has a more centrally dominant rate pdf, and particularly traffic which has a continuous base-load, the variable component
of the connection has a higher burstiness than the total connection.
That is,

R'

./_

INC
R(min)
O/F
R(av)-R(min)
BUCKET 1

BUCKET 2

DEC
BUCKET 3

FIGURE 6.17

Suggested hardware implementation. W h e n a bucket overflows, an overflow
signal (O/F) is asserted for a slot time. This may cause a cell to be dropped
(Buckets 1 & 3) or increment another bucket (Bucket 2).
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R(max)

R(max) - R(min)

~R(iav) * R(av) - R(min)

(EQ6-8)

because Q<.R(miri) <.R(av). We have seen in Figure 6.11 that the
higher the burstiness, the less potential gain is lost for a given averaging time. This implies that by utilising the information about the minim u m rate w e can gettighterbounds on our predicted average.

6.6 Conclusions
This chapter has investigated the issues of parameter enforcement, and
the important but sometimes overlooked problem of parameter prediction.
Peak Rate Enforcement
For peak rate the primary issue is enforcement. Estimation poses few
obstacles. There is a trade-off between Type I (accidental discard) and
Type II (undetected violation) enforcement errors. This situation arises
because of cell jitter introduced between the customers terminal and
the U P C . To avoid Type I errors it is necessary to police a virtual peak
rate, that is a m a x i m u m number of cell arrivals M within a fixed period
T. However using a large M to compensate for jitter can lead to an
excessive number of Type n errors, which can degrade the Q O S for all
users.
To evaluate the impact of these Type II errors a worst case policed multiplexer model, applicable to most commonly proposed policing mechanisms, has been analysed. The results indicates that for effective worst
case isolation between users the virtual peak parameter M must be set
surprisingly low (about 2, 5 and 10 for a buffer sizes of 50, 100 and
200 respectively). Alternatively given an M, switch buffers should be
dimensioned a factor of M times larger than would be predicted using
popular ED/D/1 analyses.
The cell spacer mechanism is an attractive alternative, which by buffering cells to ensure the spacing is correct, eliminates the possibility of
Type fi errors. The choice of M then becomes a trade-off between jitter
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tolerance and cell delay introduced by the spacer. The best trade-off
will depend on C C I T T jitter recommendations, but is likely to range
between about 3 for low peak rates and 10 for high peak rates.
Average Rate Prediction and Enforcement
Parameter prediction is identified as the key issue for average rate
policing. A n y average definition used for enforcement must be measured over a limited amount of time. The shorter this time is, the more
variable this estimate m a y be. T o reduce the probability of cell discard
to acceptable levels the average rate must be overestimated, resulting
in unnecessarily low network utilisation. To investigate the degree of
this problem, average rate prediction for an exponential on - exponential off has been analysed. The results indicate that very long averaging
times (of order 100 to 1000 times the m e a n cycle time) will be necessary in order to avoid significant losses due to average overestimation.
Worst case behaviour for such sources consists of very long bursts at
the peak rate, separated by silences. Under these worst case conditions
performance approaches that predicted by bufferless analysis methods.
W e note that C A C based on these zero-buffer type methods can
account for the effects of Type II enforcement errors.
Additional Controls
A number of additional traffic control techniques which have been suggested in literature have been examined as possible remedies to the significant problem of average rate prediction. Traffic shaping and in-call
parameter renegotiation together offer an attractive possibility. Alternative enforcement actions such as cell tagging and punitive charging
are preferable to cell discard in the sense that underestimation of the
call parameters is not so catastrophic. Fast bandwidth reservation m a y
also offer a better means of carrying delay tolerant data with high peak
rates and unpredictable average rates, but requires further investigation.
Two new techniques have also been proposed. Call padding has been
suggested as a means of extending acceptable averaging times and thus
permitting more accurate estimation of average rate, and consequently
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obtaining better network utilisation. A m i n i m u m rate parameter is also
proposed, generalising the on-off rate pdf envelope to a more flexible
min-max envelope. A n enforcement algorithm for this n e w parameter
set and a hardware implementation have also been described.
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Chapter 7:
Admission Control and
Resource Management

7.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the interwoven issues of connection admission,
resource allocation, Q O S and G O S control. With some of the flavour
of a critical review, it applies the observations and conclusions of previous chapters, and some n e w results, to classify and assess various
controls which have been suggested in the literature.
Section 7.2 backgrounds the relationship between QOS, GOS and connection admission control, setting the chapter in context. Section 7.3
looks more closely at the implementation issues for connection admission based on bufferless results. In this section w e encounter the practical difficulties associated with admitting a mixture of m a n y different
call types. Section 7.4 describes a family of techniques, loosely
labelled "virtual bandwidth techniques" which have been suggested as
a means to circumvent s o m e of these difficulties. It also introduces the
concept of a virtual link capacity which becomes significant for the
remainder of the chapter. Section 7.5 investigates priority schemes as a
means of providing multiple Q O S and examines the increase in connection admission complexity. Section 7.6 describes virtual paths and
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their roles as means of resource management, G O S and Q O S control
and classifies a number of suggested control strategies. Section 7.7
introducesfiveperformance limits applicable to traffic control schemes
based on uniform transfer m o d e networks, networks with priority control and others using policed virtual paths. Based on an investigation of
these performance Unfits, means of providing (multiple) ensured Q O S
are compared in terms of bandwidth efficiency and implementation
complexity. Careful scrutiny of these observations then leads to a n e w
hybrid strategy presented in Section 7.8.

7.2 QOS, GOS and Connection Admission Control
Like the current circuit switched network a broadband integrated network will not be able to accept an unhmited number of calls. Unlike
circuit switched networks the decision is not just one of ensuring a
connection is available. In B I S D N there are a huge number of virtual
channel identifiers available. However, in general as the number of
calls sharing the network resources increases, the quality of service
( Q O S ) , in particular the cell loss, experienced will worsen. C A C is
required to maintain Q O S by choosing when and which calls to admit
Secondly it is desirable to achieve the highest utilisation possible while
minimising call blocking and maximising revenue.

7.2.1 QOS Control
For most of this thesis we have tacitly equated QOS with long term
loss probability. Although cell delay and jitter are also important Q O S
parameters, the results of Section 5.4 indicate that it is likely delay
characteristics can be controlled by limiting the size of the switch buffers. Assuming switches are dimensioned correctly, this leaves loss performance as the primary Q O S indicator. Section 5.3 has shown that
cell losses in an A T M network will be clumped during overload periods. Although this suggests there m a y be some scope for specifying
loss in terms of a m e a n overload intensity and m e a n error free interval
(underload period), w e still believe that long term loss probability is
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likely to remain the primary Q O S indicator, and this chapter proceeds
on that assumption.
If the network can provide only one QOS this must be set to satisfy the
most stringent service requirements. In this case some potential gain is
lost since the traffic with less stringent requirements is being unnecessarily provided with a better quality of service than is necessary. The
impact of quality of service (in terms of a long term loss constraint) on
attainable utilisation levels has been investigated in Section 5.2.3. The
results suggested that some advantage might be gained by providing
—9
two qualities of service, one high quality (say Pl = 10 ) and one low
(say P, - 10" 3 ).
The issue of QOS control concerns both mechanisms for providing
multiple Q O S , such as policed virtual paths and cell priority, as well as
connection admission control. The early section of this chapter considers connection admission control in aflat,uniform transfer m o d e network. In the later half of the chapter w e investigate the use of cell
priority and virtual paths, and the impact the use of such techniques has
on connection admission.

7.2.2 GOS Control
GOS encompasses call level measures of performance such as call
blocking probability and the delay associated with accepting a call. At
the highest level G O S is controlled by dimensioning the network
equipment correctly. G O S can be improved by installing bigger
switches and more transmission capacity. At the next level call blocking probability can sometimes be improved by using alternate routing
to better distribute traffic within the network. At the bottom level G O S
is affected by connection admission control, which after all is the network function responsible for blocking calls. The delay associated with
connecting a call also includes, possibly as a significant portion, the
time required to m a k e connection acceptance decisions.
The network provider may want to offer different GOS to different
users and services on various routes. If connections are accepted on a
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first c o m efirstconnected basis, calls with greater resource requirements m a y see a higher blocking probability than calls with lower
resource requirements [Mase 91]. In fact in order to control call blocking probability for different service classes it becomes necessary to
specifically reserve resources. This reservation m a y occur at the level
of C A C as in virtual trunking [Mase 91] (see Section 7.4.3), or at a
higher level such as the path layer of the resource allocation scheme
discussed in [Dutkiewicz 90] (see Section 7.5).
Any decision on which CAC and QOS control to employ must also
consider G O S control. In the scope of the current work w e are unable
to fully explore G O S control, however in making judgements in this
chapter, w e do keep in mind both the real-time constraints on connection admission and the requirement for control of call blocking probability on a per service basis.

7.2.3 On-line and Off-line Connection Admission Control
In a preventative control scheme the decision to accept or block a call
is based on the parameters of the n e w and existing calls. This decision
m a y be m a d e on a node by node basis along the route, or as w e shall
consider in Section 7.6 on a path by path basis. Since the fundamental
objective of C A C is to maintain an acceptable Q O S , it makes most
sense to use a predicted Q O S estimate as a basis for admission. This
estimate is most often based on a multiplexer model, and in essence the
function of C A C is to control the probability of loss due to burst scale
congestion at each node.
Potential admission methods can be divided into:
1. on-line methods, where the multiplexer model is solved in real time
during each call admission, and
2. off-line methods, where the model is solved off-line and admission
is based on pre-calculated results.
The clear constraint for on-line methods is computation time per call
request. This makes it difficult to take full advantage of all traffic characteristics, since the more complex a model becomes, the more difficult a real time solution is. Conversely, the advantage of off-line
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methods is the ability to use more complex models allowing multiplexing gain to be derived more precise Q O S control. A further implementation advantage arises from the decoupling of the actual real-time call
acceptance (which typically requires just a table lookup and an addition/subtraction operation for call connect/disconnect) from the statistical models used to generate the table. The models can be upgraded
without interfering with real-time C A C component.
The primary disadvantage of off-fine techniques is the need to classify
calls into k n o w n types for which results (table entries) have been
precomputed. A s the number of services increases this becomes more
difficult to manage, and the whole concept of call type could eliminate
potential services dependent on a call being described by a parameter
continuum. A possible solution to these problems is to combine on-line
and off-line techniques. For instance most of the bandwidth could be
assigned to off-line admission, with a portion reserved for unusual
requests which are handled by on-line admission. Alternatively, all
connections could be handled using the table lookup technique. W h e n
an entry is not found in the table a temporary entry is added on-the fly
using a real time on-line technique, then replaced later by a more accurate entry calculated by an off-line processor. In a sense the lookup
table could be considered as a result cache for the off-line processor.

7.3 Implementation of Bufferless Based Admission
The results of the previous chapters have indicated that bufferless analysis m a y provide a suitable basis for connection admission. Although it
does not account for statistical gains available by multiplexing bursts
and effectively assuming worst case temporal behaviour, it does offer
good statistical gains for a wide range of traffic (recall Figures 5.1 and
5.2). Here w e investigate some of the practical difficulties encountered
implementing a multi-class call admission control based on bufferless
approximations to evaluate its feasibility for use in both on-line and
off-line C A C . These bufferless approximations are the simplest means
of obtaining conservative Q O S estimates, while still permitting statistical gain. Hence any implementation difficulties encountered here with
this simple type of approach can be expected to be far worse for tech-
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niques which account for the temporal characteristics of source behaviour and switch buffering.
Bufferless CAC algorithms have been proposed frequently in recent
literature . In the following subsections w e classify approaches according to the rate probability distribution envelopes employed to describe
connections, and the methods used to calculate the expected loss.

7.3.1 Gaussian Envelopes
[Joos 89 and Verbiest 88] suggest a simple approach based on Gaussian
envelopes. Each connection would be described by the m e a n and variance of its bit-rate, and [Denissen 90] has also proposed a U P C mechanism to enforce a Gaussian distribution of rates. In this case the link
probability distribution is also Gaussian, with m e a n p given by the
sum of the connection means mz- and variance o

by the sum of the

variances vt. T h e expected cell loss can then be determined using
Equation 3.4. Implementation of connection admission and disconnection are extremely straightforward:
connect call(mean,var) :
newmean = linkmean + mean
newvar = linkvar + var
if Equation 3.4(newmean,newvar, C) > QOS then
block call
else
accept call
linkmean = newmean
linkvar = newvar
endif
disconnect call(mean,var):
linkmean = linkmean - mean
linkvar = linkvar - var

In practise the most time consuming part of this method is the calculation of the error function, erf(), in the evaluation of Equation 3.4. This
could be easily sped up for on-fine use by a table lookup followed by a
suitable interpolation. [Bermejo-Saez 91] presents an alternative
method of evaluating the loss based on a multi-variable-slot formula.

1. References abound in the following subsections
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The very significant disadvantage of schemes based upon Gaussian
envelopes lies in their unsuitability for representing bursty, on-off type
sources which are likely to compromise a large fraction of the connections [Gallassi 89].

7.3.2 On-Off Envelopes
On-off envelopes are a far more popular alternative [Appleton 90,
Esaki 90, Suzuki 90, Rasmussen 91, Murase 91]. These can be calculated for very general variable rate sources based on just a peak and
m e a n rate (the estimation and enforcement of which has been studied
in Chapter 6). Furthermore this envelope has the m a x i m u m rate variance for a given peak and mean and in this respect accounts for worst
case behaviour [Rasmussen 91].
The aggregate rate distribution for N homogeneous sources is a binomial distribution (recall Section 3.5), and the exact loss function is
given by Equation 3.6. In a multi-class environment with K call types,
each with an activity fraction of pk = 1/|3. and peak-to-link ratio ak
the loss formula becomes the m u c h more complicated

y^jz EE-E [i-y-^h^-pj^'p?
—

v

/

v

K
J
L

JL

JJ

7=1

(EQ7.1)

as given by [Murase 91]. Considerable computational effort is required
w h e n more than one or two classes are multiplexed. To address this
difficulty a number of faster approximations have been developed to
evaluate the loss function.
One approach [Burgin 90, Guerin 91] is to approximate each class by a
Gaussian distribution, and then combine these aggregate distributions
as in Section 7.3.1, with the loss function given by Equation 3.4. There
is a well k n o w n rule of thumb [Devore 82] which states that provided
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Np>5

and N(1 - p ) > 5 , a binomial distribution is well approxi-

mated

by

a

a

Gaussian

with

mean

p = Np

and

variance

= Np (1 - p), where p is the activity fraction.

Unfortunately this approximation is only good in the central part of the
distribution, and can be very bad in the tails. Consequently w h e n it is
applied to C A C it can grossly underestimate the loss probability. This
is illustrated in Figure 7.1. T o generate these plots a C A C algorithm
using the Gaussian approximation was used to calculate the m a x i m u m
number of calls which could be supported for a "guaranteed" Q O S of
10

. The results plotted are for homogeneous mixtures of traffic with

a very wide range of different peak-to-link ratios and burstinesses. The
predicted Q O S is plotted as a dashed line, and is roughly constant at
—9
10 , withfluctuationsdue to the constraint that a whole number of
calls must be admitted (note that thefluctuationsare worst where few
calls are accepted - that is for high peak-to-link ratios and low burstinesses). The true loss was then calculated using Equation 3.6, and plotted as the solid line type. The errors introduced are very significant for
most types of traffic, particularly for peak-to-link ratios greater than
1/100, and with increasing burstiness. For low burstiness traffic (two
in particular) the Gaussian distribution is safe-side, but would result in
wasted network capacity. Figure 7.1 plots the same data, but with the
quality measure Np used in the rule of thumb on the x-axis. It is clear
that even w h e n Np>5

(which when the burstiness is greater than or

equal to two implies N(l-p)

>5)the approximation is very poor.

This problem has been noted by others who have chosen to use more
conservative bounds. [Hui 88] and [Appleton 90] derive results based
on the Chernoff bound, which can be guaranteed to give safe-side estimates. [Uose 90] compares the exact formula Equation 7.1, the Gaussian approximation and Chernoff bounds with two further techniques
based on a Poisson approximation to the binomial distributions. The
comparison shows that all the approximation techniques result in significant savings in computation time. However, with the exception of
the Gaussian approximation, they all consistently overestimate (by up
to 1 0 0 % ) the network resources required to support a given Q O S . The
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FIGURE 7.1

Plots demonstrating the errors introduced by using the Gaussian approximation to the binomial for C A C . T h e dashed lines s h o w the predicted loss probability (using the Gaussian approximation) with calls accepted such that the
predicted Q O S is not worse than IO"9. T h e solid lines s h o w the actual Q O S
w a s evaluated using the exact formula (Equation 3.6). In (a) the losses are
plotted versus the peak-to-link ratio for four values of burstiness. In (b) the
s a m e data is plotted against the measure used in the rule of thumb.
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Chernoff bound appears to give the most satisfactory trade-off between
computation time and safe-side accuracy.

7.3.3 Min-Max Envelopes
The on-off envelope is least appropriate when the rate distribution is
centrally dominant about the m e a n rate. Section 6.5.6 introduced the
idea of a min-max envelope and proposed a suitable enforcement
mechanism. With its extra degree of freedom it can envelope non onoff pdfs moretightly,resulting in higher network efficiency. A bufferless connection admission control based on the min-max envelope is
only slightly more complicated than that for the on-off envelope
[Hughes 90c,91a, 91g]. The bandwidth for the base-load (below the
m i n i m u m rate) is allocated deterministically, as with peak rate allocation. T h e variable part of the distribution (between the m i n i m u m and
m a x i m u m rates) can then be treated as for an on-off envelope, with a
peak rate equal to the m a x i m u m less the m i n i m u m rate, and an average
rate equal to the declared average less the m i n i m u m rate.
A on-line CAC implementation could be as follows (ignoring complications due to multi-class traffic for clarity):
connect call(min,max,aver) :
base = linkbase + min
stat = linksize - base
alpha = (max-min)/stat
beta = (max-min)/(aver-min)
if Equation 7.1(alpha,beta,N+l)> QOS then
block call
else
accept call
N=N+1;
linkbase = base
endif
disconnect call(min,max, aver) :
linkbase = linkbase - min
stat = linksize - base
N=N-1

Note that peak rate allocation and on-off based bufferless admission
are both subsets of this approach. A n y technique suggested for an onoff based system should be able to be adapted for use in the statistical
part of the min-max system. A s for the on-off system, if the evaluation
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of the QOS was too time consuming for on-line acceptance, as may be
the case for systems with m a n y calls of m a n y different classes, an offline implementation could be employed.

7.3.4 General Envelopes
Here w e present a n e w more general approach to bufferless connection
admission based on convolution, first described in [Hughes 9If].
Recall that for independent sources the bit rate distribution of the fink
is given by the convolution of the individual rate distributions of all the
calls on the link. This provides the basis for a C A C approach represented pictorially in Figure 7.2. The probability of burst congestion PQ
is given by the probability of the rate exceeding the link capacity C
(the shaded area in Figure 7.2). The actual cell loss probability experienced by the user Pl is the expectation of the loss rate function, which
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is the ramp (x - C) u(x - C) as depicted in Figure 7.2, divided by the
average rate p.
A generic admission algorithm based on convolution is as simple as
connect call (pdf):
newlinkpdf = convolve(linkpdf, pdf)
if integral newlinkpdf*(x-C)u(x-C)dx > QOS then
block call
else
linkpdf = newlinkpdf
endif
disconnect call(pdf):
linkpdf = deconvolve(linkpdf, pdf)

In practise pdfs cannot be continuous, and w e must settle for a finely
discretized representation. There are however several disadvantages
with this approach.
1. A s the discretization is madefinerand more accurate, the number of
samples which must be convolved increases. The long convolutions
require large amounts of computing resources (although D S P chips
have been optimised for this type of operation). M o r e precisely convolution requires NM

multiply accumulate operations where N is

the number of samples in the link pdf, and M is the number of nonzero samples in the link pdf. For on-off and min-max call pdfs
M

= 2, for complicated call models, such as a discrete approxima-

tion to a Gaussian, M would be larger. The result of the convolution
contains N + M-l

elements, representing equally spaced rates

between 0 and the s u m of the peak rates of all of the calls. A s the
number of accepted calls increases, the number of samples in the
link pdf also increases.
2. O n the other hand if the discretization is coarse, difficulties arise
w h e n the call pdfs contain rates which are not multiples of the spacing used in discrete pdf. A s an example consider admitting a call
with a m i n i m u m rate of 32kbps, and m a x i m u m of 200 kbps with a
link pdf discretized such that the spacing between samples is
64kbps.
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3. Deconvolution is inherently a noisy operation, and after m a n y connections and disconnections the noise corrupts the link pdf. Unfortunately there is no easy fix for this situation, which makes this
convolutional approach unsuitable for on-line admission. However
it is still useful for creating connection admission tables in an offline C A C implementation.
Unless all the rates are multiples of some minimum basic rate there is
no exact solution to the second problem identified above and some
approximation is unavoidable. However w e n o w describe a careful
reworking of the problem which results in a very satisfactory compromise, particular suited for off-line use.
The key to this reworking is that we are not interested in the probability densities themselves, rather the integral of the distribution multiplied by the ramp (x - C) u(x - C). In fact it should be clear that the
answer to this integral, as C is varied, can be regarded as a convolution
of the pdf by the reversed ramp -xu(-x). Since this integration is a
convolution and the operation of convolution is associative, it is best
not to store the pdf but rather the pdf already convolved with -xu(-x).
In this manner w e effectively calculate simultaneously the expected
loss for all link capacities between 0 and the s u m of all the peaks at
spacings of the link pdf comb. In a practical B I S D N implementation
this feature would be of great use since there are likely to be several
different physical link capacities, and based on material to be presented
in Section 7.6, m a n y different virtual link capacities (which can be
dimensioned based on the results of an off-line calculation using this
technique).
A further advantage of this method is that unlike the pdf of the previous technique which consists of m a n y delta functions at (sums of) multiples ofthe source rate(s), the convolution with -xu(-x) turns this into
a piecewise linear function. Although approximations still arise w h e n
the call pdfs contain components which are not multiples of the link
pdf spacing, the piecewise linear nature of the function tells us the
nature of the interpolation w e should use between points (linear
weighting).
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The trade-off between discretization and errors due to the interpolation
approximation can be further reduced by maintaining separate pdfs for
each call type (which will be binomial for on-off sources or binomial
shifted by the s u m of the m i n i m u m rates for min-max sources), and
then using the techniques outlined in this section to combine the aggregate distributions and obtain the expected loss as a function of link
capacity. T h e loss estimates obtained this w a y were indistinguishable
from those calculated using the exact Equation 7.1, and in similar time
yielded losses for the whole range link capacities simultaneously,
rather than for just one link size.

7.3.5 Summary
The findings of this section can be succinctly summarised:
• Although Gaussian call envelopes lead to simple C A C , they are
inappropriate for m a n y services.
• For on-off or min-max envelopes the computational load for C A C
increases with both the number of calls and in particular the number
of traffic classes. A s such the exact heterogeneous formulae could
not be used for on-line C A C .
• A novel convolutional approach is described, but it too suffers in
terms of performance (or alternatively accuracy) w h e n used for
multi-class problems, and is therefore only suitable for off-line
applications.
• T o speed up admission for mixtures of sources several approximations have been suggested. The simple Gaussian approximation is
not consistently conservative and can lead to significantly optimistic
Q O S estimates. T h e Chernoff bound appears from the literature to
give the best trade-off between computational load and safe-side
accuracy, but as with any safe-side bound it does not obtain optimal
statistical gain (in fact capacity requirements can be overestimated
by factors of 100%).
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7.4 Virtual Bandwidth Based Techniques
For most multiplexer models whether bufferless or not, there is a significant rise in complexity as the number of classes increases. In the
previous section w e have seen this demonstrated in the context of bufferless C A C for on-off sources (recall Equation 7.1). In the following
subsections w e examine three techniques which have been proposed to
alleviate these difficulties.
In Section 5.2.4 we looked at the effect of mixing just two classes. The
typical admission characteristic for a given Q O S constraint is reproduced in Figure 7.3. T h e admissible region, where the Q O S requirem e n t is met, lies under the solid curve. Points on the actual line are too
time consuming to calculate accurately on-line. A precomputed M segm e n t piecewise linear approximation to the actual characteristic could
be tabularised for two classes, however as the number of classes N
increases the number of points which must be stored ( ( M + 1)

)

also rapidly becomes infeasible.
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A typical call admission boundary for a mix of two traffic types (al = 0.01,
p = io, a 2 - 0.001, f32 = 3). A and B refer to two possible operating points
used in the description of virtual trunking in Section 7.4.3.
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The principle of virtual bandwidth techniques is that a single variable
is used to keep track of the virtual bandwidth in use on the link. The
"virtual bandwidth" of accepted calls is added to this sum, and disconnected calls are subtracted. Calls must be blocked if the s u m of the virtual bandwidths exceeds the link capacity. A peak rate allocation
system can be viewed as a virtual bandwidth technique, where in this
case the virtual bandwidth of a call is its peak rate. In practise some
statistical gain is desired, in which case the virtual bandwidth of a call
must be less than its peak rate (but greater than its average).
Here two common definitions of virtual bandwidth are discussed, one
which operates on the lower bound, the other on the upper bound in
Figure 7.3. Other virtual bandwidth approximations have also been
suggested. For instance [Dziong 89] describes a method which estimates the actual concave characteristic with some success, but it
requires significant computational effort. Section 7.4.3 describes a
technique called virtual trunking which although not a virtual bandwidth technique as such, has been proposed as a means of avoiding
tabulating the entire admission characteristic.

7.4.1 Virtual Bandwidth Method 1 (linear approximation)
Method 1 [Dziong 89, Appleton 90, Griffiths 90, Mase 91] is based on
the near linearity of heterogeneous call admission boundaries (see
Figure 7.3). If linearity is assumed a homogeneous traffic problem can
be solved for each traffic type to determine the m a x i m u m number of
calls of this type which could be accepted by the link. T h e call's virtual
bandwidth is then given by the capacity of the link divided by this
m a x i m u m number of calls. It should be noted that the virtual bandwidth as calculated using Method 1 is not just a property of the call
parameters and Q O S , it also depends on the link size. The virtual bandwidth will be smaller on large links since larger links carry more traffic, and a greater statistical gain can be achieved. Logistically this is a
complication in a network with varying link sizes, since a call does not
have afixedvirtual bandwidth.
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In an off-line implementation a table at each node could be kept containing the pre-calculated virtual bandwidths for c o m m o n call types.
N e w call types could be assigned a virtual bandwidth equal to the call's
peak rate while an accurate virtual bandwidth is calculated off-line.
This scheme is extremely simple and would require very little real-time
processortime,provided the table contained sufficient entries.
Unfortunately this otherwise attractive scheme can be very optimistic
in its allocation of capacity because the actual admission bounds are
indeed concave. In fact the results presented in Section 5.2.4 indicate
that although the difference between the linear and optimum admission
boundaries appears quite small, the error in Q O S estimates based on
the linear approximation m a y be very significant.

7.4.2 Virtual Bandwidth Method 2 (worst case)
Rather than operating on the upper bound in Figure 7.3, this second
method [Gallassi 89, M a s e 91] utilises a readily calculated lower
bound. N o multiplexing gain is assumed from mixing traffic types, and
all statistical gain is obtained within homogeneous mixes.
Implementation details are as follows. Each call type has a total virtual
bandwidth dependent on the number of calls. The virtual bandwidth is
no longer dependent on the link size, but rather on the number of
accepted calls of its type on the link. This means the lookup table must
be m u c h larger, but can be the same at each node, and possibly calculated centrally. The virtual bandwidths of each group of calls must be
added to give the total bandwidth for the link.
This simple and conservative approach sacrifices some potential gain
available from mixing traffic types. This trade-off is investigated further in Section 7.6. T h e performance of this method can be improved
by treating similar calls as the same type [Gallassi 89].
A concept which will become useful later in this chapter is "virtual link
bandwidth" C. Both methods 1 and 2 solve a homogenous multiplexer
problem to obtain the virtual bandwidth. The difference between the
methods 1 and 2 can be seen in terms of the outgoing link capacity
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which is assumed for this model. For virtual bandwidth method 1, each
call type assumes it can use the whole link (i.e. C = C ) , and the virtual bandwidth for each call is given by C divided by the number of
calls which can be admitted to a multiplexer with capacity C . Method
2 effectively assumes it can only use a fraction of the link bandwidth
which has been dedicated to its call type (i.e. C - Ct
tual bandwidth for each call is given by Ct

), and the vir-

, divided by the number

of calls which can be admitted to a multiplexer with capacity Ctvn..
type

This concept is elaborated further in Section 7.6.1.

7.4.3 Virtual Trunking
It may be desirable to have different probabilities of blocking connections for different traffic types. The previously described C A C algorithms cannot easily incorporate this functionality (although bandwidth
could be reserved on a per connection type basis [Dziong 89]). [Ash
88, Filipiak 89 and M a s e 91] have suggested a simple method called
virtual trunking, which can incorporate call blocking control at the
C A C level. It involves choosing an operating point on the admission
characteristic, and shifting this adaptively. This can be visualised most
easily in the case of two traffic types. Figure 7.3 showed a typical
admission bound. Operation might begin at point A , where up to 200
type 1 calls and 1500 type 2 calls can be accepted. If the demand for
type 1 connections increases the operating point could be shifted to
point B, say where 400 type 1 calls and 750 type two calls can be
accepted. C A C is reduced to checking that the total number of calls of
type n is less than the number of trunks allocated to type n. T h e operating point could be adjusted when the measured blocking probabilities
are out of balance, or shifted pre-emptively when the number of existing calls approaches the number of trunks. Because the operating point
is calculated off-line it m a y be possible to use the exact multiclass formula, thus operating on the optimal admission bound. However if an
exact model is used, it m a y take several minutes or longer to obtain a
n e w operating point. This will limit the techniques responsiveness to
changing demand patterns. T o improve responsiveness it m a y be nee-
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essary to use operating points on a sub-optimal bound (such as the
worst case bound).

7.5 Use of Priority
Section 5.2.3 suggested it may be advantageous in terms of network
utilisation to offer more than one quality of service. O n e means of providing alternate qualities of service is by using cell priority. Priority
could be given based on time or space, giving preferential delay or loss
treatment respectively. T h e C C I T T standards currently provide one bit
in the cell header as a loss priority indicator allowing for two priority
levels. T h e current recommendations also specify that the ordering of
cells within a V C or V P must not be altered along the route regardless
of priority, eliminating schemes where high priority cells m a y jump
ahead of low priority cells. T h e indicator could be used in one of three
ways:
1. for high (or low) quality connections which would have priority
indicators set (reset) in every cell,
2. for a single connection with priority set in cells carrying essential
information and reset for ordinary cells with detail or quasi-reconstructible information,
3. for usage parameter control which could reset the priority indicator
of high priority cells which violate the high priority traffic contract
(violation tagging). W h e n the s u m of the low priority cells and the
tagged high priority cells exceeds the low priority traffic contract
cells would still need to be discarded.
Since in this instance it is loss probability which is of primary concern,
space priority mechanisms are the most appropriate. Several suitable
priority mechanisms for A T M switches have been proposed and studied, in particular the push-out or pre-emptive queue [H6buterne 89,
Kroner 91a, Lin 91] and partial buffer sharing (with adaptive threshold) [H6buterne 89, B o n o m i 90, Petr 90, Kroner 91a, L e Boudec 91,
Lin 91]. T h e analyses of these queueing mechanisms presented in the
above work, look at and compare the effectiveness of various mechanisms at the cell level. T h e results of this literature suggests that sev-
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eral of the mechanisms can be optimised to approach ideal behaviour
where high priority cells are not affected by low priority cells
[H6buterne 89, Kroner 91a, Lin 91].

7.5.1 Bufferless Admission in a Priority System
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of connection admission in a single uniform Q O S network and one with priorities (and later one based
on virtual path separation) a C A C suitable for use in a priority system
is required. Here w e present such an algorithm.
For connection admission it is the burst level performance of priority
based systems which is important, and so at the cell level w e assume
the underlying cell priority mechanism approaches ideal performance
where high priority cells are not affected by low priority cells, but
where low priority cells can use all of the "leftover" bandwidth. Based
on this assumption the general bufferless C A C algorithm presented in
Section 7.3.4 can be readily adapted as follows.
Each connection would have high and low priority parameters, which
generate two connection requests, one for each priority level . There
are two Q O S service constraints, expressed as long term loss probabilities,QOS^/2andQOSw.
Since the high priority cells are not affected by the low priority cells,
the expected loss for high priority cells lh • . depends on the probability that the arrival rate of high priority traffic exceeds the link capacity.
The loss for low priority cells llow is related to the probability that
combined arrival rate exceeds the link rate.
The connection admission process is represented diagrammatically in
Figure 7.4, in terms of the convolutional algorithm of Section 7.3.4.
T w o pdfs must be maintained, one solely for the high priority cells, the
tail of which must be maintained such the high priority loss requirement is met, and a second pdf for the s u m of the two services (which is
given by the convolution of the low and high priority pdfs), the tail of
1. This tacidy assumes independence between the high and low priority traffic streams which
is dubious in the case of cell tagging.
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rate of low priority cells

Operation of a bufferless connection admission algorithm using two priority
levels to control both the high and low Q O S .

which must be maintained such the low priority loss requirement is
met. For this admission algorithm two convolutions must be performed
w h e n admitting a high priority connections (one with each pdf), but
still only one convolution for low priority connections (one with the
combined pdf).
In fact these observations can be generalised for use with the other
bufferless admission methods:
For a low priority connection w e must:
1. Calculate the new lcombined

based on all the traffic.

2. Block connection if lcombined

- lhigh > Q O Slow.

For a high priority connection we must:
1. Calculate the new l h i h based just on the high priority traffic.
2. Block connection if lfl- h > QPShih.
3. Calculate the new l c o m b i n e d based on all the traffic.
4. Block connection if /combined

-W >Q0S /™-
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FIGURE 7.5 Typical admission boundaries for 2 QOS (1 is QOS dotted) cell priority based
connection admission controls carrying two traffic types (al = 0.01, (3j = 10,
Q O S j = 10~3, oc2 = 0.001, f32 = 3, Q O S 2 = 10"3).
In terms of computational load connection admission for low priority
calls essentially the same as for a single Q O S system. Admission of
high priority calls is twice as computationally expensive. Assuming a
significant fraction of call requests are for high priority connections w e
can m a k e the observation that admission complexity is roughly doubled (this is essentially a worst case assumption). T h e reader m a y
notice that this admission approach can be extended to N class priority
systems, where the loss probability for class / cells is unaffected by
classes j > i (class 1 is highest priority). In this case admission of a
connection to level / involves checking Q O S for levels classes
i, i+ 1, ..., N. Again the overall increase in computation requirements
depends on the distribution of connection requests to the N classes, but
in the worst case load increases by a factor N.

7.5.2 Virtual Bandwidth in a Priority System
Figure 7.5 shows typical admission boundaries for a two level priority
system, obtained using the C A C described above. In fact the example
uses the same two traffic types as Figure 7.3, but assigns a lower Q O S
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constraint to the type 1 traffic (the old single Q O S curves remain dotted). T h e optimal admission bound is no longer linear, but rather
almost piecewise linear, with a truly flat region at one end, and a
slightly concave major segment. Which end isflatdepends on which
traffic type has the lower Q O S . Comparing x intercepts w e see that
w h e n there are no type 2 calls, significantly more type 1 calls m a y be
accepted. T h eflatregion can be explained as follows: to maintain the
high Q O S for type 2 calls no more than about 2600 can be accepted, as
indeed for the single Q O S system, however up to about 80 low Q O S
type 1 calls can be use to "fill up" the link.
Although an extension of the linear virtual bandwidth method to cope
with the nearly piecewise linear boundary m a y on the surface seem
feasible, it becomes more complex because the virtual bandwidth is
n o w dependent on the system state (how m a n y calls of each type are
connected). A s the number of call types increases the number of vertices required to describe the admission surface increases exponentially.
The worst case virtual bandwidth method can be successfully applied
in a priority system, but of course partitioning the link by call type still
sacrifices link utilisation as indicated by the smaller area under the
curve. T h e performance of a worst case virtual bandwidth using priority is closely related to the performance of a system using virtual path
separation. W e will therefore postpone further discussion until
Section 7.7 where systems based on a single Q O S , priorities and virtual paths are compared.

7.6 Use of Virtual Paths
A virtual path (VP) is defined as a pre-established route through the
network into which virtual circuits can be grouped [Addie 87,88,
Burgin 88, Kanada 87, Ohta 88]. This was originally envisaged as a
means of reducing routing overheads between c o m m o n origin-destination pairs, since the route need only be calculated once during path
setup, rather than at each call setup. It has since been realised that by
associating a bandwidth with a virtual path, calls m a y be admitted to a
path rather than on a link by link basis [Anido 89, Burgin 90, 91]. This
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A three layered traffic control strategy.

avoids having to make individual call setup requests at each node on
the path resulting in a saving in the time and computation required to
admit a call along a route.
Significant advantages can be accrued from separating resource management functions (routing, load-balancing, call blocking control)
from

connection admission and traffic enforcement functions.

Figure 7.6 shows a proposed three layered control model, proposed in
[Anido 89, Dutkiewicz 90,91] and more recently in [Hui 91].
The network level is responsible for the routing of paths and allocation
of bandwidth to paths. The capacity could be allocated on a time of day
basis, automatically in response to demand or by network planning
decisions. This would provide a means of load balancing and controlling call blocking probability on a per path basis (the more capacity
allocated to a path the lower its blocking will be and vice versa). This
level also controls routing, and in the event of a partial network failure
can reroute paths appropriately, without the need to deal directly with
the m a n y channels carried.
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At the next level independent call admission policies operate for each
VP, in effect allocating path capacity to channels. W h e n path capacity
is running low, the call level could request more resources (i.e path
capacity) from the network layer. A n y of the C A C algorithms developed for use on links could be used on a per path basis and indeed different algorithms could be used in different paths, leading to the
possibility of not only paths for c o m m o n routes, but also paths with
C A C tailored for particular services. This reduces the complexity of
the call admission problem immediately, since n o w each C A C is dealing with homogeneous traffic. A complex model can solve (off-line) a
multiplexer problem and compute h o w m a n y calls can be admitted to
the path given its bandwidth. C A C reduces to tallying the number of
accepted calls and ensuring the computed m a x i m u m is not exceeded.
At the lowest level usage parameter control enforces the call parameters on each virtual channel (VC). This level is responsible for fairness
and together with the call level upholds the network Q O S .
Furthermore by strictly enforcing the bandwidth allocated to each path
it is possible to eliminate interference between paths offering a means
of providing different Q O S to traffic sharing the same transmission and
switching resources [Anido 89, Dutkiewicz 89].
This layered management scheme opens a wide range of possibilities
and leads to a number of questions such as whether paths be allocated
for each service and h o w paths should be routed and merged. These
problems are beginning to receive attention [Burgin 90, Atkinson 91,
Hui 91]. Using a three layer management scheme also has important
implications on the choice of C A C algorithm and it is these issues
which w e will concentrate on in the context of the current work. In this
section w e classify possible resource allocation strategies according to
three factors.
1. whether the virtual link bandwidth C used for call admission is less
than or greater than the path capacity;
2. whether link capacity is deterministically or statistically allocated to
virtual paths;
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3. whether or not the bandwidth allocation is enforced.
W e n o w discuss each of these options in closer detail.

7.6.1 The Virtual Link Bandwidth C
Connection admission based on a multiplexer model must assume
some outgoing link capacity C for the multiplexer and in Section 7.4.2
w e introduced this concept of "virtual link bandwidth". Initially it m a y
seem strange to m a k e a distinction between this bandwidth and the
actual physical link capacity C. There are, however, some significant
advantages (as well as disadvantages) in choosing C<C,

particularly

in an environment using virtual paths for resource management, which
w e will n o w explain.
Consider admission along a multi-link path for two possible strategies:
1. the virtual link bandwidth equals the link capacity (C = C)
2. the virtual link bandwidth is equal to the bandwidth allocation of the
path concerned ( C = c^.
At each node there is a different mix of traffic, and quite possibly a different physical link capacity. If C = C account must be taken for these
factors, so for an N link path, there will be N connection admission
decisions. For instance if a virtual bandwidth admission scheme was
employed, the virtual bandwidth for a given connection m a y be different at each node, because ofthe varying link size, and the different traffic mixes at each node. In fact these observations apply for any

c^C^C.
Conversely if C = c- only one connection admission decision is
required for admission to a multi-link path since the C on which the
decision is based is constant, and reserved, along the whole path. The
connection admission decision for path / does not rely on information
about traffic on other paths. Admission using any C <, ci is ideal for
use with a three layer resource management scheme because it enables
separation of call admission from resource allocation to paths. Furthermore the bandwidth allocated to the path c-i m a y be strictly enforced,
since the is no assumption of mixing with other traffic types.
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Effect of peak to link ratio on utilisation and its relation to capacity allocation.
This figure is reproduced from Chapter 5 (cf. Figure 5.1).

There is however, a fundamental problem with subdividing link capacity C , into smaller sub-units which are not statistically multiplexed,
whether physically, or just for the purposes of calculation. For any
given service using a virtual link capacity C , the effective peak-to-link
ratio a is increased by a factor C/C. T h e associated drop in attainable
utilisation for the sub-unit can be read from Figure 7.7. For instance a
link carrying calls with a peak rate of 1 0 M bps on a 1 G bps link
(a = 0.01) and a burstiness of 20 would operate with an efficiency of
about 5 5 % (Point A in Figure 7.7). However if this link with divided
into 10 subunits, the effective a = 0.1 and the m a x i m u m utilisation
which can be obtained without multiplexing the sub-units themselves
is less than 1 0 % (Point B ) . This drop in utilisation is less severe for
traffic with very low peak-to-link ratios, and those with high peak-tolink ratios, and worst for traffic between these two saturation points.
(low a saturates at 9 0 - 1 0 0 % utilisation, high a saturates at a utilisation equivalent to peak rate allocation, that is l/[3).
If we assume one call type per path, the reader may also notice the correspondence between admission with C = c • and the worst case vir-
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tual bandwidth method described in Section 7.4.2, and between
admission with C = C and the exact, optimum heterogeneous admission curve in Figure 7.3.
To summarise the advantages and disadvantages of the two strategies:

Casel: ct<C<.C
• allows high (and if C = C possibly optimal) utilisation because
account is taken of traffic outside of the path, but
• requires complex C A C at every node, and
Case 2: C<.ci
• can admit to path rather than node by node;
• compliant with three layer architecture;
• path bandwidth can be strictly enforced; but
• unless paths are multiplexed (see next section) utilisation will be
limited due to subdivision of link capacity.

7.6.2 Multiplexing of Virtual Paths
In the interests of simplicity it has been suggested [Anido 89, Burgin
90] that bandwidth should be allocated to paths deterministically such
that the s u m of the path capacities ci travelling on each link, are less
than or equal the link capacity itself
Vc.^C (EG-7.2)
however in the interests of efficiency "statistical overallocation" of
capacity has also been suggested [Evans 89, Burgin 90] such that
VV>C (EO.7.3)
Such an approach could be compatible the three layer architecture if at
the call level connections are admitted assuming C<,cv

The potential

gain lost due to this assumption can then in essence be recovered by
multiplexing paths, at the network level. Such a system has the same
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ideal performance limit as a system using C = C, yet is properly
structured from the point of view of the three layer control architecture.
However, there are two major difficulties with multiplexing paths.
1. All paths will interfere, regardless of whether path bandwidths are
enforced or not, due to the statistical allocation of capacity. This
implies that all paths must share a single Q O S (ignoring cell priority
at present). This has serious implications if private customers are
given direct access to virtual paths, since the potential for malicious
or unintentional disruption of network Q O S exists. In fact unless an
average bandwidth or bit-rate distribution is enforced for each path,
network Q O S cannot be guaranteed.
2. There does not appear to be a simple means of predicting Q O S
w h e n paths of very different traffic types are mixed. [Burgin 90]
suggests using a Gaussian envelope to represent the rate pdf of each
path. Each path could be allocated a Gaussian rate distribution rate
than a peak rate. T h e network level would control the Q O S by
checking allocations using Equation 3.4, in a similar manner to the
C A C algorithm presented in Section 7.3.1 (but applied to the paths,
rather than connections). This technique assumes the Gaussian pdf
is appropriate for representing a superposition of connections within
a path. However this is not a valid assumption, and as Section 7.3.2
for superpositions of on-off sources is likely to result in optimistic
Q O S estimates.

7.6.3 Bandwidth Enforcement of Virtual Paths
T h e third essential differentiating factor between potential virtual path
based resource management schemes is whether, and if so how, bandwidth enforcement of virtual paths is performed.
Some would argue that because virtual paths consist of virtual circuits
which have already been policed there is no need to enforce path
parameters. However the C C I T T recommendations [CCITT 90,91]
allow end-to-end virtual path connections, from customers premises,
and across network boundaries. In these cases admission to the path is
entirely in the customer's, or perhaps a competing network provider's
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hands. This other party may intentionally or accidentally admit more
than an acceptable number of virtual connections to the path. Without
virtual path U P C or N P C such behaviour could result in severe degradation of Q O S across the network.
On the basis of this argument UPC is essential for paths to which
admission is not strictly controlled by the network provider. If allocation of link capacity to these paths is deterministic, the paths should be
peak enforced. If path capacity is allocated statistically the assume path
statistics (probably a bit rate distribution) should also be enforced.
Having seen that some paths require bandwidth enforcement, it begs
the question: should all paths be policed? Although strictly enforcing
the peak rate on each path implies that C <,ct, it does lead to the potential to provide independent Q O S for each path.
[Anido 89], [Dutkiewicz 89] and [Hughes 90a,90b,91d] suggest a
scheme depicted in Figure 7.8 which w e will call virtual path separation (VPS). A peak policing network parameter controller ( N P C )
would ensure that the traffic on each path does not exceed its allocated
bandwidth, and the s u m of these peak policed paths would not be permitted to exceed the link capacity.
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Losses in such a system can be separated into three components:
1. loss due to switch buffer overflows which can be m a d e arbitrarily
small (by keeping the s u m of the path capacities less than the link
capacity) ensuring the interference between paths is negligible,
2. loss due to V P S which is controlled by C A C and reflects Q O S for
the path concerned, and
3. discard by U P C if channel parameters are exceeded (unchanged).
At first this separation of traffic into isolated pipes may seem like a
away from integration. Indeed enforcing the peak rate of the paths sacrifices gain available by assuming C> ci , and keeping the s u m the
peak rates less than the link rate prevents multiplexing the paths themselves. However, in return it is possible to control the Q O S on each
link independently, rather than having one uniformly stringent quality
of service for the whole network (or perhaps two if cell priorities are
employed). In fact not only can the long term loss be controlled independently for each path, but also the duration and intensity of overloads enabling Q O S to be tailored for a particular service on a
particular path. Provided the link is not partitioned into too m a n y
paths, the gain from isolating loss sensitive, unmultiplexable traffic
from loss tolerant multiplexable traffic can outweigh the losses due to
partitioning link capacity. This trade-off is explored in detail in the following section.
Hardware implementation of such scheme is relatively simple, and
given the requirement for virtual path U P C anyway, likely to be a
standard switch feature. Ideally the path capacity should be enforced at
the input of the switch. However since all incoming lines would need
to be monitored by every virtual path controller, it seems more practical to place the path U P C mechanisms just prior to the output buffer in
a switch implementation. This implies that the switch fabric must have
sufficient internal speed-up to avoid contentions occurring within the
fabric rather than at the output buffer (that is before rather than after
bandwidth enforcement).
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[Hughes 90a,90b,91d] investigates suitable leaky bucket parameters
for such virtual path enforcers. The leaky bucket can be accurately represented by afinitebuffered, deterministically served queue. In fact
this model corresponds directly to our multiplexer model. The design
of the virtual path enforcer can be expressed very well in terms of the
cell and burst scale components introduced in Section 3.4. T h e leaky
bucket must be small enough to prevent burst scale overload, but large
enough to avoid accidental discards (Type I errors) due to cell scale
contention. Leaky buckets with depths in the range of 20 to 4 0 cells
have this characteristic. Although the worst case analysis of
Section 6.3 suggested that peak enforcers with such deep buckets
would lead to bad worst case Type II error performance, it also indicated that this effect was most significant w h e n the number of sources
(cf. number of paths on the link) was large (say >50). It is unlikely,
and would be uneconomic to divide a link into this m a n y paths and so
this effect is of little concern. Furthermore the probability of worst case
behaviour, which consists of a repetitive on-off pattern, arising on a
path, which in most cases are the superposition of m a n y virtual circuits, must be small, and the probability of this behaviour occurring on
m a n y paths simultaneously must be negligible.

7.7 Comparison of QOS Provisioning Techniques
So far in the last few sections of this chapter we have classified and
investigated the advantages and disadvantages of various connection
admission, resource allocation and Q O S provisioning techniques. In
this section w e compare the efficiency of systems quantitatively. T o do
this w efirstidentify five ideal performance limits, one of which upper
bounds each combination of the strategies which w e have discussed.
1. P R A : A peak rate allocation scheme, which assumes no multiplexing between traffic.
2. M I X : A system with optimal multiplexing of all traffic with a shared
single Q O S , chosen to satisfy the most loss sensitive traffic. This
system represents the limiting performance for single Q O S systems
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which attempt to fully mix traffic, whether by assuming C = C or
by statistically multiplexing (policed or unpoliced) virtual paths.
3. SEP: A system with optimal multiplexing of traffic within the same
path or call type ( C = ci or C = c

), but with no mixing

assumed between paths (call types). In this system, although the
traffic is assumed not to mix, in the physical implementation it does
and so one Q O S is shared by all services and must satisfy the most
stringent loss requirement. This performance limit is relevant to systems which employ the worst case virtual bandwidth method, or
assume, but do not enforce separation of virtual paths.
4. V P S : A system with optimal multiplexing of traffic within the same
path (call type), but with no mixing assumed between paths (call
types). Unlike the S E P system, for V P S the traffic is physically separated and thus an optimal Q O S constraint can be used for each path
(or call type). This performance limit applies to systems with virtual
path separation. It is slightly less obvious, but it also applies to a flat
priority system operating using the worst case virtual bandwidth
method (recall Section 7.5.2).
5. PRI: A system with N (later assumed two) Q O S classes. Traffic in
Q O S class n is not affected by classes greater than n (as approximated by a push-out priority queue). All traffic is multiplexed optimally given these constraints (C = C ) . This is limit for an optimal
cell priority based system.
An extensive investigation has been performed [Hughes 9If, 92b,92c]
comparing the performance of the five limiting strategies. Here w e
present a summary of the findings using a set of typical results. The
reference system has two traffic types:
Typel: a = 0.01, (3 = 10
Type 2: a = 0.001, p = 3
Figure 7.9 shows the maximum attainable utilisation and admission
boundaries for each of the five ideal performance limits where the Q O S
requirements are 1 0 ~ 3 and 10~ 9 for the two respective traffic types. In
Figure 7.9a the m a x i m u m utilisation which can be obtained while
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A reference example: typical performance of the five limiting systems
(aj - 0.01, p = 10, Q O S j = 10" 3 , a x = 0.001, P, = 3, Q O S 2 = 10~9).
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maintaining acceptable Q O S for both traffic types is plotted, as the
fraction of loss tolerant traffic is increased from left toright.It is
immediately clear that all the other systems are far superior to peak rate
allocation (PRA), and that the P R I limit gives the system the best utilisation for all mixtures of the two Q O S classes. The V P S limit has the
same utilisation as the priority system w h e n the traffic mix is either all
loss tolerant or all loss sensitive. However in between it does not perform as well since potential gain is being lost due to the isolation of the
two paths. In fact w h e n the proportion of loss tolerant traffic is small
(less than 0.1 in this case) the gains made by providing two Q O S is less
than the loss due to separation. Under these circumstances the V P S utilisation is less than for the single Q O S , optimal mixing system (MTX).
Notice however that the difference in the region to the left of the
"break-even" point is small in comparison to the gains which V P S can
offer over M I X w h e n a large proportion of the traffic is loss tolerant.
Furthermore notice that the V P S (and M f X ) limits exceed the S E P
limit at all except the end points.
Similar results for a large number of different traffic mixes and QOS
constraints lead us to believe these observations are in fact very general. However w e did notice the quantitative difference in performance
of all the schemes, and in particular the position of the "break even"
point between the M I X and V P S systems, was sensitive to a number of
factors, as w e will n o w illustrate.
As would be expected the difference between the QOS levels has an
important impact on the improvement offered by the multi-QOS service systems (PRI and V P S ) over the single Q O S systems ( M T X and
SEP). Figure 7.10 plots the m a x i m u m attainable utilisation curves for
the same two traffic types, but with more (Figure 7.10a) and less
(Figure 7.10b) difference between the two Q O S requirements. The
results show that as the distance between the two Q O S levels is
increased the improvement offered by providing two Q O S becomes
more and more significant. At the same time, as the requirement for
loss sensitive traffic becomes more stringent the utilisation for the single Q O S system drops. The point where V P S breaks even can also be
seen to be dependent on the difference between the two loss levels. A s
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the Q O S gap narrows, a greater amount of loss tolerant traffic is
required for V P S to break-even (w.r.t. M T X ) . A rough indication of the
expected improvement between the M T X and PRI limits, and between
the S E P and V P S limits can be gauged from Figure 5.3 which plotted
the effect of the Q O S requirement on attainable utilisation for a homogeneous mixture of traffic.
Also referring back to Figure 5.3, note that reducing the QOS of service for traffic with a low peak-to-link ratio does not result in significant
improvement in utilisation. This can be generalised to the rather obvious: traffic which multiplexes almost perfectly (say utilisation>90%) at
a stringent Q O S can not yield m u c h further utilisation benefit as quality of service is lowered. This effect is illustrated very well in
Figure 7.11 which plots the utilisation curve and admission boundary
for the two reference traffic types, but with the Q O S constraints
switched. T h e lower Q O S is n o w assigned to the Type 2 traffic. The
significance of this swap can be predicted from the homogeneous utilisation results for the two traffic types and Q O S constraints concerned.

Traffic

Util. for Q O S of IO"9

Util. for Q O S of IO -3

Difference

Type 1

58%
88%

83%

25%

96.5%

8.5%

Type 2

TABLE 7.1

Improvement of Q O S with lowered Q O S constraint for the two reference traffic types (a, = 0.01, P, = 10, a, = 0.001, p, = 3).

There is clearly more to gain if Type 1, rather than Type 2 requires the
lower Q O S . This is confirmed in Figure 7.11, where the position of the
break-even point for the V P S system has n o w shifted almost completely to theright.Unless loss tolerant (in this case Type 2) traffic
comprises more than 9 5 % of the load, a optimal shared Q O S system
( M f X ) will outperform V P S because the gains due to separating the
traffic into two Q O S are not sufficient to compensate for the decrease
in C and the increase in the effective peak-to-link ratio due to the partioning of capacity. T h e optimal priority system of course cannot
improve on M I X by more than about 8.5% for heavily loss tolerant
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traffic mixes, however it can take advantage of the easy to multiplex
Type 2 traffic to "fill up" excess capacity not able to be used by the loss
sensitive Type 1 traffic (this is essentially speaking of the large vertical
at therightof the admission characteristic).
The results of this section have shown that the PRI system has the
potential to achieve the highest utilisations for all mixes of traffic. The
V P S bounded systems will allow greater network utilisation than an
optimal uniform Q O S system ( M L X ) under some circumstances (to the
right of the break-even point in the utilisation curves) but has slightly
worse performance to the left of the break even point. Both M L X and
V P S always outperform the single Q O S systems which assume separation (SEP).
As a final and very significant point of comparison, the performance of
the V P S and S E P systems which rely on separating traffic (into paths,
or in terms of flat C A C separate call types) is very sensitive to the
number of paths or call types. All the results to this point considered
splitting the link into just two components. Clearly in practise there
will be significantly more paths and call types on a link. In Figure 7.12
the effect of increasing the number of paths is demonstrated for (a) the
V P S system and (b) the S E P system. In both cases the effect on performance of using two, four and eight paths per Q O S is plotted. The
traffic for each Q O S is divided equally a m o n g the available paths.

The gains lost by partitioning the link are dramatic, particularly for t
S E P system. For each doubling of the number of the number of partitions the effective peak-to-link ratio also doubles. A s the number of
partitions per link increases the performance approaches that of peak
rate allocation. T h e impression presented by Figure 7.12 must be moderated by several comments.
The degree of the drop in performance as the link is partitioned
depends on the parameters of the traffic concerned, particularly the
peak rate. Referring back to Figure 7.7, if the peak-to-link ratio (is significantly less than 1/1000, say 1/10000, the link can be partitioned
into ten parts with virtually no drop in utilisation. A t the other end of
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The effect of increasing the number of separate paths on a link from 1 per
Q O S to 2,4 and 8 (giving total of 2, 4, 8, 16 paths as labelled). For each Q O S
class, traffic is divided evenly among the paths. Plot (a) show the effect on
the V P S bound, (b) the effect on the S E P bound. The performance of the
other schemes are left dotted for reference.
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the scale, if a is greater than 1/10, further increases due to link partitioning will also not significantly effect performance. It is only
between these extremes that the effective link bandwidth C is crucial.
In both these examples, neither the VPS or SEP system stood to gain
from the "artificial" splits. In practise a worst case bound based C A C
would not artificially split a single type of call into 8 different groups,
although a V P S system might have links carrying two or more paths
with the same Q O S constraint, but travelling to different destinations.
If the 16 paths in the bottom-most curves were carrying 16 different
Q O S , or 16 different traffic types, the performance relative to the other
systems would be better (since S E P and V P S will gain a little, while
M L X and P R I will loose a little due to increased concavity of the (16
dimensional!) optimal admission surface).
With these facts in mind we now consider the nine potential control
strategies in Table 7.2 and identify each one of them with one of the
five performance limits, allowing us to draw some broad conclusions.

#

Technique

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Peak rate allocation

Structure

#QOS

either

C
na

Complexity

Limit

lowest

link

high

type

low

link

highest

type

medium

path

PRA
MIX
SEP
PRI
VPS
SEP
VPS
MIX
MIX

Det. m u x . unpoliced paths

layered

1
1
1
2+
2+
1

Det. m u x . policed paths (VPS)

layered

#paths

path

low
low

Stat, m u x (policed) paths

layered

path

medium

Det. m u x . unpoliced paths

flat

1
1

link

high

Optimal mixing C A C

flat

N o type mixing C A C

flat

Priority, optimal mixing C A C

flat

Priority, no type mixing C A C

flat

TABLE 7.2

Summary of C A C and Q O S control techniques discussed.

• The very high performance (PRI) offered by a system based on optimal mixing (2) comes at the cost of very high complexity in terms
of resource management and C A C . Furthermore the number of
Q O S levels is strictly limited by the hardware.
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• T h e performance of a V P S based system versus a M L X system
depends largely of h o w the traffic is partitioned.
• O f the three M I X limited schemes (2, 8,9) the most attractive is the
system based on multiplexed virtual paths (8), since itfitswithin the
layered control framework and requires simple C A C because
admission to a path is still based on C = c^ However the means of
guaranteeing Q O S for multiplexed paths is still unclear. If this
proves to be very difficult, it would leave theflat,optimal mixing
C A C (2) as the preferred means of obtaining M L X bounded performance. The difficulties obtaining this optimal performance in
practise, especially for a mix of m a n y traffic types, were discussed
in the early half of this chapter.
• O f the two V P S limited schemes (4 & 7), the implementation based
on policed virtual paths wins on all counts. It has a simpler implementation,fitswithin a layered management framework and can
provide an unlimited, rather than hardware constrained number of
quality of services. Furthermore not only can the long term loss
probabilities be tailored for each path, but also the temporal loss
characteristics such as the intensity and duration of overload periods.
• T h e S E P limited systems (1,3,6) can be eliminated on the basis that
the V P S offers superior performance for similar control costs.
Depending on the amount one is prepared to trade-off between complexity and performance this comparison would suggest the following
four systems are potentially suitable (from most to least complex):
1. Flat, (nearly) optimal mixing priority based system (PRI limit)
2. Flat, (nearly) optimal mixing single Q O S system ( M I X limit)
3. Three layered control with virtual path multiplexing ( M I X limit)
4. Three layered control with virtual path separation (VPS limit)

7.8 A New Hybrid Scheme
In this section we propose a new scheme which combines the advantages ofthe optimal priority based system and the system based on vir-
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tual path separation. It is a three layer scheme where each path has a
guaranteed bandwidth and a guaranteed, independently controlled
Q O S , yet at the same time the upper bound on utilisation is the same as
that for aflat,optimal priority based system.
The major disadvantages of the virtual path separation scheme arise
because the link isrigidlypartitioned, and yet at the same time it is this
partitioning which makes V P S a simple and very robust proposition.
To retain this advantages, the n e w hybrid scheme still enforces the
peak bandwidth on each path, and keeps the s u m of these paths less
than the link rate. However, rather than discarding cells which exceed
the peak rate these cells are "tagged", and allowed to enter the output
buffer, but are pushed out if the buffer threatens to overflow. The
scheme is depicted diagrammatically in Figure 7.13.
The scheme does not require standardisation since it only involves
switch internals. The "tag" associated with a cell need is not the standardised C L P bit. In fact since the "tag" is internal to the switch, no
A T M header bits are required. A s such this mechanism can be used by
a switch provider to increase efficiency and obtain a competitive
advantage. T h e switch fabric must have internal speed-up so that contentions are resolved in the output buffer, after the tagging has
occurred, rather than within the switch fabric itself.
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In terms of Figure 7.8, tagging rather than discarding cells in effect
allows overflow between pipes. Should the overall link aggregate
exceed the link capacity, the cells which are dropped will be from pipes
which are exceeding their bandwidth allocation. Provided bandwidth is
still allocated to the paths deterministically (such that the s u m of the
path allocations is less than the link rate), the probability of overload
for the high priority cells is zero. In other words each path has its o w n
guaranteed bandwidth, just as for a virtual path separation scheme, plus
the potential to take advantage of statistical link capacity. T h e Q O S for
untagged cells is determined on a path by path basis, but the Q O S for
tagged cells is shared by the entire link.
The essential difference in operation between a VPS system and the
n e w hybrid scheme is illustrated in Figure 7.14. In both systems provided the aggregate rate on a path is less than the link capacity c-v the
loss rate will be zero. However, if this allocation is exceeded things are
very different. In the V P S system, cells exceeding the allocation will
be discarded with certainty, corresponding to a gradient of one for the
loss rate function in the region above c-. For the hybrid scheme these
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cells are tagged. The probability that one of these tagged cells is actually discarded is in fact shared by all paths and is a function of all connections on the link. This probability of a tagged cell being discarded,
which w e will call Q O S shared, is therefore the gradient of the loss rate
function. (The gradient does however become one if the arrival rate for
the path concerned exceeds the link capacity. W e shall see shortly that
this is very unlikely to occur with the controls proposed.)
The complexity for this hybrid system is associated with how precisely
w e control Q O S s^ared- However before w e discuss schemes to control
it, w e will consider admission assuming an estimate of the long term
shared loss probability lest chosen such that w e are certain
I est ^ Q ^ S shared' ^ ^ S c a s e ^ e Q ^ ^ ° r P a t ^ * *S S* v e n D v tne Q^S
calculated for the equivalent V P S system (i.e. let C = c z ) multiplied
by / ,. In other words w e calculate the probability of discard in a V P S
system, which corresponds to tagging in the scheme under consideration, and multiply this by the probability that the tagged cell is discarded.
lNHS(i) = lVPS^lest <EQ7"4>
Although admission is still on a path by path basis (C = cj) the effective Q O S target for the path is in effect reduced by a factor lgst, resulting in improved utilisation. A s a guide to the improvement w e can
expect, consider a shift of operating point lgst to therightin the curves
of Figure 5.3.
The optimal utilisation limit for a system based on this new hybrid
scheme is in fact the same as that for an ideal priority system with N
levels of priority, where N is the number of virtual paths on a link. A s
such this system has more potential than any of the systems w e have
considered.
To reach this optimal limit QOS
imum
/
tj*

shared

should be set to satisfy the min-

Q O S , and calls must be admitted to paths assuming

= QOS .

.. For this assumption to be justified w e would need

,.> 11 CiI L CI

to precisely control QQSshared.

QQSshared

is determined by inte-

grating the probability the link aggregate rate pdf exceeds the link
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capacity, weighted by the unit ramp loss function. This is in essence the
same calculation performed for the lowest Q O S in a optimal priority
based system (refer back to Section 7.5.1). With this scheme each call
admission involves two separate processes:
1. For each node:
Based on existing connection parameters, plus n e w call parameters
calculate the expected loss with C = C. If this loss exceeds
QQS shared m e

cau m u s t

"

^ blocked. This is essentially the same

calculation as for the lowest Q O S in an optimal priority based system.
2. For each path:
Admit the call to the path as for a V P S separation system ( C = c.),
but

with

the loss

Kst = Q®^ shared' ^

constraint
s ste

modified

by a factor of

P m v ° l v e s Justtne P a m parameters.

The disadvantage of this optimal scheme is that the first process
involves nodal intervention for every connection admission and
requires information about all connections to be known at the network
level. The advantages and simplicity of a three layered system are lost.
Our preferred approach involves dramatically simplifying this first
process and in return sacrificing a small degree of control over
Q O S shared- Essentially w e replace the exact model used in the first
process by one based on the linear virtual bandwidth approximation.
Because this is an optimistic approximation the true Q O S m a y in fact
be worse than the Q O Sshared which w e have targeted. To compensate
for this uncertainty paths m a y modify the l£St employed for call admisFor mstance
sion using a safety factor such that ^est<QP^shared
-3
Figure 5.5 suggests that for Q O S 5 / i a r e r f = 1 0 a conservative choice
_2
of / would be 10 . This m a y reduce utilisation a little, but it is still
far superior to a V P S system, which effectively assumes and discards
such that lest - 1. The degree to which lgs{ is overestimated can be
m a d e on a path by path basis in-line with the desired robustness to

events outside the path.
Our new traffic management scheme is as follows. Each path is allocated a deterministic bandwidth c- as before, and also a virtual band-
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width V;. The network level allocates physical and virtual capacities to
virtual paths ensuring that both X^c^C

and V 1 vz < C. These capaci-

ties are redistributed among paths dynamically by the network level to
control G O S . Connection admission occurs at the path level only, but
involves two decisions.
1. Calculate the calls virtual bandwidth vc based on physical link
capacity (C = C) using the linear virtual bandwidth approximation. If the remaining virtual capacity of the path is less than vc the
call must be blocked (or more virtual bandwidth requested from the
network level). If the call is accepted vc must be subtracted from
the remaining virtual bandwidth.
2. Calculate the expected loss on the path lNHS(i) using Equation 7.4.
This calculated is based on physical path capacity (C = ct), and
weighted by an I

t

chosen for a suitable degree of robustness. If

lNHS(i) exceeds the Q O S constraint for the path the call must be
blocked (or more physical bandwidth requested from the network
layer).
The complexity of this system is only slightly greater than for a VPS
system. The additional complexity introduced by the linear approximation used in step one involves a simple homogeneous traffic model.
Admission is handled on a path basis, andfitswithin the three layer
model. Each path has an individual Q O S . The degree to which the path
relies on overflow capacity depends on the value of lest used in admission. Choosing I

t

= 1 gives a path absolutely guaranteed Q O S , as

for a V P S separation system, but performance is also limited to the
V P S limit discussed in Section 7.7. At the other end of the spectrum
choosing /

= QOS

shared

gives optimal utilisation (the P R I limit),

but is speculative in the sense that the linear bandwidth approximation
used to control the shared Q O S m a y be optimistic. This n e w hybrid
approach in essence combines the advantages of all the systems compared in Section 7.7, and isflexibleenough to allow control over Q O S
and the degree of isolation on a path by path basis.
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Conclusions

This chapter has applied the findings of previous chapters to the interw o v e n issues of resource allocation, Q O S and G O S control and their
implications on the choice of a C A C control algorithm.
Earlier chapters identified bufferless analysis as a potentially suitable
basis for call admission. This chapter investigated implementation
issues and found that the complexity involved in multi-class connection admission w a s very significant even for this simple approach.
Exact methods are only suitable for off-line use. S o m e simple bounding approximations have been suggested, but they overestimate capacity requirements, and even these methods m a y be too complex for online implementation.
Connection admission based on virtual bandwidth methods has also
been suggested. However the very popular linear virtual bandwidth
approximation gives optimistic Q O S estimates, which limits its usefulness, particularly with loss sensitive services. The next simplest
approach is the worst case method which assumes no mixing between
traffic types. This gives conservative Q O S estimates but results in
lower utilisation due to the partitioning of capacity.
Utilisation can be improved by providing multiple QOS, and cell loss
priorities are a commonly proposed mechanism for offering this facility. Although m u c h work has been done looking at various priority
mechanisms in detail at the cell level, little literature considers connection admission in such environments. A s a means to evaluate systems
based on these mechanisms, the work on bufferless and virtual bandwidth based admission in uniform Q O S networks has been extended
for networks with two levels of priority.
Virtual paths have been identified as having an important role to play in
resource management. Potential traffic control strategies employing
virtual paths were classified according to three factors:
• T h e virtual link bandwidth C used for connection admission.
• Deterministic or statistical allocation of link capacity to paths.
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• Bandwidth enforcement of paths.

Greatest utilisation can be obtained by mixing all traffic at the connec
tion level across the entire link (C = C ) . Admission based on C < C
can sacrifice potential gain by partitioning the link. There are however
significant advantages associated with choosing a virtual link bandwidth less than the capacity allocated to the path ( C £ cp. Connections
can be admitted to a path with one decision rather than node by node.
This allows a three layer management scheme to be employed simplifies resource management and G O S control. Statistical allocation of
capacity to paths would theoretically permit performance of a three
layer strategy with C <. C; to approach that of an optimal mixing system, since although connections are admitted to a path, these paths can
be statistically multiplexed themselves. However multiplexed paths
whether policed or unpoliced must share one Q O S . Bandwidth
enforcement is not only desirable from fairness considerations, but also
offers a means of providing a separate Q O S to be tailored for each
path.
To compare the performance of potentially viable traffic control strategies w e identified each one with one of five performance limits. A
study of the these limiting systems was performed and from these
results w e found:
• Aflat,optimal, cell loss priority system obtains the highest utilisation for all traffic and Q O S mixes, however the implementation and
management of such a scheme would also be the most difficult.
• Schemes which effectively mix all traffic, whether at the connection
level (aflat,optimal, uniform Q O S system) or in two stages (a three
layer scheme with multiplexed virtual paths), give acceptable performance. This performance is however limited by the Q O S
requirements for the most loss sensitive service, and the complexity
required of a practical system to obtain this optimal mixing is high.
• T h e schemes which assume separation between traffic types and/or
paths lead to the simplest implementations. O f these the best performance is offered by virtual path separation, which physically
separates the paths, and can offer a different Q O S on each path. The
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most serious drawback of all these methods lies in the partitioning
of capacity which results in an effective increase in the peak-to-link
ratio (read "peak-to-partition" ratio), which can m e a n significantly
reduced utilisation.
O n the basis of these results a n e w hybrid scheme has been proposed to
combine the best characteristics of the virtual path and priority based
systems. It is based on the three layer control strategy, but the drawbacks due to partitioning capacity are overcome by tagging rather than
discarding cells which exceed a path's bandwidth allocation. Each path
can tailor its Q O S , and it's degree of dependence on "tagged" overflow
capacity. Controlling the Q O S for tagged cells is by far the most difficult aspect of this n e w method. Although m a n y approaches are possible w e believe a simple system based on the linear virtual bandwidth
approximation is the best compromise between complexity, accuracy
and efficiency.
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Chapter 8:
Conclusions

The objective of A T M traffic control is to ensure the Q O S required by
the m a n y broadband services are met while maximising utilisation by
multiplexing traffic.
The CCtTT recommendations describe a scheme based on a traffic
contract and two controls, C A C and U P C . A number of additional traffic control mechanisms have been proposed. In this regard there are
several important questions which this thesis has addressed:
• W h a t connection parameters should be standardised?
• W h a t is a suitable basis for a connection admission algorithm?
• H o w can connection usage be effectively controlled?
• H o w should different Q O S be catered for by one network?
• W h i c h additional controls are necessary?

In this final chapter we summarise the findings of the thesis in four s
tions. Thefirstreviews our overall approach and the second highlights
the most importantfindings.O n the strength of this work, the third section makes a number of recommendations, with thefinalsection outlining areas for further study.
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Approach

To overcome the daunting complexity of analysing the entire BISDN
network as a whole, this thesis began by identifying the deterministically served multiplexer model as a key component. This model captures in essence the most important aspects of the traffic control
problem. Time scales, and the division ofthe traffic control problem by
time scale was identified as a second key simplifying concept.
Methods for the analysis of multiplexer models have been reviewed,
and classified loosely into the following groups:
• bufferless analysis;
• exact matrix analytic techniques;
• approximating the aggregation with a two state M M P P ;
• fluid flow solution;
• cell scale models(ED/D/l queues).
Rather than employ

many

different techniques and notations,

Chapter 4 introduced the State Dependent Discrete Process ( S D D P ) , a
new, very general process with a concise matrix notation. Exact and
approximate techniques have been developed for determining loss and
delay distributions forfinitebuffered multiplexers fed by such processes. The partitioning of state space and consequent application of
absorbing Markov chain theory has lead to important results describing
the temporal behaviour of the multiplexers.
Chapter 5 reports the results of a thorough investigation of connection
parameters on A T M multiplexing performance. The theoretical framework developed around the S D D P was used to investigate steady state
performance limits (such as achievable utilisation for a fixed long term
loss constraint) and to characterise cell scale quality of service with
measures such as m e a n overload intensity and duration and cell delay
variation and absolute cell jitter. These results stand largely independent of the traffic control strategy employed. Chapters 6 and 7 extend
these results, in a sometimes more heuristic fashion, to address the
issues specific to parameter enforcement and call admission respectively.
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8.2 Major Findings
W e n o w outline the main findings of the current work.
Quality of Service
This thesis has concentrated on controlling traffic to guarantee a given
long term cell loss probability. W e believe this is a practical basis for
traffic control, however our work has also looked at other aspects of
the cell level Q O S . The cell level Q O S has been shown to exhibit a
very distinct bi-modal nature, corresponding to link overload and
underload conditions. In particular
• Cell losses due to switching errors will be clumped. Approximately
1 in 10 to 1 in 100 cells will be lost during relatively short over load
periods which will be separated by m u c h longer underload periods.
• T h e length of the overload periods will be proportional to the temporal characteristics of the traffic. For homogeneous on-off traffic
the m e a n overload period is a fraction K of the burst length (given
very approximately by a ) . For mixtures of traffic the overload
period will be shorter than would be predicted using the weighted
geometric m e a n burst length. In fact even small amounts of short
burst length traffic have been found to have a positive (shortening)
effect on overload times.
• There is a proportionality between overload times and underload
times, so as overload times become less, so do underload times. The
ratio of overload to underload, multiplied by the overload intensity
y (defined as the fraction of cell lost during overload) must give the
long term loss probability.
• Cell jitter also has a bi-modal characteristic. For the most part (that
is during underloads) the delay variation for cells will be very small,
with jitter limited to plus or minus a few slots per switching stage.
However, during overloads, and particularly during the transitions
between overload and underloads m u c h larger cell jitters will occur,
up to a m a x i m u m of plus or minus the buffer size. The probability
of a large jitter is given approximately by the congestion probability. The probability of large jitters compounding along a multi-stage
route is negligible (less than the congestion probability squared).
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Important Traffic Parameters
T h e investigation of A T M statistical multiplexing performance has
considered the effects of:
• peak-to-link ratio a,
• burstiness (3,
• rate probability distribution function,
• burst length and
• mixing traffic types
on the maximum attainable utilisation and statistical gain given a long
term loss probability constraint. The effect of changing this Q O S constraint has also been investigated.
Peak-to-link ratio a has been identified as a critical parameter. Above
a certain threshold (about 1/10 for a 10

loss probability) it is

almost impossible to achieve any statistical multiplexing gain. A s a
becomes smaller the m a x i m u m utilisation (for a given Q O S constraint)
increases until the peak rate is less than 1/1000 of the link rate, at
which point so m a n y calls can be accepted that a utilisation of greater
than 9 0 % can be obtained almost regardless of other call parameters.
T h e strong dependence on peak-to-link ratio demands that peak rate is
a call parameter, and that it is carefully enforced. It also suggests great
benefits can be derived from encouraging customers to keep there peak
rates less than 1/10 of the link rate, and further benefits will result
from reductions to d o w n to 1/1000 ofthe link capacity.
The amount of statistical gain which can be achieved is proportional to
burstiness (3 (i.e. peak rate/average rate), with a proportionality constant related to a and the Q O S constraint. O n c e traffic has a burstiness
of greater than two or three, there is no significant change in m a x i m u m
achievable utilisation with further increases burstiness. Since burstiness has a direct impact on the amount of capacity which should be
allocated to the call, it is highly desirable to include burstiness (or
equivalently average rate if peak rate is also a parameter) as a call
parameter.
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With just these two parameters close to optimal statistical gain can be
obtained. The other parameters had second order effects. S o m e additional statistical gain can be had w h e n the temporal characteristics are
such that the number of cells in a burst is smaller than or comparable to
the buffer size.
Peak Rate Enforcement

To allow for the effect of cell jitter in the early stages of the network
between the customers terminal and the U P C peak rate must be defined
in terms of a virtual rate, that is a m a x i m u m number of M cells within
a fixed period T. For most enforcement mechanisms the choice of M
involves a trade-off between Type I (accidental discard) and Type II
(undetected violation) enforcement errors. A worst case performance
analysis indicates that for effective isolation between users the virtual
peak parameter M must be set surprisingly low. The cell spacer mechanism is an attractive alternative which by buffering cells to ensure the
spacing is correct, efiminates the possibility of Type II errors. In this
case the choice of M involves an easier trade-off between jitter tolerance and cell delay introduced by the spacer.
Average Rate Prediction and Enforcement

For average rate, prediction rather than enforcement is identified as the
key issue. A n y definition of average used for enforcement must be
measured over a limited amount of time. The shorter this time is, the
more variable this estimate m a y be. T o reduce the probability of cell
discard to acceptable levels the average rate must be overestimated,
resulting in unnecessarily low network utilisation. A sample analysis
suggests that in order to avoid significant losses due to overestimation
average times of 100 to 1000 times the cycle time m a y often be necessary. Worst case behaviour for such sources consists of long bursts at
the peak rate, separated by silences. The bufferless admission using onoff sources can account for such worst case traffic, with margin to compensate for the effects of Type II enforcement errors. The ability of a
number of additional controls to alleviate the average prediction problem has been investigated.
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Connection Admission Algorithms
Potential connection admission schemes have been classified as on-line
or off-line, based upon the time at which the statistical models used as
a basis for Q O S control are solved. Off-line admission appears to be
the more attractive from an implementation point of view.

Bufferless analysis was identified as a potentially suitable basis for ca
admission. However even for this very simple type of technique, the
complexity involved in an implementation for multi-class connection
admission was very significant. Exact methods bufferless are only suitable for off-line use. S o m e simple bounding approximations have been
suggested, but they overestimate capacity requirements, and even these
methods m a y be too complex for on-line implementation.
Connection admission based on virtual bandwidth methods has also
been investigated. However the very popular linear virtual bandwidth
approximation was found to give optimistic Q O S estimates, which limits its usefulness, particularly with loss sensitive services. The next
simplest approach is the worst case method which assumes no mixing
between traffic types. This gives conservative Q O S estimates but
results in lower utilisation due to the partitioning of capacity.
Resource Management and Multiple QOS
The design of the connection admission algorithm depends to a large
extent on the resource management strategy employed by the network.
Utilisation can be improved by providing multiple Q O S . Cell loss priorities are a commonly proposed mechanism for offering this facility.
A s a means to evaluate systems based on these mechanisms, the work
on bufferless and virtual bandwidth based admission in uniform Q O S
networks has been extended for networks with two levels of priority.
Virtual paths have been identified as having an important role to play in
resource management, and as a means of providing multiple Q O S .
Potential traffic control strategies employing virtual paths were classified according to three factors:
• The virtual link bandwidth C used for connection admission.
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• Deterministic or statistical allocation of link capacity to paths.
• Bandwidth enforcement of paths.
To compare the performance of potentially viable traffic control strategies w e identified each one with one of five performance limits. A
study of the these limiting systems was performed and from these
results w e found:
• Aflat,optimal, cell loss priority system obtains the highest utilisation for all traffic and Q O S mixes, however the implementation and
management of such a scheme would also be the most difficult.
• Schemes which effectively mix all traffic, whether at the connection
level (aflat,optimal, uniform Q O S system) or in two stages (a three
layer scheme with multiplexed virtual paths), give acceptable performance. This performance is however limited by the Q O S
requirements for the most loss sensitive service, and the complexity
required of a practical system to obtain this optimal mixing is high.
• The schemes which assume separation between traffic types and/or
paths lead to the simplest implementations. O f these the best performance is offered by virtual path separation, which physically
separates the paths, and can offer a different Q O S on each path. The
most serious drawback of all these methods lies in the partitioning
of capacity which results in an effective increase in the peak-to-link
ratio (read "peak-to-partition" ratio), which can m e a n significantly
reduced utilisation.
O n the basis of these results a new hybrid scheme has been proposed to
combine the best characteristics of the virtual path and priority based
systems. It is based on virtual paths, and a three layer control strategy,
but the drawbacks due to partitioning capacity are overcome by tagging rather than discarding cells which exceed a path's bandwidth allocation. Each path can tailor its Q O S , and it's degree of dependence on
"tagged" overflow capacity. Controlling the Q O S for tagged cells is by
far the most difficult aspect of this n e w method. Although m a n y
approaches are possible w e believe a simple system based on the linear
virtual bandwidth approximation is the best compromise between complexity, accuracy and efficiency.
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8.3

Recommendations

On the basis of the findings in the current work we make the following
recommendations regarding B - I S D N traffic control.
• Suitable connection traffic descriptors are:
i. a m a x i m u m short term rate (read peak rate);
2. a m a x i m u m long term rate (read average rate);
3. an optional m i n i m u m short term rate (for further study).
• T h e short term m a x i m u m rate should be defined in terms of a virtual
rate, that is as a m a x i m u m of M
envisioned that M
M

cells within a time T. It is not

is a user definable parameter. Optimal choice of

depends on the rate concerned (smaller for lower rates) and is

contingent on the standardisation of C D V limits, and unless spacers
are employed Type II error considerations. The spacer is the preferred enforcement mechanism it decouples the choice of M

from

Type II error considerations.
• The long term m a x i m u m rate should be defined in terms of a virtual
rate, that is as a m a x i m u m of MQ cell arrivals in a time Ta. Both
parameters are declared by the user. Although bufferless call admission (which seems most appropriate given current technology) does
not require information about temporal characteristics (it assumes
the worst case), theflexibilityof declaring the measurement period
provides cheap future proofing.
• Because of the difficulties associated with predicting average rate
the following additional controls should be employed (and provision for such mechanisms standardised):
1. in-call parameter renegotiation;
2. traffic shaping;
3. call padding.
• Based on the results of Section 5.4 it would seem sensible to measure cell delay variation end-to-end in terms of an absolute jitter,
measured in units of time Tmax. Assuming independence between
nodes, the m a x i m u m jitter expected across such a network is given
simply by the node with highest m a x i m u m delay (i.e. buffer size
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slot time product), and the probability of this jitter is of the order of
the cell loss probability at the node concerned.
• A T M switch buffers should be kept small to minimise jitter in the
A T M transport levels. Further multiplexing gains for delay tolerant
services can be obtained at higher levels (see discussion of intelligent multiplexing in the following section). The m a x i m u m dimensions of the effective buffer size depends on the link rate and the
standardised cell delay variation. If the definition suggested above is
adopted, the m a x i m u m buffer size is given by the simple product
A'

= CT

. The m i n i m u m dimensions of the buffer depend on

the definition of peak rate, and the peak rate enforcement mechanism as discussed in Section 6.3.3.

8.4 Further Work
Although the recommendations may sound slightly dogmatic, we do
believe there is still need for further work in all areas, but particularly
the following.
Intelligent Multiplexing
The current work has investigated statistical multiplexing performance
and has identified the negative impact of high peak-to-link ratios on
attainable utilisation. D e m a n d for high bandwidth connections combined with limited link capacities, particularly on international routes
imply that high peak-to-link ratio traffic will be commonplace, at least
in the early stages of B - I S D N implementation. These fundamental limits can perhaps be circumvented by non-statistical multiplexing
schemes which use scheduling to take advantage of the delay tolerant
nature of m a n y services. There m a y also be a case for additional buffering at strategic nodes within the network, which can be provided on
top of the basic low delay A T M transport. The design and evaluation of
such schemes requires further study.

1. "effective" since not all switch architectures associate a buffer with each output
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Average Rate Prediction
This thesis has identified average rate prediction as a key weakness of a
simple traffic contract based traffic control system. Although a theoretical analysis was performed, and a number of additional controls investigated, there is a need to study the prediction problem for real services,
such as inter-LAN connections in order to resolve this issue.
Network Level Issues
There is a closetiebetween the implementation of connection admission and resource management and dimensioning. Chapter 7 looks at
some of these issues, but only at the level of bandwidth allocation for a
particular node or path. There are m a n y questions regarding the routing
and merging of virtual paths, and particularly the design of virtual private networks. To optimally manage resources further investigation of
these network wide issues is required.
Analytic Methods
The fundamental importance of the multiplexer model justifies further
theoretical efforts. In relation to the current work, other complexityaccuracy trade-offs should be investigated for the aggregation methods
described in Section 4.7. In particular by using two or more states to
represent the (under/over)loads more than one m o m e n t of the durations
in (under/over)load can be matched. Furthermore, given that the partitioning into overload and underload states was based purely on heuristics, other state partitionings, with possibly more than two partitions,
could be investigated. Recent advances [Elwalid 91, Simonian 91,
Elwalid 91] influidflowbased techniques should also be investigated.
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Appendix A:
The M B H Algorithm

A.1

Introduction
Solving for the steady state distribution of an M/G/l/K type queue
often reduces to the solution of a system of equations x = xA where A
is upper block Hessenburg (cf. Section 4.3).
v

^0,0 ^0,1 ^0.2
A

Q,K-2

A l.K-2

l,0^1, 1^1,2
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K-l,K-2AK-l,K-l
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K.K-l

A

K-l,K\

A K.K

Each element Am
is an N by N matrix with A m n = 0, n < m - 1.
The M B H algorithm [Le Boudec 91, Latouche 84] is an efficient
means of solving for x. It is based on block Gaussian elimination and
takes advantage of the zero blocks in the lower triangle. In the following section w e will describe the algorithm in its most generic case, and
then in Section A.3 its application to finding the steady solution for the
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SDDP/D/1/K queue described in Section 4.3, where additional redundancies in the A matrix can be exploited.

A.2 Generic Case
The MBH algorithm as described by [Le Boudec 91] relies upon two
theorems. Thefirstis as follows.
Given xK the whole steady state solution vector x can be found by the
block recursion
X

n-l = XnRnf0Tn

l to K

=

(EQA.1)

where

A
R

n-

n,n-lV-Bn)
0

*

-I
>">«
,rt£0

(EQ A.2)

with

B

n~An-l,n-l
+Rn-l(An_2>n_l
+R

n-2^An-3,n-l

+

(EQ A.3)

^(A0in_i).-))

Furthermore xK can be found by solving the A7 by A7 system
X

K

where BK+
Bk,k<,K

1

~xKBK+l

(EQ A.4)

can be shown to be a stochastic matrix, while all

are strictly substochastic matrices. All Rn are non-negative

matrices.
Thisfirsttheorem gives a means for determining the steady state solution vector x. In algorithm form:
i. R0 = 0
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2. for n = ItoN
3. find BK

+ l

{Rn= Equation A.2}

using Equation A.4

4. solve xK = xKBK+i

forx^

5. forn = ltoN{xn_l

=

xnRn]

6. normalise x such that its sum is 1.
If some function of x is required such as the loss probability rather
than the vector itself, then steps 5 and 6 can be eliminated by applying
the second theorem in [Le Boudec 91]. This states that
G = Xj(SK

(EQA.5)

where the sequence of column vectors
S

n

= e + R s

n n-V s0 =

e (EQ/U5)

where e is a column vector of ones. Furthermore if w e define a function of the state vector L = f(x) then
L = Xklk/G

(EQA.7)

where the sequence of column vectors
l

n

= R

n-lln-l +4^)' l0 = -W <EQ A'8>

and / (x ) denotes the operation of the function on each of the N elements in the subvector x , returning a column vector of N values. The
algorithm is modified as follows:
1. RQ = 0, sQ = e, lQ = fQ(xQ)
2. for n = 1 to N {
Rn= Equation A.2
sn= Equation A.6
/ = Equation A.8
}
3.findBK

+ 1

using Equation A.4

4. solve xK = xKBK

+

j for xK
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5. G = X^Sfc

6. L =

xklk/G

This so called "method of imbedded contributions" is particularly useful w h e n calculating the loss function for varying queue length (n)
since once the R, s, I values are calculated for the longest queue length
of interest, calculating the loss for shorter queue lengths involves only
steps 3 onwards.

A.3 Applied to DMAP/D/1/K Queue
In many situations it is possible to take further advantage of any symetry or zero blocks in the upper triangle. The transistion matrix for the
SDDP/D/1/K queueing solution described in Section 4.3 is of the form

C

0 Cl C 2

C

K-2

C

K-l

Cj C 2

C

K-2CK-l

0 CQCX

C

K-3

Q = 0 0 c,0

C

CQ

DK
D

C

K

K-2DK-l

K-4CK-3DK-2

0 0 0
0 0 0

(EQA.1)

Dr

C

0

o

Cr

Z),

where
M

D

*- EA

(EQ A.2)

i= k

W h e n solving for x = xQ the equations of the previous section can be
modified to take advantage of this special structure as follows.
Equation A.2 and Equation A.3 become

R

CQ(I-Bn)
n= *
0

l

,n>0
,n£0

(EQ A.3)
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where B x = C 0 and for 1 < n ^ K

c

+

R

+

R

l

n-l^2

n-2(C3
(EQ A.4)
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R

3(Cn-2

+

^(^_!

+

M ^ - l ) "• ) ) ) )

and in addition this calculation can be truncated early when n > M + 1
since C- = 0, j>M

(seeEquation4.10)

B

C

n =

+
+

l

R

n-l^2

R

n-2^C3

(EQ A.5)

+ /?/J_M_1(CM)...))

The calculation of the matrix BK+ j is as for Equation A.4 but with al
Ck replaced by Dk and can be modified in an identical fashion to
Equation A.5 if K > M.
Using this version of the algorithm the computational and memory
requirements for the solution for problems with large state spaces, such
as the M M B P multiplexer described in Section 4.4, are significantly
reduced.
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Appendix B:
Multiplexer Analysis for
Block Periodic Traffic

B.1

Introduction

In this appendix we consider the analysis of a slotted queueing system,
with N identical, independent sources, each producing a periodic
sequence of blocks of M occupied slots, separated by T - M

empty

slots. The development of the final model is incremental, with
Section B.2 analysing the case where M = 1 is one. This simpler system corresponds to the worst case for a multiplexer model with sources
which are spaced, or policed with a bucket depth of one. Existing work
[Eckberg 79, Gravey 84, Virtamo 90, Roberts 91] has examined this
same problem for M = 1 in infinite buffer, continous time systems.
These methods are not easily extensible to the cases where M > 1. In
the Section B.3 the authors model for single arrivals is extended to the
case of batch arrivals of arbitrary size M every T slots, and then finally
in Section B.4 the correspondence between the batch arrival and the
desired block arrival model is explained.
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SOURCE 1

SOURCE 2

£

SOURCE 3

mi
K cell buffer

T slots

«*

•

SOURCE N

F I G U R E B.1

A multiplexer model for periodic traffic.

B.2 Single arrivals
Figure B.l depicts a slotted multiplexer system with N periodic inputs,
each producing a cell every T slots where T is an integer. O n e cell m a y
be served in each slot. Let a period of T slots be called a frame and the
slot positions within each frame be numbered from 0 to T - 1. Initially
T is assumed to be integer.
Each source transmits one cell per frame, and always in the same slot
position. Since the queue input is periodic (period T) it is clear that the
systems queueing behaviour will also be periodic. In fact provided
N <. T, the system is stable and a repeated pattern is established within
a frame. T h e pattern established depends upon h o w the sources are
synchronised. In the worst case all sources could transmit cells simultaneously, and a buffer of size N cells would be required to avoid overflow. In the best case all the sources could be sending cells in different
slots and no buffering would be required. A s the number of sources
increases the worst case buffer size will become excessive. If the buffer
size K is less than N there will be a probability of buffer overflow and
cell loss, depending upon the pattern established. T h e aim of the following analysis is to determine an ensemble average queue distribution
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and probability of loss due to overflow for all possible realisations (slot
assignments), assuming the sources are all independent of each other.

In each slot the length of the queue in slot k + 1 is determined by th
length of the queue in the previous time slot, q (k) and the number of
arrivals a(k)
q(k+l) = min(max(<7(£) - l,0) + a(k), K)

(EQB.1)

The distribution of the number of arrivals is in turn dependent on the
slot position k (which counts modulo T), and the number of cells
n(k) remaining for the frame.
The first slot position k = 0 starts with n (0) = N cells remaining
and there m a y be between 0 and N arrivals. For each source the probability that thefirstslot is occupied is given by p - 1/ (T- 1). Since
the sources are independent the distribution of the number of arrivals
a (1) is binomial.
' ^ - a i N-a

1 " . 1
P(a(0)=a)= N„ (=)J (1-;J;)
\aj T v
T

,0£a£N

(EQB.2)

In the second slot position there are n (1) = N - a (0) cells remaining and there m a y be between 0 and n (1) arrivals. The conditional
probability that the second slot isfilledby each of the remaining
sources is p = 1/ (T-l). Again the total number of arrivals a (1) is
distributed according to a binomial distribution.
P(a(l) =a\n(l) =n) « ^J (f^T^1 " 7^" "> ° ^ "
(EQ B.3)

In the last slot position T - 1 there are
n(T-l) = N-a(0) -a(I) -...a(T-2)

cells remaining and they are present in this slot with probability on
since there must be N arrivals per frame.
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In general in slot k,
P(a(k) =a\n(k) « n) = \n\pa(\-p)n-a,Q<.a<Ln

(EQB.4)

\Cl/

where p = 1/ (T- k)
k-l

andn(fc) = N-

Ya(k)
i= 0

Our approach is to represent the system with the couple {q (k) ,n (k)}
and then form transition matrices PQ, P p .... PT_ j for each slot to
slot transition in the frame. Define the two dimensional state matrix
such that,
n.Ak) =¥(q(k)

=i,n(k) =j)

(EQ B.5)

V

and ft as a flattened row vector containing the appended rows of n.
The transition matrices Pk fulfil the relation fi(k+l) = fc(k)Pk.
The form of Equation B.l givesriseto Pk where are of the familiar
block M/G/l/K form

C°(k) C\k) C\k) ...CK~\k)

DK(k)

C°(k) Cl(k) C\k) ... CK~\k)

DK(k)

0
Pu =

C°(k) C\k) . .. CK~\k) DK~\k)

0

0

0

0

C\k) ... CK~\k) DK~\k)

0

...

(EQ B.6)

C°(k) D\k)

where C\k) and D\k) are distinct matrices (not scalars, nor powers
of a single matrix) which describe the changes in the distribution of the
number of remaining cells for the case of / arrivals. The entries of the
C matrices are zero except for a single diagonal

CijJ+J(k)=P(a(k)

=i\n(k) =/)
(EQ B.7)

i p'il-py-'.OZjzN-i
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where p was defined in Equation B.4. The D matrices are simply sums
of the C matrices which need to be wrapped into the stochastic matrix
Pu.
N

D\k) = £ C Z ( £ )

<EQB-8)

/-/

Note that if K > N (uninteresting for current model) the Pk matrices
would have zero blocks in the toprighthand corner.
Since the system is periodic, and settles within one frame, the steady
state solution m a y be found by simply starting with an empty queue
and N remaining arrivals i.e.

lJ

1

i = 0,j = N

and then following through the slot to slot evolution of a single frame.
K(1) = n(0)PQ
n(2) = n(l)Pl
(EQB.10)

fc(T) = n(T-l)PT_l
The steady state buffer occupancy distribution is given by,
N
x(i) = P(i cells in buffer) = V

K..(7)

(EQB.H)

; =o
The loss probability is given by the probability component which is
wrapped in by the summations in the D matrices, multiplied by the
number of cells lost in each case. That is
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T = 3.7

13

Tl =4

[_T\ = 3
FIGURE B.2

Slotting of non-integer spaced cells.

EK(k)
EK(k)
P(cell loss) =

K
n(T-l) E ~\k)
EK~\k)

(EQ B.12)

El(k)

where E\k) =

N
Y

(l-i)C\k)

(EQB.13)

l = i+l

N o w consider the case where the source produces cell spaced at non
integer multiples of the slot rate. In practise fractional spacing between
cells produced is very likely since there m a y not be any knowledge of
the slot rate at higher protocol levels. Since the A T M medium is slotted
some rounding occurs. Equation B.2 illustrates the case for T = 3.7.
Groups of 4 slot frames are interspersed by single 3 slot frames. The
fraction of shorter frames is 0.3, and fraction of longer frames is 0.7. In
general, the fraction of shorter |TJ frames is given by [Tl - T and by
T- IT} for the longer [Tl frames. Since behaviour settles to steady
state within a frame time, intuitively (and simulations confirm) the
overall distribution is simply a weighted sum of the distributions for
the integer spaced systems with size [TJ and size [Tl frames.
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B.3

Batch arrivals

It is possible to modify the analysis of Section B.2 to cope with deterministically spaced batches of arrivals of any particular distribution.
The evolution of the queue described in Equation B.l is modified,
a(k)

q(k+ 1) = min(max(g(ifc) - 1 , 0 ) +

Yb-^K)

(EQ B.1)

i- 1

where a(k) is the number of batches arriving in slot k and b{ is the
batch size distribution which is assumed i.i.d and ranges between 0 and
M. This would be reflected by a change in the matrix Pk, which n o w
contains M + 1 copies of each ofthe C(k) matrices in each block row
weighted according to the batch arrival distribution. The analysis is
also complicated because the behaviour m a y no longer settle within a
single cycle. However, in the case where the batch sizes arefixed,there
is no escalation in computation complexity. The queue evolves according to
q(k+ 1) = min(max(<7(£) - 1, 0) +Ma(k),

K)

(EQ B.2)

where M is the batch size. The matrix Pk has M - 1 extra zero blocks
between horizontal block components. For example w h e n M = 2

c\k)

0

c\k)

0

C\k)

0

Ck~\k)

D\k)

C%k)

0

C\k)

0

C\k)

0

. Ck~\k)

D\k)

0

C\k)

0

C\k)

0

C\k)

0

0

C\k)

0

C\k)

0

Ck~\k)

Dk~\k)

?k =
0

. Ck~\k)

C\k)

0

Dk~\k)

D\k)

where K = K/2. In practise it is not necessary to form the Pk, C(k) or
D(k) or E(k) matrices explicitly. Because there are so many zero
blocks, and since the C(k) matrices contain only single diagonal the
algorithm can be optimised significantly. B y eliminating multiplies by
elements which will always be zero the number of multiply accumulate
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instructions from order TN K
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down to TN K/4. In algorithm form

this optimised solution is as follows:

loss = 0
pinew = 0 except element (K,N) = 1
for k=0 to T-l [each time slot]
{
piold = pinew
for n=0 to N [each number remaining]
{
for q=0 to min(Q,(N-n)*M) [each queue length]
{
for a=0 to n [each number of arrivals]
{
newq = max(0,q-l) + M*a
truncq = min(newq, K)
newn = n-a
t=piold(q,n)*bin(N,n,l/(T-k))
pinew(truncq,newn)=t
if k=T-l and truncq<newq {
loss+=(newq-truncq)*t
}
}
}
}

B.4 Block arrivals
A direct analysis of a model with afixedblock size would be possible,
but would require a larger state space and far more computational
effort than the solution for the simple batch model. Fortunately an
approximate, but nevertheless accurate, solution for the block system
can be obtained from the batch model results. As Figure B.3 illustrates,
the evolution of the queue length for a batch system is equivalent to
that for a block system, but with superimposed "triangles" of unfinished work. Both systems have the same probability of a empty queue
(at the moment prior to a departure). If w e assume these triangles are
independent of the underlying block system evolution, then the block
queue distribution can be obtained by convolving the batch queue distribution vector without itsfirstelement which is the empty probability,
[x (1), x (2)

x (K) ] with a vector of M elements each equal to

1/M. Conversely the distribution for the fixed block size model is a
deconvolution of the same vector out of the queue distribution for the
fixed batch size model.
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T h e deconvolution is numerically stable provided the a sufficently
large buffer is used for the batch solution to eliminate the effects of the
finite buffer. For a queue fed by periodic sources this does not imply an
infinite queue, just one with NM

cells of buffering to cope with the

worst case where all arrivals occur within one slot of the cycle period.
In fact in practise the technique works very well with siginificantly
shorter queues.
Unfortunately this technique only yeilds the infinite queue distribution
for block systems. However good loss estimates can be obtained from
the survivor function, which is the complement of the cumulative
queue length distribution, provided the losses involved are small. Representative results of this approach are shown in Figure B.4. The dotted
lines indicate the loss for batch systems using the exact algorithm
described in Section B.3. The solid lines are the survivor functions for
the block system obtained by deconvolution. This approximation pre-
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Q u e u e survivor functions for multiplexer systems with batch and block
arrivals. In each case there are 10 sources and 1 0 0 % loading. The block size
is varied from 1 (leftmost curves) to 7 (rightmost curves).

diets the simulated losses for a block system very closely for all but
very short queue lengths, where there are high losses.
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Appendix C:
Averaging an On-Off
Source

C.1

Introduction

In Section 6.4.1 the issues concerning average rate estimation were
discussed. In particular, there is a trade off between over declaring
average rate and lengthening the time used to measure and enforce the
declaration. Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 were obtained using the
model analysed in this Appendix. The author would like to acknowledge Sze Tan for his assistance deriving the following results.
The model investigated is an on/off source generating cells as depicted
in Figure C.l. The bursts and silences are periods are independent and
exponentially distributed with means B and S respectively. During the

_r
bx

FIGURE C.1

sx

On-off source model.

b2

s2

b3

s3
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bursts cells are generated at a rate R. The mean (ensemble average)
arrival rate is given by

B + S
In practise the average rate must be measured over a finite time T. The
important questions asked in Section 6.4.1 are
• H o w long must T be for the measure average to get close to the
ensemble average?
• Given T what fraction of cells which are deemed to be in excess of
the declared average, that is what is the probability of Type I errors?
To answer these we need to determine the probability density of the
random variable A(T)

which describes the average rate measured

over a period T.

C.2 Analysis
W e consider an average rate calculated over an interval of duration T
using the formula
. ,m

total time source is on during interval „

A(T) =

^

R

(EQC.1)

First suppose that the averaging interval starts at the beginning if a
burst as in F i g u r e d . Depending on the lengths of the bursts and
silences, there can be any number of on-off cycles during the time T.
The average rate is given by a different formula in each of these cases.
The joint probability density of a sequence of N burst and silence periods of durations b^s^,b2,s2,

..., bN, sN is given by:
N

N

1
( 1
}
( 1
(EQ C2)
P(bi,sl,b2,s2,...,bN,sN) = - ^ e x p -^ £ bkV exp -- J£ sk
*"«1

'

k=l

In the following, N m a y indefinitely large. W e n o w consider each case
in turn:
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1. b^>T

i.e. thefirstburst lasts for a time longer than the averaging

time T. The probability of this is found by integrating Equation C.2
over all permitted values of the vairables, namely

T<bx<°°, 0<sl<°°, 0<b2<°°, ...,0<sN<°°
which results in exp(-7YB). In this case the average will be R.
2. bl<T<bl+sl

i.e. the averaging time is longer than thefirstburst,

but ends before the start of the second. The average rate in this case
is R (b^/T) and the probability density of b^ in this case is again
found by integrating Equation C.2 over all the permitted values of
the other variables, namely

T-b^ <Sj

0<b2<°°, 0<s2<°°, 0<b3<°°, ...,0<sN<°°
It is convenient to perform the integration over the second list
variablesfirstresulting in the marginal joint probability density for
Z?1 and s^ which is
1

?(bvsl)

= ^

e x

,

b

\

s

l.

P ( ~ #--£-)

(EQC 3)

-

Notice that this is independent of N. The integral over the permitt
range of s^ gives the desired probability density,
oo

Tih

(EQC4)

= iexp(-?)exp(^(i-i))
3. bl + sl<T<bi + sl + b2 i.e. the averaging completes during the
second burst. In this case the measured average is given by
R(T - s^) /T and the joint probability density of s^ is found in the
same way as above. The permitted ranges of the variables are

0<bl<T-sl, T-sl-bl<b2<°°
0<j' 0 <oo >

0<Z>, <°°, 0<Sr. <°°, ...,0<s*j<°°
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The marginal probability density found from integrating over the
second set of variables is
1 bl b2 s\

P(bvSl,b2) = _

exp(----) exp (--)

and the integral over b^ and b2 in the first list yields
T — 5j oo

0 T-sl-bl
T S

~l

(EQC.5)

\0dbi ^ e x p ( -f ) e x p ( *i ( H ) }
1

T

11

y
eX
( r -P(~D) e X P(" y i(D _ c))
• i)^O
'I'BS^'ii'^^^'irs-

W e could continue, but since any number of burst and silence cycles
could occur during the averaging time it is clearly necessary to recognise a pattern. The possibilities can be divided into those where the
measuring period ends during a silence (of which 2. is a special case)
bl + sl + b2+... + bn<T<bl+s1

+ b2+ ...+bn + sn

(EQC.6)

and those that end in a burst (of which 3. is a special case)
bl+sl

+ b2+...bn + sn<T<bl+Sl

+ ...bn +

Sn

+ bn+l

(EQC7)

When the average completes during a silence (Equation C.6) the measured average will be
Rbin)
r =

(EQC8)

where at this point we define the n term sums of bursts and silences
n n
n

w)
) v /
A ("
6(w -£ft
and,
.£* t
- \ bt
k and s
it- 1

k = l
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N o w consider the joint probability denisty of a particular set
(b,,b2> •••,bn) subject to the constraint of EquationC.6. This is
found from Equation C.2 using the same procedure as above. This
yields

t b(n)

l b

T-bK -sx s(n)

P ( b v b 2 , ...,bn) = _ _ e x p ( - - g - )

| dsx

| ds2...

J"

dsnexp(--j-)

(n) n~l
=

„ „ 1 e x P ^ ~ c) ex P (b ( c ~ n ^

nngi-1

S

SB

77,—TTi

(n— 1)!

(EQ C.9)

In order to get the joint probability density of the average rate r in this
case, w efirstfind the probability density for b n which is found by
integrating Equation C.9 under the constraint that b '' is equal to the
sum bl + b 2 + ... + 6n.Thatis
6(B) b(n)-bl
(n)

P(b )

=

(n)
b

-bi-...-bn.2

f dbl

f db2

| dbn_l

0

0

0

P(bl,b2,...,b{n)-bl-...-bn_l)
(EQ C10)

Since V(bvb2,...,b{n)-bl-...-bn_l) depends only on the
sum b , the integrals can be readily performed to give
(n) 1 (b(n) (T-b(n)))n ,An)A \.. . T.
L
P(b{n)) =
—j-f ryj

exp(6 l ' ( « - » ) ) e x p ( ~ = )

nti^n-l

J o

(n—1)!

o

(EQC11)

Corresponding to a particular value of b n , there is a value for the
average rate as given by Equation C.8. The joint probability density for
r due to these cases where the averaging period ends in a silence is
found by summing Equation over n = 1, 2, ... and changing the variable. W efirstfind
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Ps(b)

£ P ( Z > ( , I ) =b)

=

(EQC.12)

n-1

The sum may be simplified using the series expansion for th
Bessel function

7 (z) =

*

L~ra~

(EQC 13)

-

it-o *!
This yields
1 11 T
Ps(b) = -/Q(z) exp (Z> (---)) exp (--)
12
b(T-b)
where ^z = — — —

b(T-b)
or z = 2 1 — ^ —

(EQC.14)

(EQC15)

This gives the distribution of the total time that the source is on fo
time b and that the measurement period started at the beginning of a
burst and ended during a silence. W e now consider the cases covered
by Equation C.7 which apply when the measurement period ends during a burst. In this case the measured average will be
R(T-s(n))
r =

(EQC.16)

Proceeding along a parallel path to Equation C.6 onwards we see when
the averaging period ends in the n + 1 st burst, the joint probability
density
T-sin) T_s(»)_bi oo

P

^2-"^) = -^-P(-V |
3

^

db

db

0

0

l \

2 \ ^e*P(-V}
l-b-sv.,n_x
i \ n
irr,

= exp( )exp {s {

^ "5

('I) ,

B-S)}- ~nr
(EQC.17)
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(n)

Again w e can readilyfindthe pdf of the n term s u m s

„,(,), 1 (sM)"'' (T - y)" <„, 1 I

.

r

(EQ C.18)

S u m m i n g over all n and realising the modified Bessel function
1

7

i(z)

=

LmlTTTT^

k

(EQC 19)
(ifc+i)

/t = 0

w e find that

£P(sw)

/>*(*) =

.

(

«

)

•

n = 1

(EQ C.20)

2( r- 5 )/ ] >)
=

^B5

i i
r
T-^{s(r-s))^V(-^)

s(T-s)
where z =

2 ^ - ^ ^

At this point we have expressions for joint probability densities of
1. the total burst length during the averaging interval T, given that the
interval finishes during a period of silence, and
2. the total silence length during the averaging interval T given that
the intervalfinishesduring a period of a burst
where both are conditioned on the averaging interval starting at the
beginning of a burst. These m a y be converted to joint probability densities of the measured average rate r. For the cases ending in a silence,
the rate r = bR/T and so

Ty
T 1 . , , (rT ,1 K
PXr) =
s
R ^0Wexp(¥(r^)-^)j
and for those ending in a burst r = (T-s) R/T and so

(HQC21)
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where in both cases z = —

— — —

(EQ C22)

(EQC.23)

So assuming the measurement period started with a burst the pdf for
the measured average is just the sum of the components for cases ending in silence, those ending in a burst plus the special case where the
first burst exceeds the measurement period. That is
Pb(r) =Ps(r)+Pb(r)+b(r-R)e-T/B
T
=

M

(rT

exp(

A
(

1,

7\„,,

2TrIx(z)

)

)(/

^5z-)+6(r-^)e

¥ r5 -5

o

(z)+

(EQ C24)

If instead we assume that T starts at the beginning of a period of
silences, and follow a parallel line of analysis to that described in the
last few pages w efindthat
D5/ . T (rT A 1,
P (r)
CXP

= RS

7\/r,, 2T(R-r)Il(z) T/s
^ ^ ^ " ^ (7»(Z) +

RBz

}

+b(r)e

(EQ C.25)

If T starts at an arbitrary time within a burst or a silence period, the
memoryless property of the exponential distribution means that this
instant is statistically equivalent to the start of the corresponding
period. The probability densities found above thus need to be weighted
according to the probabilities that the interval starts during a burst or
during a silence period. This gives
BPb(r) +SPs(r)
P(A(T)) = P(r) =

K

'

(EQC.26)
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Appendix D:
Paper: Characterising
Leaky Bucket Performance

D.1

Introduction

This appendix contains a paper reporting the results of simulation analyses of the policed multiplexer model described in Section 6.3.2. It was
chosen not to present this work in the main body of the thesis, because
the worst case analysis of Section 6.3 and Appendix B provide results
which are more useful in terms of the design of an overall traffic control strategy. Nevertheless the observations m a d e in this paper are still
important, constitute an original contribution, and formed the basis of
two other publications [Hughes 90b, 9Id].
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'Switched Networks Research Centre
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Northfields Avenue (P.O. B o x 1144)
Wollongong 2500
N.S.W. A U S T R A L I A
+
O.T.C. (Australia) Ltd

Phone: (042) 270785
Fax: (042) 270236
Email:hughes@wolfen.uow.oz

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the simulation and analysis of a simple model of an ATM multiplexer in
which policed sources feed a deterministically served buffer. The results show that in overload
conditions the leaky bucket mechanism introduces correlations into the policed streams which
can reduce the probability of cell loss within the network.

1 INTRODUCTION
Despite the wide acceptance of the potential of ATM (it has been standardised as the switching
technique for the B I S D N ) there are nevertheless significant outstanding problems which will
affect its deployment [1]. In particular there is a need to define methods by means of which
network service providers can control the traffic load and guarantee to provide customers the
quality of service for which they have paid. This issue is complicated by the wide range of
traffic characteristics which m a y be offered to the network.
Preventative congestion control
Congestion in packet switched networks is traditionally controlled by means of buffers which
temporarily store packets until the transmission channels become available. However in all
networks there is a practical limit on the size of the buffers, and in A T M networks this is
particularly true since buffer sizes are not only bounded by economic considerations but also
by a desire to ensure that the overall delay experienced by a cell is minimized. Since the buffer
sizes are small there is a probability of buffer overflow which will result in cell loss within the
network. Therefore some mechanism (in addition to buffering) is required to avoid, or at least
control, congestion.
It is widely agreed that the most effective approach to controlling cell level congestion in an
A T M network is to use preventative rather than reactive control [2] [3]. This is because any
reactive flow control scheme is fundamentally limited by the ratio of link speed to propagation
delay.
A preventative congestion control strategy governs the access of the user to the network
resources by employing a call acceptance procedure which blocks calls likely to overutilise the
network resources. This concept is familiar to all circuit switched network users, where unless
the channel is available from source to destination, the user's call is blocked. In the case of an
A T M network, the situation is complicated by the fact that the user m a y not want continuous
use of the full bandwidth of a channel (virtual circuit). The network must therefore examine
the traffic statistics proposed by the user to determine whether links and nodes between the
source and destination have the capacity to handle the extra load.
Having allowed the user to vary the use of the network resources during a call, it is necessary
for each virtual circuit to be policed to ensure the negotiated characteristics are not ignored.
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Figure 1: Policing configurations

Excessive traffic may be discarded by a policing unit (or enforcer) before entering the net
Alternatively it m a y be tagged as low loss priority and allowed to enter the network [3] [4] in
which case it is preferentially discarded by the network nodes during periods of congestion. In
some applications where cell loss must be avoided the user m a y employ a shaper (refer to figure
1). A shaper is identical to the enforcing unit, only instead of discarding cells it buffers them
and throttles the source in order to prevent cell loss. In effect it shapes the traffic to have the
desired characteristics, so that the cell loss imposed by the enforcer within the network can be
avoided.
Leaky bucket enforcing mechanism
Enforcers will be required for every virtual circuit so the policing algorithm must be simple and
economically implemented in high speed hardware. The leaky bucket and its variants are often
proposed as suitable mechanisms which can be used to limit the rate and burstiness of a connection [4]. The standard leaky bucket schematic is shown in figure 2. It is essentially an up
d o w n counter, which saturates at a m a x i m u m count of K. The counter is incremented by each
cell "passing into the bucket". W h e n the counter reaches K, the bucket is "full" and the cell
must be discarded. Meanwhile the counter is decremented (the bucket is "leaking") at a rate R.
The counter cannot be decremented below zero, just like an empty bucket cannot leak. The
leaky bucket prevents the cell arrival rate from exceeding R cells per unit time. The timescale
over which the policing applies is determined by the depth K. Shallow buckets are suitable for
policing peak rate; deeper buckets can be used to police average rate.
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Figure 2: Leaky bucket policing mechanism
Policed Virtual Paths
Virtual paths are pre-established routes through the network into which virtual circuits m a y be
grouped. T h e virtual path identifier (VPI) in the A T M header provides a m e a n to avoid
identifying calls individually at intermediate nodes along a path. Both the virtual circuit
identifier (VCI) and V P I are required for correct routing at the end points of a path.
Although the virtual path was initially seen as a means of reducing routing overheads, other
advantages have since been realised. Establishing multiple virtual paths between two end
points allows the network to offer route diversity and service diversity. Route diversity is
obviously offered by paths traversing geographically different routes. Service diversity can
also be offered by routes using different transmission media or routes travelling different distances.
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Figure 3: Virtual Path separation.
There is also potential to use different virtual paths for disparate services on the same route
allowing the cell loss rate to be tailored for each individual service [5]. In order to prevent
interference between the calls on different virtual paths and achieve the virtual separation
depicted in Figure 3 each path must be peak rate policed. The call acceptance procedures for
each path would be implemented separately, so that services for which high statistical gain (at
the expense of a higher cell loss) was desired, could coexist on the same links with other services for which it was required to minimize the cell loss (at the expense of less efficient use of
bandwidth). B y opening a virtual path for each homogeneous traffic type, not only could the
characteristics of each path be tailored to the requirements of the specific service it carries, but
it also m a y m a k e the calculation of the traffic statistics more tractable.
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At first sight, the virtual separation of traffic m a y appear as moving a step away from integration. Note however, that a system using virtual separation is far more flexible than one with
physical separation. The network operator m a y change the bandwidth allocation and indeed
the route of any virtual path in response to demand. The boundaries between paths are hard but
not immovable. Although partitioning transmission capacity into peak policed virtual paths
will decrease the gains available by statistically multiplexing the virtual paths themselves this
must be weighed against the benefits of individually characterised paths.

2 A MODEL AND APPROACH

DETERMINISTICALLY
SERVED BUFFER

Figure 4(a): Generalised Model: Policed sources feeding a buffer
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Figure 4(b): Virtual Paths feeding an A T M link
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Figure 4(c): Virtual Circuits feeding a Virtual Path
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T h e complex interaction between nodes makes it extremely difficult to analyse or simulate an
A T M network as a whole. Our approach is to reduce the A T M network into decoupled policed
source multiplexer performance models as in figure 4(a). If w e can find a solution to bandwidth
allocation and congestion control for a single multiplexer w e can gain a better understanding
and perhaps a solution to the overall problem.
The inherent assumption taken when making such a simplification is that the switches have a
negligible effect on the parameters of the virtual circuits they carry. Because the switch buffers
are small there is little opportunity for them to cause cell jitter large enough to change the call
parameters (e.g. the peak or average rate) and because ideally the probability of loss within the
network is small this assumption would appear to be intuitively acceptable. B y comparing the
results using single multiplexer models with simulation results for two or more cascaded stages
it is possible to examine the implications of decomposing the problem into smaller parts. This
approach has been followed by Woodruff et al [3] and their findings indicate that the actual loss
and delay statistics for cascaded stages tend to be slightly lower than would be predicted by
examining the individual multiplexers. That is, this model is a conservative approximation.
By extending our scope to consider policed virtual paths we can identify two fortunate isomorphisms. T h e sources depicted could represent virtual paths, each being peak policed and
multiplexed into a switch buffer as labelled in figure 4(b). Furthermore by realising that a leaky
bucket peak policing mechanism m a y be represented by its equivalent queue (this notion is
explained later) w e can identify this same basic subsystem at a lower level where policed virtual
circuits are grouped into a virtual path (Figure 4(c)).
Central Problem: Estimating cell loss
T h e authors have limited their investigation to consider only the discard-at-the-edge policy. In
this case the cell loss probability for a call can be divided into two components:
(i) discard by the source policing mechanisms, and
(ii) cell loss within the network due to buffer overflows.
T h e first component is a function of the source characteristics and the policing parameters and
can be avoided by not exceeding the negotiated statistics or by using a shaper. The user must
be able to estimate the likely component of loss due to policing in order to specify a suitable
call policing parameters.
The second component is a s u m of the loss due to overflow for all the intervening nodes.
Looking at each node in isolation this is a complicated function ofthe source characteristics and
policing parameters of every call sharing the multiplexer buffer. W h e n overflow occurs the
cells are dropped arbitrarily. Consequently this loss component is the same for all calls sharing
the buffer and hence characterises the degree of interference between policed streams. O f most
interest is the m a x i m u m value of this cell loss probability as a function of the policing parameters, independent of the offered traffic load and statistics. It is this quantity which determines the quality of service that the network provider can guarantee. A n estimate of the
m a x i m u m probability of cell loss within the network could provide the basis of a very robust
call acceptance procedure: w h e n a request for a connection is received the n e w m a x i m u m loss
probability is calculated, if this expected loss exceeds some acceptable level the call is blocked.
The aim of the authors work has been to characterise these two loss components.
Approach
The leaky bucket mechanism can be compared to a F C F S queue with finite waiting room and
a deterministic server. T h e equilibrium state of the leaky bucket of depth K can be found by
solving the queue length distribution of the equivalent G/D/l/K queue. The discard probability
(the first of the two loss components) is given by the probability of an arrival finding the queue
full. For certain sources and in particular memoryless sources it is straightforward to find this
equilibrium distribution. Furthermore under certain conditions it is also possible to identify a
suitable set of Imbedded Markov Points and obtain an approximate equilibrium distribution for
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the multiplexer buffer distribution and hence the probability of overflow (the second loss
component). Unfortunately this method of analysis is limited to considering leaky bucket
policing rates which are submultiples of the A T M cell rate. Consequently the results obtain by
these means have been checked and extended using simulation techniques.

3 RESULTS
Our investigation so far has concentrated on understanding the behaviour of shallow leaky
buckets. Such devices m a y be suitable for peak policing virtual circuits or for the separation of
virtual paths.
Using the single multiplexer model the effects of the following variables have been studied:
(i) offered
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

traffic
bucket depth
policed rate
number of sources
multiplexer buffer size
asymmetric loadings

Figure 5: T h e multiplexer queue distribution against normalised offered traffic intensity.
An unexpected relationship was observed between the offered traffic intensity and the multiplexer queue distribution (and hence loss within the network). Figure 5 shows simulation
results for a typical configuration with a discrete memoryless arrival process. Note in particular
that the tail of the queue distribution extends dramatically as the offered traffic (normalised
with respect to outgoing link capacity) approaches one. W h e n the traffic intensity is low the
policer will discard very few cells and it is fairly intuitive that the expected queue length will
increase with offered traffic level. The decrease in the expected queue length as the offered
traffic intensity exceeds one can be explained by examining the cell interarrival distribution of
the policed streams feeding the multiplexer (Figure 6). A s the offered traffic begins to exceed
the policed peak rate limit cells are discarded by the policer in such a manner that correlations
are introduced. Specifically, w h e n the bucket is full a cell will be permitted past the policer
only after each bucket decrement. The decrements occur at a deterministic rate, reducing the
variance in the cell interarrival times resulting in a shorter queue distribution. A s the offered
traffic increases, the bucket is more likely to be full and hence this effect becomes more
prominent and the arrival distribution shifts from geometric to deterministic.
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Figure 6: Cell interarrival distribution (after policer) against normalised offered traffic intensity.
Although figures 5 and 6 correspond to a specific system (3 identical sources, each policed with
a leaky bucket mechanism of depth 15 such that the total traffic into the multiplexer (dimensioned load) does not exceed 9 9 % of the outgoing link capacity) this phenomenon was
observed for all the systems which were investigated. This effect is significant since it implies
that as the load offered to the network increases above the dimensioned capacity the cell loss
within the network will in fact drop. If some sources attempt to overutilise the network, the
remaining users m a y experience a reduction in cell loss rate although the network throughput
is higher. H o w e v e r while the periodicity introduced by the policer m a y cause a drop in the
absolute probability of cell loss this m a y be accompanied by a rise in the conditional probability
of losing successive cells from the same source [6].
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Figure 7: Cell loss probability due to overflow versus offered traffic intensity with dimensioned loads varying from 9 0 % (bottom curve) to 9 9 % (top curve) for 10 symmetrically
loaded and policed sources with a bucket depth of 10.
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The offered traffic intensity at which cell loss probability is m a x i m u m is governed by the
dimensioned load (that is the s u m of the policed rates as a fraction of the outgoing link capacity). If the network is dimensioned such that the utilisation approaches one the expected queue
length and hence the probability of buffer overflowrisedramatically as illustrated in Figure 7.
For bucket depths of 1 (top curve) to 20 (bottom curve)
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Figure 8: Cell loss probability at the enforcer (a) and within the network (b) versus offered
traffic intensity for bucket depths varying from 1 to 20 for 10 symmetrically loaded sources
each policed to a normalised rate of 0.095 (such that the dimensioned load was 9 5 % of the
outgoing link capacity).
Increasing the bucket depth of the policer extends the time scale over which the rate is
measured, tending to permit more bursty sequences of cells to enter the network. This results
in a lower loss due to discard by the policing units (figure 8(a)) and hence the possibility of
achieving greater multiplexing gain, but is offset by higher loss within the network (figure 8(b))
and hence interference between users. Note that cell loss probability within the network is
dependent on the bucket depth, but the m a x i m u m always occurs w h e n the offered traffic is
close to the dimensioned load.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
It is clear the BISDN will be based on an ATM network. The basic details of the switching
technique have been finalised but the issue of congestion control still requires attention. T h e
most suitable scheme is almost certainly a preventative control strategy which governs access
to the network resources. The design of a suitable call acceptance procedure and policing
mechanism depend crucially on the ability to estimate cell loss both at the policer and within
the network.
A simple model has been used to investigate the characteristics of the leaky bucket policing
mechanism. Simulations have shown that the periodic nature of the decrement signal applied
to die leaky bucket can under overload conditions induce correlations in the policed stream. In
effect the variance of the cell interarrival distribution of the policed stream is reduced as the
offered traffic increases above the enforced level. This observation is of significance since it
implies the m a x i m u m cell loss within the network peaks when the offered traffic is close to one.
It is this m a x i m u m cell loss probability which determines the quality of service which can be
guaranteed to the users.
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Appendix E:
M A T L A B Function Library

E.1

Introduction
The interactive numerical analysis software package M A T L A B

was

employed extensively to generate the results presented in this thesis.
Most ofthe analytic methods and connection admission algorithms discussed in this thesis have been implemented as M A T L A B functions
written in the native M A T L A B language, or in some critical cases optimised C code which can be linked with M A T L A B . These functions
have been collected into a function library, and in this appendix w e
include brief descriptions of the most significant functions, in alphabetic order.

1. Trsdemark of The Mathworks Inc.
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BINOMIAL
B I N O M I A L returns a binomial distribution. The routine is implemented as a M E X file written in highly optimised C code.
Usage:
[D,M] = BINOMIAL(N,P)

input parameters:
N

the number of trials

p

the probability of success of each trial

output parameters:
D

a row vector containing the distribution

M

a N + l by N + l lower triangular matrix storing binomial
distributions for from 0 to N trails (optional)
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CACBOUND, xxxBOUND
CACBOUND calculates admission boundaries for two types of traffic
using five different techniques:
1. peak rate allocation
2. single Q O S , shared capacity
3. single Q O S , separated capacity
4. two Q O S using separated capacity
5. two Q O S using ideal priority
The limits for the individual schemes can be calculated using

PRABOUND, MLXBOUND, SEPBOUND, PRIBOUND.
usage:
[P1,P2,P3,P4,P5] =
CACbound(alphal,betal,QOS1,alpha2,beta2,QOS2,maxpts)

input parameters:
alphal the peak-to-link ratio for type 1 calls
betal

the burstiness for type 1 calls

QOS l

the Q O S constraint for type 1 calls

aipha2 the peak-to-link ratio for type 2 calls
bet a2

the burstiness for type 2 calls

QOS 2

the Q O S constraint for type 2 calls

maxpts m a x i m u m output vector points to calculate (default 201)
output parameters:
The output vectors PI ... P 5 correspond to the five techniques above
and each contains two columns of numbers representing pairs of points
on the admission boundary concerned.
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DETBATCH, BATTOBLK
D E T B A T C H calculates the steady state queue distribution for a finite
multiplexer fed by periodic batch sources as analysed in Appendix B.
usage:
[L,Q] = DETBATCH(N,M,T,K)

input parameters:
N

number of sources

M

batch size

T

period in slots

K

buffer size

output parameters:
L

loss probability

Q

queue distribution

BATTOBLK finds the approximate steady state queue distribution for
a queue fed by block periodic sources using the results of D E T BATCH.
x = DET2BLK(y,N,ON,OFF)

input parameters:
y

queue output from [ L , Q ] = D E T B A T C H ( N , O N , O N + O F F , K J

N

number of sources

ON

on time in slots

OFF

off time in slots

output parameters:
x

approximate survivor function
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EXPOOAV
E X P O O A V calculates the probability density for the measured average
rate of an exponential on exponential off source as calculated by averaging over a time interval T as described in Appendix C.
usage:
[P0,P,PR] = onoffav(S,B,R,T,r)

input parameters:
s

m e a n length of silences

B

m e a n length of bursts

R

rate during bursts

T
r

time

for averaging

vector of average rates for pdf

output parameters:
PO

delta function at r=o

PR

delta functions at r=R

p

the probability density function for 0<r<R
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MMBPMUX
M M B P M U X finds multiplexer queue distribution for N identical discrete Markov Modulated Bernoulli Processes ( M M B P s ) using S D D P M M B P followed by S D D P M B H .
usage:
[l,q,x] = MMBPMUX(R1,R2,LI,L2,N,K)
input parameters:
RI

rate in state one

R2

rate in state two

Li

average number of slots in state one

L2

average number of slots in state two

N

number of sources

K

size of the buffer

output parameters:
l

loss probability

q

queue distribution (optional)

x

2 D state distribution (optional)
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MMPP
M M P P finds queue distribution and loss for a two state M M P P / D / 1 / K
queue. T h e algorithm is described in [Dutkiewicz 91] pp. 52-58 - note
there are a few typographical errors.
usage:
[l,q,x,y] = MMPP (rl,r2,11,12, d,K)

input parameters:
ri

transisition rate from state one (1/mean state one duration)

r2

transisition rate from state two (1/mean state two duration)

n

state one arrival rate

12

state two arrival rate

d

rate of service

K

queue size

output parameters:
l

loss probability

q

queue distribution (optional)

x

state distribution at departures (optional)

y

state distribution at any time (optional)
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NMADMIT
N M A D M I T requests admission of n identical calls to a link. Each call
is described by m e a n m and variance v. The link pdf is also represented
by a normal distribution with a m e a n and variance. Calls are accepted
up until the qos requirement is exceeded or until n calls have been
admitted. The number of admitted calls and the n e w link m e a n and variance and the actual qos are returned. See Section 7.3.1.
usage:
[n, linkm,linkv,qos] = NMADMIT(m,v,qos,n, C)

or
[n, linkm,linkv,qos] = NMADMIT(m,v,qos,n,linkm, linkv)

input parameters:
m

connection m e a n

v

connection variance

qos

qos constraint

n

number of calls to admit (can be set to infinity)

c

(optional) outgoing link capacity (defaults to one)

linkm

(optional) initial link mean (defaults to zero)

linkv

(optional) initial link variance (defaults to zero)

output parameters:
n

number of calls accepted

linkm

(optional) link m e a n

linkv

(optional) link variance

qos

(optional) actual qos
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NMLOSS
N M L O S S calculates the expected cell loss due to burst scale congestion of a multiplexer fed by traffic with normal rate pdf using
Equation 3.4 (bufferless analysis).
usage:
loss = nmloss(mu,sigma, C)

input parameters:
mu

m e a n arrival rate

sigma

standard deviation of the arrival rate

c

outgoing link capacity

output parameters:
l

probability of a cell which is sent being lost
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OOFAST
O O F A S T is an optimised C routine to find rate pdf for a superposition
of N homogeneous on/off sources. The pdf is used as the basis for zero
buffer type C A C .
usage:
[n, loss,pdf] = oofast(alpha,beta,qos,N,pdf)

input parameters:
alpha

connection peak-to-link ratio

beta

connection burstiness (peak-to-mean ratio)

QOS

long term loss probability constraint

N

m a x i m u m number of calls to admit

pdf

optional initial link pdf

output parameters:
n

number of calls accepted

loss

vector containing
[average loss probability;
congestion probability;
fraction of cells lost in overload];

pdf

link pdf after accepting n calls

notes:
1. All output arguments are optional.
2. The bin spacing for the pdfs is alpha.
3. For heterogenous C A C use T N T P D F to change bin spacing.
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SDDPAPX1
S D D P A P X l finds the approximate queue distribution and loss due to
overflow for a finite length queue fed by a S D D P using the overload
underload aggregation technique described in Section 4.7.
usage:
Either
[l,q,x,nA,NB] = SDDPAPXl(A,B,K)

which does the approximation and solves the queue, or
[nA,nB] = SDDPAPXl(A,B)

which just does the approximation.
input parameters:
A

phase state transition matrix

B

arrival generation matrix

K

size of the buffer

output parameters:
l

loss probability

q

queue distribution (optional)

x

2 D state distribution (optional)

nA

n e w approximate phase state transition matrix

nB

n e w approximate arrival generation matrix
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SDDPAPX2
S D D P A P X 2 finds the approximate queue distribution and loss due to
overflow for a finite length queue fed by a S D D P using a two state
M M P P to represent the overload and underload states, as described in
Section 4.7.
usage:
[l,q,x,p] = SDDPAPX2(A,B,K)

input parameters:
A

phase state transition matrix

B

arrival generation matrix

K

size of the buffer

output parameters:
l

loss probability

q

queue distribution (optional)

x

2 D state distribution (optional)

p

M M P P parameters in a single vector [ru ro lu lo] (optional)

where
ru

transisition rate from underload (1/mean underload duration)

ro

transisition rate from overload (1/mean overload duration)

lu

underload arrival rate

lo

overload arrival rate
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SDDPFULL
S D D P M B H finds the queue distribution and loss due to overflow for a
finite length queue fed by a S D D P by forming the full transition matrix
and doing L U decompostion for the steady state. See Section 4.3.
usage:
[l,q,x,P,Q] = SDDPFULL(A,B,K)

input parameters:
A

phase state transition matrix

B

arrival generation matrix

K

size of the buffer

output parameters:
1

loss probability

q

queue distribution (optional)

x

2 D state distribution (optional)

p

full state transition matrix (optional)

Q

full state transition matrix without loss wrapped in (optional)
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SDDPJITT
S D D P J I T T finds the jitter experienced by two tagged cells travelling
through a multiplexer with K waiting places fed S D D P traffic. T h e
S D D P state space should be kept reasonably small since the full state
transistion matrix is formed. Results for infinite cell spacing are automatically calculated and appended to the output parameter lists. See
Section 5.4.
usage:
[J,M,D,L,C] = SDDPJITT(A,B,K,S)

input parameters:
A

phase state transition matrix

B

arrival generation matrix

K

size of the buffer

s

a vector of cell spacings (must be in ascending order)

output parameters:
j

jitter distributions, one column per cell spacing

M

means of the jitters (optional)

D

stardard deviations of the jitters (optional)

L

P(loss of 2nd cell I 1st cell was ok) (optional)

c

P(loss of 2nd cell I 1st cell was lost) (optional)
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SDDPMBH
S D D P M B H finds the queue distribution and loss due to overflow for a
finite length queue fed by a S D D P , using the M B H technique described
in Appendix A .
usage:
[l,q,x] = SDDPMBH (A, B,K)

input parameters:
A

phase state transition matrix

B

arrival generation matrix

K

size of the buffer

output parameters:
l

loss probability

q

queue distribution (optional)

x

2 D state distribution (optional)
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SDDPMBHK
S D D P M B H K finds the queue distribution and loss due to overflow for
a finite length queue fed by a S D D P , using the M B H technique
described in Appendix A. This version is optimised to calculated losses
for multiple buffer sizes simultaneously.
usage:
Llist = SDDPMBHK(A,B,Klist)

input parameters:
A

phase state transition matrix

B

arrival generation matrix

K I i st

list of buffer sizes in ascending order

output parameters:
Llist

list of loss probabilities
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SDDPMMBP
S D D P M M B P forms the S D D P phase transisition and arrival generation matrices for a superposition of two state Markov Modulated Bernoulli Processes ( M M B P s ) . There m a y be one or two types of source.
See Section 4.4.
usage:
for a homogenous system:
[A,B] = SDDPMMPP(R1,R2,L1,L2,N)
for a heterogenous system with two source types:
[A,B] = SDDPMMBP(R1,R2,LI,L2,N,rl,r2,11,12,n)
input parameters:
RI

rate in state one

R2

rate in state two

Li

average number of slots in state one

L2

average number of slots in state two

N

number of sources

Lower case denotes same but for second source type.
output parameters:
A

phase state transition matrix

B

arrival generation matrix
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SDDPOLUL
S D D P O L U L performs underload / overload type analysis for a S D D P .
See Section 4.5 and Section 4.6.
usage:
[mo,mu,vo,vu,lo,la,cong] = SDDPOLUL(A,B)

input parameters:
A

phase state transition matrix

B

arrival generation matrix

output parameters:
mo

m e a n overload period

mu

m e a n underload period

vo

variance of overload period

vu

variance of underload period

lo

probability of loss during overload

la

average probability of loss

cong

probability of congestion (zero buffer approx.)

All output parameters are optional.
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TWOSTATE
T W O S T A T E returns an (N+l) by (N+l) transition matrix, for N identical two state Markov processes. Each row is given by the convolution
of two binomial distributions, one for sources in state 1 and another
one for those in state 2. This routine is implemented as a M E X file
written in highly optimised C code.
Usage:
M = TWOSTATE(N,P1,P2)

input parameters:
N

the number of processes

pl

P(state at k+1 = 11 state at k = 1)

P2

P(stateatk+1 = 2 I state atk = 2)

output parameters:
M

the state transistion matrix with entries where

M(i,j) =P(number of processes in state 2 at k+1 = j-1
I number of processes in state 2 at k = i-l)
Note use of j-1 and i-l since MATLAB indexes matrices from 1, not 0.

